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ABSTRACT 
This report gives an overview of the goals, methods, and findings of a major two

phased research program addressing the crime of forcible rape. The overaIl purpose 
of the study was to increase the effectiveness of the police, prosecution, and 
legislative responses to the crime of rape, and the project ha~ produced nine other 
reports r.nd manuals which focus on specific criminal justice issues or roles a~ these 
relate to improved handling of rape ~ases. 

The report summarizes the extensive project findings collected from police and 
prosecutor surveys; on-site study of rape progr"O"1\s; law enforcement records; and 
inter'dews with victims. offenders. and key criminal justice and other professionals 
dealing with rape cases. The following are examples of these findings. 

W;th respect to the characteristics of the crime, the project found that rape is the 
most li~rierreported crime in the United States, with only a fraction of the cases 
reported tt' police. A major reason for this is the victim's fear about the treatment 
she will receive from the criminal justice system as her case proceeds to trial. Even 
when crimes are reported, only 5 percent result in apprehension of a suspect and in 
less than 3 pe~cent is there an actual convictio~. Rapists are largely indistinguishable . 
from the rest of the population. The victim is generaIly aged 20 or younger, while the 
rapist's age is typicalIy 30 or younger. Most attacks involve strangers or slight ac
quaintailces. Most rapes take place in the victim's home or on the street. Severe 
force is used in 60 percent of the cases, while some degree of "strong-arm" force is 
present in 75 percent of the incidents. Most physical injuries are minor, but the 
psychological effects on the victim may be extremely severe. Appendices present 
tables analyzing data from police records in Seattle, Detroit, Kansas City, New 
Orleans, and Phoenix. Given are number of victims, age, race, witnesses, location of 
offense. weapons used, types of resistance, injuries sustained, and an analysis of 
followup investigation. 

With respect to criminal justice system response to rape, the study found that the 
average police officer is given little training in the special Iaroblems of rape in
vestigation, yet the initial contact is the most important source of evidence for pro
secution. Training for police patrol officers and sex crimes investigators is sug
gested. Findings are also presented for prosecutor offices and training is recom
mended for filing and trial deputies. Policy recommendations are also made for 
both police and prosecutor administration. To support these training and policy 
recommendations, operational/training manuals for five types of criminal justice 
personnel were also produced as a part of this project. 

Other project documents include reports of national police and prosecution 
st.. veys, a handout booklet of medical and legal information for rape victims, and 
an analysis of the legal issues involved in rape adjudication. 

ix 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

This report concludes a two-year research effort 
which was initiated in response to the widespread 
concern felt by the community and the system of 
criminal justice about the crime of forcible rape. Of 
all the categories of violent crime, none has increased 
more rapidly and consistently during the last decade 
than this form of serious sexual assault. Confronted 
with this alarming situation, criminal justice agencies 
across the United States have been actively engaged 
in a search for new and innovative methods of han
dling the crime, and, particularly, for methods which 
increase offender apprehension and conviction rates 
as well as improve the treatment of victims. It is the 
principal objective of this research to provide that 
guidance through the development of systematic 
strategies and procedures designed to address the 
operational needs of the criminal justice system in the 
area of rape. 

The three long-range objectives of this project 
were: 

• the development of effective techniques and 
strategies for law enforcement agencies to 
utilize in the handling of rape cases, including 
the gathering of evidence, apprehension of of
fenders, and response to victims; 

• the development of effective strategies and pro
cedures for prosecutor agencies to utilize in the 
handling of rape cases, including interactions 
with police during investigation, interrogation 
and treatment of victims and witnesses, and 
pre-trial and courtroom procedures; and 

• the development of statutory recommendations 
for legislators to utilize in developing rape 
legislation, including consideration of cor
roboration requirements, admissibility of 
character testimony, cautionary jury instruc
tions, multiple degrees of rape and prescribed 
penalties. 

In order to accomplish these objectives, we under
took to better understand the circumstances of rape 
offenses, isolate major problems associated with the 
enforcement of this crime, evaluate the merits of a 
variety of methods to apprehend and prosecute 

suspected rapists, and analyze legal issues 'associated 
with rape. This information has been distilled into II 
reports and manuals designed to assist police, pro
secutors, victims, legislators and researchers who are 
interested in or responsible for more effective and ef
ficient means to deal with the crime of rape. 

1.1 Overview of First-Year Research 
Activities IProducis 

During the first year of our research, we surveyed a 
nationwide sample of police and prosecutor agencies 
and made an extensive on-site analysis of criminal 
justice procedures and victim responses in the pilot 
city of Seattle. A digest of legislative and case law 
relating to rape was also prepared. A brief synopsis 
of each of these products is presented below. 

Police and prosecutor surveys. As initially envis
aged, two surveys were intended to provide basel.ine 
data of existing procedures, identify problems 
associated with the investigation, apprehension, and 
prosecution of offenders, and identify new programs 
or procedures in this area of concern. The survey of 
police agencies resulted in responses from 208 depart
ments, which represented an 89 percent return rate. 
The police agencies which returned completed ques
tionnaires represented jurisdictions serving popula
tions of varying sizes throughout the United States. 
Both the response rate and the personal contacts 
made with agency heads and personnel by research 
staff members made it abundantly clear that law en
forcement agencies were concerned about rape and 
were seeking assistance in response to this crime. The 
findings from this portion of the research appear in 
Nationwide Survey oj the Police Response to Forci
ble Rape. 

Similarly, prosecutor agencies surveyed across the 
country indicated their concern about the crime of 
rape and the desire to aid in dealing effectively with 
the prosecution of this serious felony. A total of t 50 
prosecutor agencies returned completed question
aires, which represented a response rate of 75 per
cent. The findings are presented in Nationwide 
Survey oj the Prosecutor Response to Forcible Rape. 

On-site pilot study. The objectives of this portion 
of the research program were to: 

(1) test the feasibility of obtaining access to data 



from criminal justice and allied agencies concerned 
with rape; (2) develop and field test research pro
cedures and instruments; and (3) demonstrate that 
the data obtained from intensive field research at a 
specified site were of value in the design of effective 
strategies for criminal justice involvement with rape. 

The most important part of the pilot study was to 
test the feasibility of various methods of obtaining 
data in an intensive research program at one she. A 
great deal was learned about the most effective 
methods to obtain access to information need~d to 
complete this phase of the research. This experience 
proved especially useful in the approach to research 
sites during the second year. One of the most 
valuable sources of information used during this 
phase of the research was official records of rape 
cases obtained from police and prosecutor files. A 
wealth of detailed information about the criminal 
justice system's response to rape was contained in 
these records. 

Access to interview information from patrol of
ficers, investigators, prosecutors, and policy 
policymakers was facilitated by a close working rela
tionship established with a rape investigator who 
became a part of the research staff for a portion of 
the project. Preparation of interview schedules that 
related directly to specific rape cases, careful selec
tion and notification of respondents and, in some 
cases, payment for the respondents' time also proved 
helpful. 

One method proposed and tested to obtain data 
about initial patrol response to rape calls was direct 
observation of actual interactions between patrol of
ficers and victilns. Members of the research staff 
rode in patrol cars and were available in a special car 
that could respond to rape calls during weekend 
hours most likely to involve sexual assaults. Because 
of the infrequency of reported rapes, no actual radio 
call was received during this trial period. it was 
decided that this method of observing the police 
response to rape victims was ineffective in terms of 
resources required and information obtained. 

Several methods of gaining access to rape victims 
for interviews were tested. Since the original research 
aim was to obtain information from both reporting 
and non-reporting victims, several approaches were 
explored to gain victim cooperation and consent to 
participate in the research. Because of the serious 
ethical questions raised by utilizing police records to 
obtain the names of victims, this approach was con
sidered entirely inappropriate and a breach of con
fidentiality. Instead, the local rape counseling service 
and crisis center volunteers agreed to act as liaison 
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between victims and the research staff. Unfortunate
Iy, too few victim respondents were obtained through 
this method. An alternative strategy was employed 
which consisted of advertising in newspapers and on 
radio and television for victims willing to be inter
viewed. A I?rge number of reportmg and non
reporting victims volunteered to be a part of the 
study as a result of this advertising; Because of the 
success of this method and because of human sub
jects considerations, this approach seemed the most 
appropriate method to obtain access to victim 
respondents. 

During the pilot site phase of the research, a 
number of interview schedules were constructed and 
tested extensively. Interview schedules for patrol of
ficers, rape investigators, police policymakers, pro
secutors, and rape victims were used under field con
ditions. It was expected that these instruments, 
modified to focus upon the most relevant problem 
areas identified during first year research, would be 
used during the second year research effort. 

A more extensive discussion of the methodology 
and results of each of these tasks undertaken at the 
pilot site is presented in the document entitled First 
Year Report. This report and supplemental quarterly 
reports are available from the National Institute of 
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration. 

Legis/ative digest. An analysis of case law and 
legislation regarding rape was undertaken for the 
Battelle Law and Justice Study Center by the Na
tional Legal Data Center. The product which resulted 
from this analysis, Rape Legislation: A Digest of 
History and Current Status, includes a state-by-state 
listing of rape statutes and relevant case law. 

First year research findings. On the basis of our 
first year of research into the criminal justice 
system's handling of forcible rape, we identified a 
number of problems: 

• inadequate materials to apprise rape victims of 
the criminal justice procedures required for re
porting and prosecuting rape cases; 

• inadequate pre-service police training for han
dling forcible rape offenses; 

• uncertainty regarding the most efficient and ef
fective medical/forensic protocol for properly 
gathering physical evidence from rape victims; 

• inadequate training and facilities for the inter
viewing of rape victims; 

• uncertainty regarding the effectiveness of in
vestigative strategies used to identify rape 
suspects; 



• uncertainty and disagreement regarding prose
cutive decisions to charge forcible rape; 

4t uncertainty and considerable disagreemnt re
garding the most effective strategies to prose
cute forcible rape; and 

• legislative inconsistency concerning the legal as
pects of victim consent, corroboration, cau
tionary jury instructions, etc. 

Within each of the problem areas, a number of 
specific issues emerged from the analysis of first year 
research results. 

The police survey results and the pilot site observa
tions indicated the extreme importance of the type of 
initial police response to a rape report. Well-handled, 
this response can greatly facilitate the subsequent in
vestigation of the crime and the ultimate disposition 
of the case. Poorly handled, it can not only add to 
the victim's trauma, but actually destroy any 
possibility of victim cooperation with the criminal 
justice system. 

The survey results showed that in most jurisdic
tions (82 percent) the initial response to a rape report 
was made by a partrol officer rather than a member 
of a special unit responsible for handling rape cases. 
These patrol officers were often inexperienced and 
untrained in the investigation of rape complaints. 
Linked to the initial response to a rape report were 
the techniques used to gather and preserve informa
tion about the rape event. Survey results indicated 
that most agencies had no special report form to be 
used by the officers who responded to a rape call. In
stead, an open-ended general duty report form was 
the most common document usee..! to obtain critical 
and immediate crime scene data. 

The survey evidence revealed that much attention 
has been given to the development of a specialized 
police response to cases of rape. However, the survey 
results also made it apparent that there were major 
differences of opinion among law enforcement agen
cies concerning the structure and responsibilities of 
units which handle rape. There was a great deal of 
disagreement concerning the selection criteria for 
personnel to staff a unit, the advantages and disad
vantages of male and female investigators, the nature 
of in-service training to be provided unit members, 
the criteria for assigning cases for investigation, and, 
the degree of specialization desirable in handling rape 
cases. 

The optimum set of investigative techniques 
employed for rape cases represents a complex in
terplay among a number of factors leading from the 
rape event. There is clearly an important linkage 
among patrol response; initial information gather-

ing, forensic testing, and victim interviewing and 
treatment. In general, the investigative techniques 
utilized are designed to obtain the following: (I) 
proof that the crime occurred or was attempted; (2) 
the identity of the sllspect(s); and (3) information or 
evidence necessary to link the victim and suspect in 
an act or attempted act of nonconsensual inter
course. 

Responses to the police survey indicated wide 
disparity in the frequency of use and perceived effec
tiveness of specific techniques, such as crime scene 
analysis, polygraph examinations of offenders and/ 
or victims, and reliance on known offender or photo 
files for suspect identification. The use of various 
techniques seemed to differ so greatly from depart
ment to department-as well as from investigator to 
investigator-that we were not able to judge their 
relative effectiveness on the basis. of outcome 
measures related to suspect identification and ap
prehension. 

The nature and quality of the interaction between 
police and prosecutors in the development of cases 
for presentation to the adjudicatory process is criticai 
to the determination of their outcome. The on-site 
pilot study and the two surveys confirmed that this 
situation applies to cases of rape. Lack of liaison be
tween police and prosecutor agencies, poor case pre
paration by either agency, differing levels of under
standing of the problem of rape, variations in the 
specialization afforded rape investigations and pro
secutions, as well as other matters, can lead to unsur,;
cessful prosecution of apprehended offenders. Agen
cies have employed a wide variety of responses to 
cope with these problems, and there is no clear con
sensus on methods to facilitate police-prosecutor in
!eraction. 

Just as specialization in rape investigations was an 
important issue for law enforcement agencies, pro
secutor survey results indicated that a specialized 
prosecutor response to rape was a topic of interest 
and concern. Generally, the surveys showed that 
there was far less specialization within prosecutor 
agencies than in police departments in the handling 
of rape cases. Some large jurisdictions which were ex
perimenting with various forms of specialized 
response were identified in the survey. but there was a 
clear need for more specializati' i, as well as for 
more information concerning pro:sccutor response to 
the problem. 

Pre-trial procedures utilized by prosecutors in the 
handling of rape cases encompass a range of ac
tivities including victim and witness interviews, 
preparation for actual trial and the possibility of plea 
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bargaining. The survey results, as well as those ob
tained at the pilot site, indicated that only a small 
proportion of cases charged as rape were actually 
presented for trial or went to trial at that level. The 
criteria upon which decisions were made to proceed 
to trial seemed to vary widely within and between 
prosecutor offices. In addition, no consistent 
methods were adopted for interviews and interac
tions with victims and no consensus of opinion was 
obtained regarding the appropriateness of plea 
negotiations in rape cases. 

The trial procedures adopted by prosecutors are 
very much influenced by the statutory and case law 
requirements related to corroboration, admissibility 
of victim character testimony, and cautionary jury 
instructions. The survey results indicated that. these 
requirements differed substantially from state to 
state. Even when requirements were held constant, 
trial procedures tended to vary widely among pro
secutor agencies. 

In general, then, the res(:arch conducted during the 
first year indicated substantial differences in the ap
proaches used by the criminal justice system to han
dle rape cases. Little was known about the effec
tiveness of various procedures and techniques that 
were currently used by practitioners, and little had 
been done to examine them. 

1.2 Overview of Second Year Research Activities 

Second year research activities focused upon the 
specific problems identified in the first phase of this 
project. The techniques and instruments developed 
for study at the pilot site were modified to reflect the 
concerns expressed by criminal justice practitioners 
responsible for the enforcement of rape statutes. We 
then went on to apply these techniques and instru
ments in selected sites throughout the United States. 
The data obtained from these efforts were to be in
tegrated to produce practical, objective techniques 
and strategies for use by police and prosecutors in 
jurisdictions of various sizes and by legislators in the 
process of revising rape statutes. 

Types of research sites. Six additional sites were 
selected for data collection. These sites consisted of 
six sets of paired police and prosecutor agencies. The 
following data sources were used at each site: 
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• personal interviews with police administrators/ 
policymakers; 

• questionnaires mailed to patrol officers; 
• personal interviews with sex crimes investigators; 

• personal interviews with prosecutor administra
tors/policymakers; and 

• personal interviews with filing and trial prose
cutors. 

Additional material was also collected from two of 
these six sites. (For the purpose of clarity, these two 
sites were referred to as intensive research sites; the 
remaining four were termed non-intensive sites.) 
Supplemental data obtained from these two sites con
sisted of initial rape report records, follow-up rape 
report records, arrest records, and prosecutor 
disposition records. In addition, personal interviews 
were also conducted with rape victims. 

Selection of sites for intensive research. Criteria for 
the selection of the two intensive research sites con
sisted of the following: 

• urban population of 500,000 or more persons; 
~ innovative response on the part of criminal jus

tice agencies to forcible rape offenses; and 
• willingness of criminal justice agencies to co

operate with the research effort. 

Although a number of cities qualified under these 
criteria, two sites were selected which offered great 
variety-Detroit, Michigan, and Kansas City, Mis
souri. 

Detroit was an obvious choice for a number of 
reasons. It met our criteria, but it also was unusual in 
a number of ways. In April, 1975, for example" the 
new Michigan legislation regarding'· sexual battery 
went into effect. This legislation is perhaps the most 
unique "rape" legislation in the country and may 
serve as a model for legislation in other states. 

The Detroit Police Department was also the recipi
ent of a substantial LEAA grant to provide services 
to victims through the Detroit General Hospital. 
Responsibility for the evaluation of this program 
rests with the Analysis and Planning Unit of the 
Detroit Police Department. It was clear that the 
police had made a substantial commitment to a 
broad range of activities related to enforcement of 
forcible sexual assaults. Not only had they taken the 
initiative in the provision of victim services, they had 
devoted substantial resources to the investigation of 
these crimes (the sex investigation unit was com
posed of 19 men and 33 women). 

The overlapping Wayne County Prosecutor's Of
fice had no specialized unit which filed or tried cases 
of sex.ual battery (rape). Deputies were usually 
assigned cases on the day of the trial and so had little 



or no time for preparation. Discussions with Wayne 
County deputy prosecutors indicated that the new 
legislation had created considerable chaos and only 
added cases to an already overworked staff. 

The Rape Counseling Center was located in the 
Detroit General Hospital, whcih was less than one 
block from police headquarters and the prosecutor's 
office. The Center was staffed with twelve full-time 
employees and was open around the clock. 

Kansas City, Mi£souri, our other choice as an in
tensive site, had one of the most unusual rape pro
jects in the country. Eighty-nine police agencies, 
eight pro~ecutor offices and one hospital facility 
formed a working coalition called the Metropolitan 
Organization to Combat Sexual Assault (MOCSA). 
This organization was funded by LEAA to provide 
specialists in rape prosecution and a variety of victim 
services. The MOCSA staff was directed by a sex 
crimes detective on leave from the Kansas City Police 
Department. In addition, MOCSA staff provided 
training to patrol officers and detectives in the en
forcement of rape law. 

Although the hub of the MOCSA police activities 
was located in Kansas City, Missouri, the par
tidpating prosecutors were located in both Missouri 
and Kansas. Thus, the thrust of the project not only 
overlapped various levels of the criminal justice 
system, it also straddled two adjacent states. This 
provided the research staff with a unique opportunity 
to examine small and large agencies which operated 
under the same umbrella organization. 

Victim counseling services were provided through 
a 24-hour rape crisis line located in Kansas City, 
Missouri, but available toll-free to any victim in the 
MOCSA catchment area. Medical services for vic
tims were centralized in St. Luke's Hospital (Kansas 
City, Missouri) where follow-up counseling and 
other services were provided by volunteers. 

Selection of sites for non-intensive research. The four 
sites selected for non-intensive research were Mem
phis, Tennessee; Austin, Texas; Washington, D.C.; 
and Oakland, California. Each of these sites had 
unique features which made it a worthwhile location 
for research. Memphis, for example, had a very high 
rate of reported rape offenses. The sex offense in
vestigation unit of the Memphis Police Department 
was composed of seven women and six men who pro
vided 18 hour/day coverage. in most 'nstances, a 
detective, rather than a patrol officer, was dispatched 
to take the initial victim report. Although the Pro
secutor's Office in surrounding Shelby County was 
not specialized in rape prosecutions, it reported a 

very high conviction rate. The victim service program 
was relatively new. Professinals staffed both the rape 
crisis line and the medicaV counseling services pro
vided by the Reproduction Health Center. 

Washington, D.C., was an obvious site for inclu
sion in the research. The Sex Crimes Unit of the 
Police Department was considered one of the best in 
the world. The detectives were very well trained and 
provided 24-hour investigative coverage. In addition, 
the detectives handled most rape cases from the time 
they were reported (initial complaint) to their conclu
sion. The U.S. Attorney's Office was responsible for 
rape prosecutions. Although prosecutors were not 
specialized, all victims of sexual assault were inter
viewed. There was a wide variety of victim services 
available. The Washington, D.C., General Hospital 
and the Women's Medical Center, for example, were 
reported to provide outstanding programs for the 
treatment of victims. 

Austin, Texas, our third non-intensive site, had a 
unique initial response to rape reports. Counselors 
were always called to assist officers in taking the ini
tial victim statement. Counselors from the Austin 
Rape Crisis Center were sometimes contacted by vic
tims who did not wish to report to the police. In cases 
of this kind, the counselors contacted the Austin 
Police Department. A patrol car was then dispatched 
to the location of the victim, but only as a "shadow" 
car to protect the counselors. Reporting victims were 
usually transported to the hospital immediately 
where information regarding rape suspects was taken 
by a police officer assigned to the emergency room. 
The actual investigative unit was composed of 12 
men who provided 20-hour coverage. In most in
stances, a detective was dispatched to the hospital 
emergency room to begin an immediate follow-up in
vestigation. Although there were only nine deputies 
in the Travis County Prosecutor's Office, they filed 
36 rape cases in 1975 and conducted approximately 
eight trials. The number of both filings and trials was 
large for such a small office. The victim services pro
gram was serviced by approximately 150 community 
volunteers. Counselors responsible for taking the ini
tial victim statement had an exceptional re~ationship 
with the police and with the prosecutor. In addition, 
the counselors from the Austin Rape Crisis Center, in 
cooperation with the Austin Police Department, pro
vided statewide training in rape investigations to law 
enforcement personnel throughout Texas. 

Our fourth non-intensive research site, Oakland, 
California, was selecte~ because t)f the unusually 
close working relationships between sex crimes in
vestigators and the Alameda County Prosecutor's 
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Office. The actual sex crimes investigation unit of the 
Oakland Police Department was quite small (only 
four personnel), but was highly trained. Personnel 
were in close professional contact with law enforce
ment authorities in adjacent police jurisdictions. The 
Alameda County prosecutors were specialized and 
were widely known to be aggressive in their will
ingness to file and try rape cases. A non-attorney 
rape victim advocate actually worked in the pro
secutor's office. This advocate provided needed legal 
guidance for victims and kept them informed of the 
progress of their cases. 

Research of legal issues. InitiallY, the Battelle Law 
and Justice Study Center had intended to subcontract 
services to accomplish the legislative segment of this 
research. However, in accordance with Special Con
dition #5 of the grant award, Battelle assumed sole 
responsibility for this task. 

Two basic research methods were used to examine 
legal issues related to rape. First, a telephone survey 
of all fifty states was made to determine the status of 
current and proposed rape legislation and recent ex
periences or interpretation of existing statutes. In 
most states, three individuals representing different 
perspectives were contacted: a prosecutor, a defense 
attorney, and a person who had assisted in the 
development of new rape legislation. This survey 
method was not intended to solicit a random sample 
of opinions. Rather, it provided a means to gather 
subjective data on a variety of legal issues. 

The second method adopted was more analytical in 
nature and required the exceptional skills and fine 
legal mind of Ms. CamiBe LeGrand, a practicing at
torney and faculty member at Boalt Law School at 
the University of California (Berkeley). Ms. LeGrand 
had been an active writer and researcher on Califor
nia legislation regarding rape and had a national 
reputation in this field. She conducted the legal 
research and analyses on issues of definition and 
scope of the crime, consent, resistance and the use of 
force, corroboration, '~ictim character evidence, pro
tection of the privacy of the victim and offender; 
cautionary instructions to jurors, and statutory 
penalties. 

Data collect~d. The actual amount and kinds of data 
collected during the second year varied somewhat 
from that anticipated in the initial proposal. In some 
instances, these variations represented unexpected 
pleasures; in others, they were disappointments. The 
differences between the expec~ed data and the actual 
data are summarized below. 
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• Patrol officer surveys. A total of 300 officer sur
veys were expected (50 officers x 6 sites); 242 
were obtained. 

o Interviews with sex crimes investigators. Sixty 
interviews expected (10 investigators x 6 sites); 
86 obtained. 

• Interviews with police administrators. Sixty in
terviews expected (10 administrators x 6 sites); 
43 conduct\~d. 

• Interviews with prosecutors. Sixty interviews ex
pected (10 prosecutors x 6 sites); 65 conducted. 

• Initial policlJ reports of rape. Six hundred ex
pected (300 reports x 2 sites); 710 reports ob
tained from the intensive research sites, and an 
additional 237 reports from New Orleans and 
105 reports from Phoenix. (These latter two 
cities had been approached for records during 
the first year of research. Records did not arrive 
until the second year.) 

• Follow-up investigation reports. Six hundred ex
pected'(300 reports x 2 sites); 710 received from 
the two sites; an additional 342 received from 
New Orleans and Phoenix. 

• Arrest records of rape suspects (names removed). 
Two hundred expected (100 records x 2 sites); 
220 received. 

• Prosecutor records. Two hundred expected (100 
x 2 sites); 120 received, but only 93 usuble. Only 
a portion of the Wayne County records arrived. 
Because the data analyses required complete 
records, no data from this site were used at all. 

• Interviews with raJ.: victims. Two hundred ex
pected (100 victims '( ') sites); only 47 obtained. 

• Telephone interviews regarding rape legislation. 
A total of 50 interviews expected (I interview x 
50 states); more than 200 conducted. 

Similar data had been obtained during the first 
year from the pilot site in Seattle, and thus the figures 
above are supplemented with 308 initial and follow
up rape reports to the Seattle Police Department, 85 
additional arrest reports on rape suspects, and 95 in
terviews conducted with victims. 

Thus, we collected enormous amounts of data, all 
of which were coded, punched and computer ana
lyzed. These data were then used to assist in the 
development of all research products prepared for 
the National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice. 

1.3 Second Year Research Products 

A total of eight research products were prepared 
during the second and final year of tt.s project. A 



sketch of seven of these (excluding only the Final 
Report) is presented below. 

Rape: Medical and Legal Information. This docu
ment, intended for distribution to criminal justice 
agencies throughout the United States, is a booklet of 
medical and legal information useful to rape victims. 
Police, medical personnel and prosecutors could 
simply adapt this booklet to the needs of their own 
jurisdictions, using it as a prototype for their own 
publication. 

Forcible Rape: An Analysis of Legal Issues. This 
document contains an extensive discussion of the 
elements of the crime with particular reference to the 
extent of contact, sex of the actors, and standards for 
distinguishing permissible and criminal conduct. 
Special evidentiary issues are presented, particularly 
those related to the victims' prior sexual history and 
corroboration requirements. Included in an appendix 
is a summary of legislative experiences in all 50 states 
and the District of Columbia. 

Forcible Rape: A Manual for Patrol Officers (Police 
Volume II). This document is intended as an opera
tional and training manual for the patrol officer and 
adresses issues and strategies related to the initial in
vestigation of rape complaints. Topics discussed 
within the document include characteristics of rape 
cases, techniques for dealing with victims, evidence, 
medical examinations, involvement in follow-up in
vestigations and prosecution. 

Forcible Rape: A Manual for Sex Crimes Investiga
tors (Police Volume III). This document is intended 
as an operational and training manual for the sex 
crimes detective. It discusses issues and strategies 

common to rape cases, including investigative pro
cedures, preparation of cases for prosecution, in
teraction with other agencies and special legislative 
topics. 

Forcible Rape: Police Administrative and Policy 
Issues (Police Volume IV). This document is directed 
to administrative personnel within police depart
ments and addresses major policy and procedural is
sues related to the effective handling of rape com
plaints. Topic areas discussed include law enforce
ment priorities, training, specialized investigative 
units, and selection of personnel. 

Forcible Rape: A Manual for Filing and Trial Pro
secutors (Prosecutors' Volume II). This document is 
intended as an operational and training manual for 
filing and trial prosecutors. Topics discussed include 
characteristics of rape cases, filing procedures, hear
ing procedures, victim interview techniques, plea bar
gaining, trial strategies, and sentencing. 

Forcible Rape: Prosecutor Administrative and Policy 
Issues (Prosecutors' Volume III). This document is 
directed to administrative personnel and addresses 
the major policy and procedural issues related to the 
effective prosecution of rape cases. Topic areas 
discussed include prosecution priorities, prosecutor 
specialization in filing and trial, training, personnel, 
systemic interaction, treatment of victims, and stan
dards for filing, plea oargaining and sentencing. 

These products represent the culmination of two 
very exciting, but arduous, years of work. It is our 
fervent hope that they will assist those for whom they 
were written and will, in some small way, work to 
reduce the incidence of this terrible crime. 
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CHAPTER 2. THE RAPIST 
Despite a rather considerabie literature on sex of

fenders, it is extremely difficult to draw a consistent 
picture of the rapist, his motives, or his potential for 
"successful" treatment. For example, rapists have 
been variously described as antisocial or psycho
pathic, I autistic and depressive,2 less intelligent than 
other convicted felons,3 average or above in in
telligence,4 good treatment prospects,' or poor treat
ment prospects.· 

Some authors suggest that it is a myth to presume 
that rapists share common characteristics. According 
to Pacht (1976),' the obvious lack of homogeneity 
among assaultive sex offenders suggests that there 
are more similarities between rapists and ourselves 
than there are differences. Thus, readers who search 
the literature on rapists are likely to emerge from the 
process more confused and perplexed than before 
they began. 

One primary cause of this confusion is the sam
pling bias inherent in research on rapists. Of all the 
rapes actually committed, only a very small number 
of suspects are ever arrested, charged, and convicted 
of rape. Our research of the 1974 Seattle rape re
ports, for example, indicated that 308 complaints 
resulted in the identification of 85 suspects. Thirty
one of these suspects were charged with rape by the 
prosecutors; only eight were ultimately convicted of 
rape or attempted rape. As a result of this" funnel ef-

. feet" caused by suspect attrition at each stage in the 
criminal process, less than 5 percent of the rape 
complaints were disposed as rape convictions. The 
remaining 95 percent of the offenders were never ar
rested, never charged, or never convicted of rape, 
and so were not subjects of research intended to ex
plore the psychodynamics of sexual assault. The sub
jects in such research are usually drawn from that 
tiny fraction of the rapist population which is actual
ly adjudicated and convicted. Whether this small 
sample of rapists is representative of the entire 
population is subject to serious question. 

This problem is further confounded by the fact 
that much of the research has been conducted on 
selected sub-samples of convicted rapists. Many 
states now have special treatment programs for those 
offenders who qualify as sexual psychopaths, men
tally disordered sex offenders, or some other clinical 
designation. Whatever the designation, some rapists 
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qualify for special programs while others do not. 
Much of the research has been done on those rapists 
involved in treatment programs and, as a conse
quence, the samples become more biased and the 
results less generalizable to the entire rapist popula
tion. 

The purpose of this research project was not to ex
amine the personality characteristics of rapists. 
Research of this nature is better left to clinical 
specialists such as Pacht and Cowden (1974)8 and 
Cohen, et al. (1971)9 who have conducted extensive 
studies of rapists and other sex offenders. Instead, 
the present research concentrated on two other 
methods to examine the characteristics and behaviors 
of rapists. The first of these methods consisted of an 
analysis of 1,261 rape victim reports made to the 
police in Seattle, Detroit, Kansas City (Missouri), 
New Orleans, and Phoenix. Particular attention was 
given to the age and race of victims and offenders, 
the circumstances of their initial contact, the location 
of the rape offense, and threats or weapons used 
against the victims. The second research method con
sisted of interviews with a group of incarcerated of
fenders. The 50 rapists interviewed were patients at 
Atascadero State Hospitai, a maximum security men
tal institution in California for tht:.. treatment of sex 
offenders. Topics explored in the course of the inter
views included type of victims selected, the amount 
and kind of pre-rape planning undertaken, modus 
operandi, the effects of victim resistance on offender 
behavior, and the perceived influence of potentially 
sexually arousing stimuli such as victim clothing, 
pornographic materials, etc. In addition, an indepen
dent examination of the arrest histories of these 50 
individuals was undertaken further by Atascadero 
staff to supplement the interview data. 'o A combina
tion of these research methods (police reports and of
fender interviews) provided the offender information 
discussed below. 

2.1 Age of Offenders 

Offender ages were obtained from victim reports 
to law enforcement authorities in five police jurisdic
tions. Because so many victims were unable to 
specify the exact age of their attackers, we accepted 
the estimated offender ages which appeared on the 



reports. To the extent that these estimates were incor
rect, it is presumed that victims might have thought 
their assailants older than they actually were. Victim 
estimates indicated that the majority of offenders 

were between the ages of 18 and 25. Apparently men 
over 30 are not likely to be rapists; and once they 
reach 40, there is only an insignificant probability of 
involvement in sexual assaults. (See Table 1.) 

TABLE 1 

Age of Offender (Victim Estimates) 

Kansas New 
Age Seattle Delroit City Orleans Phoenix TOlal 

(N = 304) (N=283) (N=328) (N",286) (N=86) (N = 1227) 

Less than 4% 10% 10070 
18 

18·20 8% 17% 14% 
21·25 38% 28% 20% 
26·30 22% 19% 18% 
31·40 12% 16% I3% 
41·50 1% 4% 2% 
51 + 2% 1% 1% 
Unknown 15% 5% 23% 

2.2 Race of Offender 

Minority males were consistently overrepresented 
in the offender population. This overrepresentation 
was true in all jurisdictions whether the minority 

6% 7% 7% 

15% 16% 13% 
19% 36% 27% 
19% 14% 19% 
11 % 8% 13% 
3% 8% 2% 
3% 2% 

24% 11% 16% 

population was small, as in Seattle, or large, as in 
Detroit. (See Table 2). The overwhelming majority 
(80 percent) of all cases which involved multiple 
rapists were committed by minority males. 

TABLE 2 

Race of Offender 

Race Seattle 
(N = 307) 

White 34% 
Black 59% 
American 2% 

Indian 
Chka.no 2% 
Asian 1% 

American 
Other 1% 
Unknown 1% 

2.3 Number of Offenders 

Detroit 
(N=283) 

10% 
89% 

.4% 

.4% 

.4% 

There is a substantial literature which suggests that 
the psychological and sociological dynamics of pair 
rape (two offenders) or group rape (three or more of-

Kansas 
City 

(N = 328) 

31 % 
65% 

2% 

.3% 
2% 

New 
Orleans 

(N=237) 

15% 
81 % 

.4% 

1% 
3% 

Phoenix 
~N=105) 

45% 
38% 

14% 

3% 

fenders) differ significantly from those which 
underlie rape committed by sing!e individuals. Group 
rape, in particular, has been variously explained as 
the manifestation of frustration/aggression; a conse-
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, 
quence of hostility and inadequacy coupled with a 
collective need !p dominate;·· the result of the 
eroticized adulati~n of one boy for another; 12 or the 
outcome of socicij resentment based upon a general 
pattern of socia' disorganization .• 3 Whatever the 
genesis of paired or group rape, it has been though! 
to constitute a substantial proportion of all sexual 
assaults. In Ami'r's well-known study of rape in 
Philadelphia, for example, 43 percent of the victim 
reports examined involved more than one offender.· o 

Using Amir's data, om: might conclude that multiple 
offender rapes account for as many as one half of all 

reported rapes. Our data did not substantiate this 
conclusion. 

Analysis of 1974 and 1975 police reports from 
Seattle, Detroit, Kansas City, New Orleans and 
Phoenix indicate the overwhelming majority of rapes 
are committed by a single individual who attacks a 
lone woman. Paired rapes accounted for II to 17 per
cent of the complaints; group rapes accounted for 3 
to 7 percent of the victimizations. (See Table 3.) 
Thus, multiple rapists were rare. When such offenses 
were observed, they usually involved juvenile males 
under the age of 18 years. 

TABLE 3 

Number of Offenders 

Number Seattle Detroit 
(N=307) (N=283) 

I 84% 691170 
2 11% ISlI70 
3 3070 7070 

More than 3 2070 7070 
Unknown 2070 

2.4 Location of First Contact Prior to Offense 

The traditional view of rape assumes that sex
crazed males lurk in alleys and roam darkened streets 
in search of unsuspecting prey whom they may as
sault. Although this type of rape certainly exists, it 
does not describe the most frequent circumstances 
under which victims and offenders come into con
tact. Indeed, it is not the street which represents the 
greatest risk of sexual assault to a woman-it is her 
own home. Except in Detroit and New Orleans, the 
initial contact between victims and offenders occur
red most often in the residence of the victim. This 
was followed in frequency by street encounters. 
These two initial locations accounted for 49 percent 
(Phoenix) to 72 percent (New Orleans) of all rape 
reports which were analyzed. 

Of the nine other initial contact locations iden
tified from the police reports, only the automobile of 
the offender stood out as a con~istently high-risk 
location. Initial contacts established at taverns, social 
gatherings, etc., were relatively uncommon. (See Ap
pendix, Table IIA.) 

to 

Kansas New 
City Orleans Phoenix 

(N=328) (N=237) (N = 105) 

70% 73% 751170 
I SOlo 17070 l3070 

7070 4'170 6070 
7070 SOlo 6070 

2.5 Location of Offense 

The location of the initial contact between the of
fender and the victim was not always a good in
dicator of the actual location of the offense. There 
was a general tendency to move the actual crime 
scene to an indoor or more private location. Thus, 
although the victim's residence remained the most 
likely location of the assault, the offender's residence 
or his automobile became the next most frequent 
locations. Relatively few rapes were actually consum
mated in public places, such as streets or parks. (See 
Appendix, Table 12A.) 

2.6 Threats 

Approximately 70 percent of all rape "eports in
dicated clearly that the offender threatenetl force or 
used force against the victim. Most common were 
verbal threats of harm or death to the victim or to 
someone related to the victim. In other cases, the vic
tim perceived the mere presence of a weapon as a 
threat; no verbalization were necessary. Occasional-



ly, threats, physical force, and a weapon were used. 
The victim statement in one police report illustrates 
such a case. 

... [H]e hit me in the facl! and knocked me on the 
floor. He pulled off my robe and nightgown and I 
screamed and he threatened to kill me. He stuffed 
the nightgown in my mouth and tied the rest around 
my throat and the gown strangled me. He tied my 
hands behind my back and he pressed my neck so 
hard I passed out. Then he asked me if I needed air 
and I nodded and he let it loose a bit but still kept 
it in my mouth. He tied my legs up to the tie on my 
hands. . . Then he got my butcher knife from the 
kitchen and ran the point all over my body ... 

2.7 Weapons 

The frequency with which weapons were present or 

used during sexual assaults varied considerably from 
one police jurisdiction to another. Nearly 60 percent 
of all reported rapes in Detroit involved weapons of 
some kind; in contrast, only 33 percent of the rapes 
reported to Seattle authorities involved weapons. 

The weapon of choice was usually a handgun, al
though knives were more popular in Seattle. (See 
Table 4.) In addition to guns and kni ... .es, an incredi
ble variety of other weapons was also used or 
threatened. Occasionally, these "weapons" consisted 
of everyday items such as pencils, metal 
combs, and rolling pins. In other instances, menacing 
weapons were formed from broken bottles, fire 
pokers, burning cigarette butts, and rocks. Regard
less of the specific nature of the object, some type of 
weapon was identified in approximately one half of 
the police reports. 

TABLE 4 

Weapons Threatened or Used 

Weapon Seattle 
(N=307) 

Detroit 
(N=281) 

Kansas 
City 

(N=328) 

New 
Orleans 

(N = 237) 
Phoenix 
(N= 105) 

Total 
(N = 1258) 

None 
Gun 
Knife 
Other Sharp 

Object 
Blunt 

Object 
Gun and 

Knife 
Other 
Unknown 

451110 
II "70 
16% 
3% 

1% 

2% 
22% 

2.8 Previous Criminal Record 

36% 
29% 
19% 
4% 

21110 

3% 

SlIlo 

Insufficient data were available to ascertain the 
previous criminal records of suspects identified from 
the police reports. However, the 50 rapists inter
viewed at Atascadero demonstrated a wide range of 
previous criminal experience. Official records listed a 
total of 142 rape convictions or arrests among the 
group; and the subjects admitted to 69 additional 
rapes for which they had not been apprehended. Ar
rests for sex offenses other than rape were extremely 
rare. ls 

Arrests for non-sexual offenses usually were for 
violent crimes su.ch as roberry and assault. More than 

5S% 
24% 
lllllo 
1 "70 

21110 

1% 
1% 

49% 
19% 
17% 
3% 

3% 

2% 

1% 
S% 

37% 
IS% 
ISlIlo 
4% 

6070 

1% 
16% 

47% 
210/0 
16% 
3% 

2% 

1% 

11110 
lOlIlo 

three quarters of the offenders had at least one 
previous arrest for robbery or assault; five had been 
arrested for homicide and three convicted of rapel 
homicide. Eighty percent of these men had one or 
more adult burglary arrests. 16 

Although this group of offenders is not representa
tive of the entire rape offender population, their 
history of both violent and non-violent criminal of
fenses is impressive. Even more striking, perhaps, is 
the repetitiveness of the criminal acts. For example, 
the number of rape offenses committed by this small 
group alone approximates the number of rape 
reports one would expect in a given year in a city of 
350,000-400,000 people. 
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2.9 Type of Vidim Selected 

Rape is not a crime which is inflicted on random 
members of the female population. Many victims 
share characteristics which, it is assumed, influence 
their selection as victim targets. The first and most 
obvious of these characteristics is victim age. In 
general, rape is a crime committed against young 
women. Analyses of rapes reported to five police 
jurisdictions indicated that more than 50 percent of 
all rapes were committed against women who were 
less than 21 years old. Once a woman reaches the age 
of 30, the likelihood of being raped decreases 
precipitously. Although there was some variation 
from one jurisdiction to another, only 11 to 21 per
cent of all victims were more than 30 years old. (See 
Appendix, Table 6A.) 

Perhaps no other myth is more prevalent in rape 
lore than that which asserts that most sexual assaults 
occur in dating situations in which the victim has pro
voked her own attack. Although such cases may oc
cur on occasion, the frequency of such attacks is in
consequential. In one half or more of all rapes, the 
offender and the victim are completely unknown to 
one another. 17 Almost without exception, the of
fenders interviewed at Atascadero committed this 
type of rape. Even thOugh the victim targets were 
strangers to these offenders, most of the subjects 
professed some reasonably firm concept of the type 
of woman they preferred to rape and the methods 
necessary to locate such individuals. When offenders 
were asked to describe their victim preferences in 
detail, the picture which emerged was that of the 
"All American Woman"-a nice, friendly, young, 
pretty, white, housewife or college student. These 
same offenders were asked to indicate those 
characteristics which would make women undesir
able victims. Leading the list of non-preferred vic
tims were females who were crippled, dirty, children, 
sick, pregnant, retarded, fat, middle-aged or pro
stitutes. 

2.10 Planning the Rape 

Earlier research has suggested that a significant 
proportion of rapes are spontaneous or explosive acts 
wherein the offender exploits an opportunity to at
tack a vulnerable target. Thus, a burglar might 
discover that a dwelling he has entered is occupied by 
a woman who is alone. In the circumstances, the 
burglar takes advantage of the situation, and 
woman, and rapes her. 

The degree to which a rape of this type is truly 
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spontaneous is a matter for conjecture. It will be 
remembered that a lfrge proportion of the rapists in
terviewed had prior arrests for both burglary and 
robberry. While details of these earlier arrests and 
convictions for offenses other than rape were not ob
tained during interviews, almost a third of the sub
jects indicated that their primary objective in 
previously committed burglaries and robberies had 
been rape. Further, seemingly spontaneous rapes 
which resulted in the Atascadero subjects' incarcera
tion exhibited a certain level of premeditation or 
planning. When questioned generally about the plan
ning engaged in before a rape, 36 percent of the 
group said they did none, 52 percent some, and 12 
percent a considerable amount. There was consider
able leeway in the definition of planning as the 
following three cases demonstrate. 19 

Case 1 
It was spur of the moment. I would fantasize it. 

My sort of planning was that I would just find a 
piece of ass and take it because I was only con
cerned for myself. I wanted some sex. Actually 
th~re was no planning but there was planning al
ready about the idea. There was no planning like, 
I would say, a robbery. You know, at 10 0' clock 
you're going to do this-at 10:05 you're going to 
be in there-at 10: 10. With mine, there was not 
that kind of tactic planning. I was in a restaurant 
and I was pretty well bombed and I thought my 
friend took me home but evidently he didn't. He 
took me instead to my girlfriend's house. Then she 
took me home. That was about an hour and a half. 
Then I blacked out. Somewhere in there I grabbed 
this woman and had a piece of ass. 

Case 2 
I found a couple of guy friends that I knew. We 

started a party up-a big party and we went down 
to a place where a hangout is-where a lot of people 
hang out-and we picked up three chicks and took 
them over to the party. All the three chicks were 
jumping from car to car and wefl~ pretty wild and 
we figured that they would be easy to put the make 
on. So we got over to the party and we had some 
weed. We were there about an hour and I asked the 
girl if she wanted to go out in the car and get some 
fresh air. Like she had been kind of standoffish at 
the party towards me and so I imagined that I was 
planning the whole thing to take her out in the car 
and rape her. I didn't know for sure but-anyway, 
we got out in the car and I tried to kiss her and she 
pushed me away and that got me mad. I grabbed 



her neck and told hc:r that if she made a sound or 
made a struggle, I would kill her. 

Case 3 
I went to work. There were two girls at work 

who planned to go the park-the lake the next day 
which we did. One girl we dropped off home; the 
other girl I went to a bar with and she said, "I want 
to be with you tonight." So I figured I'd have a 
piece of ass, but I got too drunk and threw up and 
she went off with somebody else that she picked up 
at the bar. I went home and woke up angry in the 
morning and I was determinded to get a piece of 
ass-if I couldn't I would rape. I drove around this 
area that I knew thp~e were some girls living in 
these apartments and this one giil that I parti
cularly wanted t.o rape-I rang her doorbell, this 
guy answered the door and I made up some excuse 
up about my car being broken down and I wanted 
some assistance and to use the telephone. I saw 
this girl walk into her apartment carrying her 
laundry and I asked her if she had a telephone and 
she said "yes." And that I could use it and I made 
up a couple of phony phone calls working my 
courage up and she offered to give me a dime and I 
grabbed her and pulled her down and I told her I 
wouldn't hurt her ·if she cooperated. J. was in her 
apartment and I made sure the door was locked 
when I went in. I tied her up and took her clothes 
off and went to the bedroom and raped her. I was 
feeling angry. Afterwards I had a cigarette and 
talked to her about 45 minutes and I split. She 
walked back to her car and invited me over for a 
date-she conned me-and I thought everything 
was okay. I was fooling myself. 

The subject in Case 1 denied any specific planning 
prior to the rape and distinguished the sex offense 
from robbery in this regard. Case 2 iIlustrates ap
parent premeditation, but only after a potential vic
tim had been observed. indeed, this offender ap
peared to be attracted by the standoffish behavior of 
the least provocative woman. Finally, Case 3 por
trays an act of pure premeditation. This offender was 
determined to rapr. any vulnerable victim while, at 
the same time, minimizing the risk of interruption or 
apprehension. 

'Jrhe Release of !;.e Victim. Based on the offender in
terview responses, victims were usually released im
mediately after the rape event, although a number of 
offenders subsequently engaged the victim in a con
versation or drove her to a less accessible spot before 

let!ing her go. Seventy-four percent of the subjects 
stated that they released the woman immediately 
after the rape while 22 percent said they talked with 
her for an hour or more. Approximately one half of 
the sample made some effort to convince the woman 
not to report the attack to the police. The most com
mon tactic used to deter a report was to threaten 
bodily harm to the victim. Seventeen percent of the 
offenders also threatened to return because they 
knew the identity of the victim and where she lived. 

Almost a third of the sample said they would rape 
the same woman twice. This rather surprising pro
portion of potentially repeating offenders based their 
reasons for return on the following (in order of im
portance): victim responded well; they were invited 
back; a good relationship was established; they had a 
desire to further humiliate the woman; the woman 
agreed not to report the rape to the police. The 
balance of the offenders expressed no desire to 
return, usually because of fear of being caught. 

Associated crime was also found to be a potential 
part of the release situation in many cases. About 
three quarters of the offenders indicated that they 
would commit some additional crime beyond the 
rape. Robbery was the most common, followed by 
theft, and then assault. Eighteen percent of the sub
jects said that after leaving the victim they would 
con~ider committing another rape the same evening. 20 

2.11 Conclusion: Some Thoughts on Social Attitudes 

Although many men who rape may suffer serious 
psychologkal disturbances, there is no reason to 
assume that their attitudes regarding women, sex and 
violence are significantly different from other males 
in the population. The offenders interviewed at 
Atascadero believed that the prevention or avoidance 
of rape was the responsibility of the female. When 
asked specifically how such acts could be prevented, 
the rapists sounded very much like crime prevention 
officers. Women were advised not to go out alone (32 
percent), not to hitchhike (36 percent), to learn self
defense (16 percent), to buy a dog (8 percent), to 
carry weapons (6 percent), to dress conservatively (6 
percent), and not to drink alone (2 percent). 

These findings, and this advice, will depress or 
enrage many women for they represent a gross im
pingement on their basic freedoms. However, the 
findings and advice should come as no surprise for 
they reflect, in part, the male attitudes toward 
women that have been so completely condemned by 
feminist writers like Brownmiller(l975)21 and Russell 
(I97S).Z2 
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Offenders at Atascadero not only believed that 
women were responsible for rape avoidance, they 
also considered many of their offenses the result of 
provocative or "lead on" situations created by their 
victims. The following statements by rapists typify 
these attitudes: 

I believe that women who want to be fashionable 
in some of the styles that are sexually stimulating 
to men should try to realize some of the conse
quences of wearing some of these styles before they 
wear them. Carrying themselves a little better in 
public when they do wear them-men are going to 
look, quite naturally, but all men aren't the same. 
Some of them are going to make more advance
ments-more aggressive advancements than others 
in certain situations. I f a woman just happens to be 
weak and not realize what it means, then she's in 
trouble. That's just the way it is. 

Once again, I would say again, by body lan
guage-or unconsciously they flirt-sometimes the 
way that they dress-their minds say one thing
their bodies say another-or some come on with 
their seduction-type overall tone-that says one 

thing but could possibly mean something else. Or 
they put themselves in the position of being alone. 

By hitchhiking-being real loose with them
selves-maybe not wearing bras or something 
like this-so you can see through--or where you 
can tell where they are drooping down or some
thing like that-by weaLlg short dresses-being 
alone at night time walking around. 

All three statements imply that victim behavior or 
apparel arouses an overwhelming sexual desire which 
men are unable to overcome short of ravaging the 
provocateur. Thus, the responsibility for the rape is 
shifted from the helpless male to the cunning or 
careless female. The error of such misplaced respon
sibility is best expressed by Bromberg and Coyle 
(1974): 

The average rapist ... rarely admits his aggres
sive motives, either during or after the offense; he 
prefers to accept his act as evidence of sexual need 
which other men will understand. The purely 
sexual aspect of rape is more congenial to the per
pertrator's inner feelings than his basic desire to 
demean women. H 
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CHAPTER 3. THE VICTIM 

Rape can be the most terrifying event in a woman's 
life. The sexual act or acts performed are often in
tended to humiliate and degrade her: bottles, gun 
barrels and sticks may be thrust into her vagina or 
anus; she may be compelled to swallow urine or per
form fellatio with such force that she thinks she 
might strangle or suffocate; her breasts may be bitten 
or burned with cigarettes. In many instances, her 
hope is to save her life-not her chastity. Her terror 
may be so overwhelming that she urinates, defecates 
or vomits. If she escapes without serious outward 
signs of injury, she may suffer vaginal tears or infec
tions, contract veneral disease, or become irr ;>reg
nated. Flor months or years afterward, she may 
distrust others, change residences frequently and 
sleep poorly. iHer friends and family may blame or 
reject her. 

Given these circumstances, it is not surprising that 
many women choose not to report rape offenses. In
deed, victimization studies have shown that rape is 
probably the most underreported of all major crimes. 
If victimization estimates are accurate, the actual 
number of rapes in the United States is approximate
ly four times the reported number, I or one quarter of 
a million rapes per year. 2 Thus, rape is not an infre
quent offense; it is simply an infrequently reported 
offense. 

Although relatively little data exist on non-re
porting victims,3 we were able to interview 29 victims 
who had not reported their rapes to the police. When 
these victims were asked to indicate their main 
reasons for not reporting, the most frequent answer 
was "fear of treatment by police or prosecutors" (see 
Table 5). Although this finding was not unexpected, 
it seems ironic that it is the victim, not the offender, 
who is often deterred by fear of the criminal justice 
system. Frequently there were more personal reasons 
for not reporting, such as "fear of publicity or em
barrassment" and "didn't want family or friends to 
know." An additional, and sometimes very power
ful, reason for not reporting was "fear of revenge by 
the offender." Although this fear is not unique to 
rape offenses, the force and threats which often ac
company the sexual assault reinforce thf~ suspicion 
that the offender is capable of further violence. 
Thus, victim concerns for poor treatment by criminal 
justice authorities, adverse societal reactions, and of-

fender reprisal combined to keep these victims from 
seeking the protection and retribution they deserved. 

TABLE 5 

Reasons for Not Reporting the Rape to Police 
(N = 29) (Multiple Answers Possible) 

Rank Reasons 1170 Rp.sponses 

I Fear of Treatment by Police or Prosecutors 521170 
2 Fear of Trial Procedures 341170 
3 Fear of Publicity or Embarrassment 341170 
4 Didn't Want Family or Friends to Knew 341170 
5 Lack of Interest by Police 311170 
6 Fear of Revenge by Offender 281170 
7 Procedures too Time-Consuming 171170 
8 Didn't Want Him Arrested/Punished 141170 
9 Probably Couldn't Identify Him 101170 

10 Didn't Think Police Would Believe You 31170 
}I Lack of Evidence/No Proof 01170 

3.1 Motivations for Reporting Offenses 

Most of the information on rape victims. comes 
from those who do report their offenses to police. 
The means by which they report and their reasons for 
doing so suggest that these victims share much in 
common. For example, our analysis of more than 
1,200 initial rape complaints suggests that the over
whelming majority of victims report very quickly 
(within six hours of the offense) and, although they 
may consult with others, the decision is usually their 
own. These victims are most likely to contact the 
police first. In most instances, it is only after this of
ficial contact with law enforcement officers that 
reporting victims seek medical attention or emotional 
support from counselors or rape crisis workers. 

A total of 117 reporting victims were interviewed 
in the ccurse of our research. When these victims 
were asked to specify their main reasons for report
ing to police, a very interesting pattern of responses 
emerged. These victims reported because they wanted 
the criminal justice system to do something to the of
fender (see Table 6). Anger, revenge and outrage 
were common motivations which were apparently so 
intense that they overcame any concern for personal 
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embarrassment or fear of treatment by the criminal 
justice system. In essence, these women reported 
because they wanted the offender punished and they 
wanted protection for themselves and other women. 

Rape victim advice regarding reporting. All victims 
(reporting and non-reporting) who were interviewed 
were asked whether, on the basis of their experience, 
they would advise other women to report a rape to 
the police. An overwhelming 98 percent of the vic
tims responded that they would recommend report
ing. When victims were asked why women should 
report, the majority indicated that official com
plaints might serve to protect others: 

TABLE 6 

Reasons for Reporting the Rape to Police 
(N = 117) 

Rank Reasuns 0/0 Response 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 

9 

10 
11 

To Protect Yourself From Him 39% 
To Protect Other Women/To Stop Him 37% 
To Punish Him 34% 
You Felt Outrage at What Had Happened 26% 
It was Your Duty as a Citizen 13% 
Someone Else Convinced You to Report 13% 
Someone Else Called the Police Without 7% 

Your Knowledge 
You Had Heard That the Police Had 7% 

Improved Their Treatment 
Your Were Encouraged by Hospital 4% 

People to Report 
To Defend Your Replltation 4% 
You Were Assisted by a Counselor From 2% 

Crisis Line 

"If a lady lets it go, he might go on to kill another 
woman." 

"Save another woman's life." 

"To prote~:t themselves and others from the sick
ness of people who rape." 

or to punish offenders: 

"Helps get some of these sadists off the street." 

"Why'let the rapist go fancy free?" 

or to assure treatment and emotional support: 

"It helps to talk to someone." 

uTo get medical and counseling help." 
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Only two victims advised against reporting. In 
both instances, the victims felt that police treatment 
was so poor that other women should be discouraged 
from making official complaints. It should be noted, 
however, that one of these victims had not reported 
the rape. Thus, the experience of only one reporting 
victim was such that she would advise others not to 
report. 

In the course of this research project, we were able 
to obtain a total of 1,261 initial rape complaints 
made by victims to police agencies in five widely 
separated jurisdictions, Seattle, Detroit, Kansas City 
(Missouri), New Orleans and Phoenix. In order to 
assure the confidentiality of these records and the 
privacy of victims, suspects and witnesses, names 
were either eliminated before the records were trans
mitted or coded after we received them. Although 
these omissions made the records more difficult to 
analyze, we were able to obtain an enormous quanti
ty of data regarding the characteristics of victims, the 
circumstances prior to and during the sexual assaults, 
victim resistance, victim injury, and the kinds of 
forced sexual acts attempted or performed. (For a 
summ'ary of all data obtained from official rape re
cords, see Appendix.) 

3.~ Age of Victims 

Victim ages obtained from police reports clearly 
demonstrate that rape is a crime committed against 
young women. More than 50 percent of the rapes 
were committed against women under the age of 21 
years. Just as it appears that men over 30 are not like
ly to be rapists, women over 30 are not likely to be 
victims. Elderly women were almost never raped (see 
Table 7). 

3.3 Race of Victim 

In most jurisdictions from which records were ob
tained, minority women were overrepresented in the 
victim population. This finding was particularly true in 
the 61 cases in which there was more than one victim. 
Fifty-nine percent of all multiple victim cases involved 
Black and Asian-American women (see Table 8). 

3.4 Relationship Between Victim and Offender 

For purposes of this research, the relationships be
tween the victim and the offender were divid:u! tnto 
four categories. In the first category, strangers, the 
actors had no acquaintance with or knowledge of one 
another prior to the sequence of events that termi-



Age Seattle 
(N=308) 

Less Than 18 22070 
18-20 22% 
21-25 21% 
26-30 15% 
31-40 10% 
41-50 3% 
51+ 6% 
Unknown .6% 

Race Seattle 
(N=307) 

White 80% 
Black 14% 
American 3% 

Indian 
Chicano 1% 
Asian 2% 

American 
Unknown 1% 

Relationship Seattle 
(N = 307) 

Strangers 59% 
Acquainted 24% 
Friends 10% 
Related 3% 
Unknown 3% 

TABLE 7 

Age of Victim 

Kansas New 
Detroit City Orleans 

(N = 283) (N = 328) (N=237 

38% 39% 32% 
18% 22% 21% 
23% 18u/o 22% 
7% 10% 9% 
8% 6% 8% 
30/0 3% 2% 
2% 2% 5% 

20/.1 

TABLE 8 

Race of Victim 

Kansas 
Detroit City 

(N=283) (N =328) 

25% 52% 
74% 47% 

1% 

1% .3% 

.3% 

TABLE 9 

Relationship Between Victim and Offender 

Kansas 
Detroit City 

(N = 283) (N=328) 

67% 43% 
19% 31% 
11% 19% 
2% 5% 
.4% 2% 

Phoenix 
(N= lOS) 

26% 
25% 
20% 
10% 
10% 
5% 
6% 

New 
Orleans 

(N = 237) 

43% 
57% 

New 
Orleans 

(N = 237) 

46% 
27% 
19% 
4% 
4% 

Total 
(N=1261) 

32% 
21% 
21% 
100/0 
8% 
3% 
4% 
.5% 

Phoenix 
(N= 105) 

64% 
15% 
4% 

16% 

1% 

Phoenix 
(N = 102) 

68% 
19% 
8% 
5% 
1070 

nated in the assault. The second and third categories, 
acquaintances and friends, were more difficult to 
distinguish. Victims and offenders were defined as 
"acquaintances" if they had merely met or were 
known to one another by reputation prior to the of-

fense. In contrast, the term "friend" was used to 
define long-standing or previously intimate relation
ships. The fourth category included all rapes between 
persons who, either by blood or by marriage, were re
lated to one another (see Table 9). 
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Stranger-to-stranger rapes. Although there was con
siderable variation among jurisdictions, approxi
mately one half of all rapes involved strangers. This 
type of rape ranged from a high of 68 percent of all 
cases from Phoenix to a low of 43 percent of cases 
from Kansas City. 

Acquaintanc~s. Approximately one quarter of all 
rape cases analyzed involved victims and offenders 
who were known slightly to one another. These rapes 
most often resulted from apparently accidental or 
"chance" encounters. 

Friends. Rapes involving friends made up less than 
20 percent of the reported assaults in any jurisdic
tion. In general, these rapes occurred subsequent to 
planned dating situations or other social interactions. 

Related. Rapes of relatives were extremely rare. 
When such rapes were reported, they usually in
volved an offender who was related to the victim by 
marriage, i.e., stepfather, brother-in-law, etc. 

3.5 Victim Resistance 

Police records indicated that the majority of 
women resisted the sexual assault. Initial resistance 
was usually verbal and fell into one of three cate
gories. The first category included verbal methods 
whereby the victim attempted to make herself unat
tractive to the offender or elicit his sympathy; she in
dicated that she was pregnant, sick, diseased, 
virginal, or menstruating. Examples of this method 
drawn from case records include the following: 
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Case 1 
He just stood there over the bed with his flash

light in my face and told me to take my nightgown 
off-QUICK! [ didn't move at all. [ couldn't see 
his face because he kept the light in my eyes. He 
reached down and pulled back the covers. I told 
him I couldn't have intercourse. I told him I was 
hemoraging [sic) and had just been to the doctor 
the day before. He said, "Good, you bitch. I can 
play like you are a virgin." 

Casel 
___ and me had just been listening to music. 

We had drunk a little wine and he started pulling at 
my sweater. He told me to take my clothes off and 
lay on the rug or he would break my arm off. I told 
___ that I hadn't ever dorie it before and I was 
afraid I would have a baby. said what the 

hell did I come over there for if I didn't want a 
screw. Girls just didn't come over and drink his 
wine and think they could leave when they wanted 
to. 

Tbe second category of verbal resistance consisted 
of threats that, if the offender persisted, the victim 
would prosecute or seek retaliation from her family 
or friends. Finally, some victims attempted to feign 
stipulated consent, indicating a willingness to engage 
in sexual activity if they could first use the rest room, 
change clothes, call a friend, etc. Although these lat
ter ruses sometimes allowed a victim to escape the 
situation, verbal resistance wa:: singularly ineffective 
in thwarting sexual assau!ts. Victims were seldom 
able to deter the rapist with "talk," no matter which 
verbal tactics were used. 

A related method of victim resistance involved cry
ing-either from fear or as a means to underscore her 
lack of consent. Again, as in cases of verbal 
resistance, rapists were seldom deterred by this 
behavior. 

Approximately 20 percent of all victims reported 
that they screamed or used some device (whistle, etc.) 
in an effort to attract attention. Whether or not the 
victims' actions actually attracted assistance from 
others, this was the most effective method of ter
minating a sexual assault. Unfortunately, it was also 
likely to cause some offenders to become more 
violent in an effort to silence the screams. 

Many victims attempted to physically resist their 
assailants. In general, this resistance took the form of 
struggling, hitting, biting, and kicking the assailant. 
Nearly 20 percent of the victims attempted to run 
from the scence. Although struggling or fighting with 
the assailant seldom terminated the attack, victims 
who were able to run sometimes escaped their at
tackers. Examples from police records indicated the 
futility most victims experienced when they attempt
ed physical resistance. 

Case 3 
... he pulled real hard on my right arm and I 

fell down on one knee. I bit him hard on the arm 
but he hit me real hard on my ear with his fist . . . 
Then I tried to hit him with my fists but he just 
laughed ... 

Case 4 
I told __ I would poke his m f __ 

eyes out if he laid one finger on me. He just sat 
there for a minute and stared out the windshield. 
Then he looked back at me and said something like 



"ain't six of you could stop me when I get fired 
up." I tried to hit him but he just grabbed my arms 
and shoved them over mine [sic] head. 

3.6 Injury 

The rape reports indicated that approximately one 
third of all victims were injured (see Table 10). In 
most instances, the physical injuries were relatively 

minor and consisted of bruises and cuts which did 
not require extensive medical treatment. More 
serious injuries usually involved severe bruises or 
cuts, vaginal tears, internal bleeding or bruising, 
broken bones, broken teeth or concussions. (No 
records of rape-homicide were examined in the 
course of this research, and so injuries which resulted 
in the death of victim were not included in this 
analysis.) 

TABLE 10 

Victim Injuries 
(Multiple Injuries Possible) 

Injul'Y Seattle 
(N=307) 

Detroit 
(N = 283) 

Kansas 
City 

(N = 328) 

New 
Orleans 

(N=233) 
Phoenix 
(N=105) 

Total 
(N=1256) 

No Injury 64% 77% 70% 69% 4911Jo 68% 
_____ ...... __ .... ___ .... __ .. ____ .. ______ .... _____ oo _________ ....... __ .. _ ........ _____ ...... _______________ .. _____ ...... _____________________________________ 00 _________________________ ... ____________ .. __________ 

Bruised 2911Jo \611Jo 
Slightly 

Bruised Ex- 611Jo 411Jo 
te:lsively 

Vaginal 211Jo 211Jo 
Tears 

Internal 2070 .4070 
Broken 2% 1% 

Bones 
Burns .4% 
Concussion .3% 
Broken 1% 

Teeth 
Bullet 

Wound 
Knife IlIJo IlIJo 

Wound 
Other 711Jo 311Jo 

3.7 Victim Services 

The Women's Movement provided the driving 
force which directed attention to rape and its social 
and psychological complications for rape victims. In 
less than a decade, this previously "unmentionable" 
act has become t"'~ subject of media dramatizations 
as wen as discussions in public schools, churches, and 
civic organizations. This attention has created an at
mosphere conducive to the reform of antiquated rape 
legislation,4 the development of more rigorous pro
cedures for enforcement,; and an insistence on more 
sensitive treatment of victims by agents of the 
criminal justice system and the medical profession. 6 

\911Jo \911Jo 4611Jo 2311Jo 

8UJo 
., 

2211Jo 711Jo 

211Jo 607. 411Jo 311Jo 

1070 2070 4070 1070 
1070 1070 6% 2070 

.1 % 
.3070 1070 211Jo .5070 

IlIJo 1% .4l1Jo 

la/" 3% IlIJo 2% 

311Jo 2% II % 411Jo 

In addition to these more institutionalized changes, 
rape crisis lines, victim advocacy services, and mental 
health services have been established to assist victims 
in communities large and small throughout the 
United States.? 

Counseling/advocacy services. During the course of 
the present research, we found that victim counseling 
and advocacy services were provided in many dif
ferent forms. At several of our research sites, for ex
ample, rape crisis lines were often operated by com
munity volunteers who had unuergone some form of 
specific training in crisis intervention, rape law, and 
criminal process. These volunteers were usually 
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available around the clock and could respond quickly 
to the immediate emotional needs of rape victims as 
well as provide important medical and legal informa
tion. At other research sites, services were available 
through mental health professionals who could pro
vide more traditional, long-term counseling and 
assure proper medical follow-ups. 

Although it was impossible to establish the total 
number of victims who utilized these services at each 
of our research sites, we were able to question our 
victim interview respondents about their experiences. 
Of the 146 victims who answered this set of inquiries, 
one third had been in contact with their local rape 
crisis center or rape crisis line. Although most victims 
learned of the existence of such services from the 
media (38 percent) or family/friends (29 percent), it 
was not unusual for referrals to be made by police (l 5 
percent) or by medical personnel (6 percent). If vic
tims sought assistance from rape crisis centers/lines, 
they usuaUy did so within one day of the assault. 
Among our victim respondents, the response 
distribution was as follows: immediate contact = 19 
percent; within 4 hours = 23 percent; 4-24 hours = 
IS percent; J day to I week = 33 percent; and more 
than I week "" 10 percent. 

When respondents were asked their main reasons 
for contacting the crisis line/center (multiple answers 
accepted), the most frequently mentioned answer (71 
percent) was that they "needed to talk to someone." 
Other reasons for contact included the following: 
"needed criminal justice information" (45 percent); 
"needed someone to go with you to the medical 
facility" (35 percent); "needed someone to go with 
you to the police" (35 percent); "needed medical in
formation" (25 percent); and "wanted to make a 
third-party (anonymous) report to the police" (10 
percent). In general, victims seemed very satisfied 
with the services rendered. All victims believed that 
the information they obtained from rape crisis 
workers was accurate, and all victims believed that 
they were treated either with a great deal of 
understanding (78 percent) or with understanding (22 
percent). No victim believed she was treated with in
difference or with disrespect. 

Medical services. A total of 114 victim respondents 
received medical treatment. From Table II, it is ob
vious that medical attention took many forms. In 
most instances, the treatment related specifically to 

.'j; t e health of the victim: they were examined for in
juries and tested for the presence of veneral diseases 
and pregnancy. However, the majority of victims 
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also underwent vaginal and! or anal examinations to 
determine the presence of semen or sperm. 

TABLE it 

Medical Tests/Treatment Afforded 
Victims (N = 114) 

Tests/Treatment Percentage 

Presence of Sperm/Semen 
Presence of Gonorrhea (Pap Smear) 
Presence of Syphilis (Blood Test) 
Injuries 
"Morning-After" Medication to Prevent 

Pregnancy 
Follow-Up Examination for Gonorrhea 
Follow-Up Examination for SYphilis 
Follow-Up Examination for Pregnancy 
Follow-Up Exal"ination for Injuries 
Other IU nspeci fied 

77% 
88% 
78% 
31"10 
27% 

461"J 
48% 
21% 
12% 
'0% 

Many rape victims experience some form of 
physical problem as a result of forcible sexual as
saults. Among the victim interview respondents, 49 
percent reported physical complications whether or 
not they receive immediate medical treatment. The 
most frequent of the-se complications were bruises, 
cuts, or other injury (21 percent), vaginal infections 
(IS percent), urinary tract infections (9 percent), side 
effects from "morning-after" treatment (5 percent), 
venereal disease (4 percent), and preg,nancy (2 
percent). Thus, in addition to the psychological 
trauma of rape, many victims also experienced 
significant and lingering trauma as well. 

Victim assessment of the quality of medical treat
ment afforded them was very mixed. Nearly one half 
of the victim respondents had to wait two or more 
hours at a facility before they received any medical 
attention. The examinations, themselves, often re
quired three or more additional hours. In fact, 34 
percent of the victim respondents spent a total of six 
or more hours at the medical facility between the 
time they arrived and the completion of their ex
aminations. 

In addition, one quarter or more of the victims 
were not satisfied with the kind of treatment they 
received. Examining physicians, in particular, were 
often believed to have treated victims with indif
ference (19 percent) or disrespect (12 percent). Some 
victims (20 percent) complained that they were not 
provided sufficient information about the medical 
tests performed. Finally, more than one third of all 
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examinations (39 percent) were carried out in general 
purpose emergency rooms which offered no privacy. 
Although this lack of privacy did not disturb all vic

. tims, many felt embarrassed and humiliated by this 
procedure. 

3.8 Emotion~! Impact of Rape 

The purpose of this research was not to study the 
emotional impact of rape on victims or to evaluate 
their recovery following counseling or some other 
form of treatment. The research did, however, at
tempt to confirm the presence and extent of victim 
trauma that hac' been observed by others. Our victim 
interview data, therefore, appear as footnotes which 
are used to supplement previous studies in this area. 

Other researchers and medical personnel have in
terviewed victims of rape immediately after the 
assault and during the weeks and months that follow. 
They have observed a common sequential pattern of 
emotional reactions which has come to be known as 
the rape trauma syndrome. Not all victims follow the 
identical pattern of response or experience the symp
toms with th\~ same intensity. However, virtually all 
victims experience some of the emotions described 
and, therefore, the rape trauma syndrome provides a 
useful means to discuss the general reaction of vic
tims to a rape experience.8 

Acute phase. The first reaction, or acute phase, can 
last for several days after the rape and is most com
monly characterized as extreme psychologial shock. 
Since the victim may be unable to comprehend her 
situation or what she should do, she sometimes acts 
in ways which appear illogical or irrational. The vic
tim may not, for example, contC",ct the police for 
several hours after the rape or she may bathe and 
wash her clothes repeatedly. 

Every victim also experiences some degree of fear 
or terror. The forcible rape itself is most often 
perceived as a life-threatening event, rather than a 
sexual intrusion. In all likelihood, threats were made 
on her life. This fear, once aroused, does not always 
diminish immediately upon termination of the sexual 
assault. It is this continued sense of apprehension 
and danger that may determine and explain many 
victim actions during the hours and days immediately 
after the rape. 

In addition to fear, the victim is likely to ex
perience a variety of other emotions. These can in
clude anger, shame, guilt, anxiety, revenge, power
lessness, and humiliation. It is common for a victim 
to experience severe and abrupt mood swings im-

mediately after the rape. A police officer or pro
secutor may be talking with a victim when suddenly 
she demonstrates a surge of anger followed by ex
pressions of guilt and self-blame. Such mood swings 
can be as surprising and unexpected to the victim as 
they are to the interviewer. Victims experience these 
feelings at different times and in different ways de
pending on the manner in which they normaUy cope 
with crisis. 

A common style of victim response to an interview 
situation during this time is a calm, composed "I'm 
okay" demeanor which is sometimes known as a con
trolled reaction. Unfortunately, this type of response 
occasionally causes others to doubt the victim's ac
count of the rape because she appears too" flat" and 
unemotional. Furthermore, this reaction of external 
calm allows others to form the mistaken belief that 
the experience will have no emotional consequences 
for the victim. 

During this time of crisis, a victim can revert to a 
state of dependence or helplessness. Because the sex
ual assault has disrupted her normal ability to cope 
with a situation, decision-making can become an or
deal. For some victims, it is easier and safer to seek 
direction and protection from friends, family mem
bers or a person in a position of authority. The victim 
can become extremely suggestable and vulnerable to 
pressure or authority. This factor can be important 
if, for example, a relative or a friend has a strong 
opinion that the victim should or should not pr.g.. 
se~ure the rapist. The victim is also very sensitive to 
the attitudes and behavior of the patrol officers, 
detectives and prosecutors involved with her case. 
Lack of support from criminal justice personnel is 
likely to render the victim confused and un
cooperative. 

Victims often report significant disrup6cns in their 
daily routines. Some women are unable to sleep at 
night and are easily awakened by noises that would 
not have bothered them previously.9 Eating habits 
can also be affected by the stress of the rape. Fre
quently, women report loss of appetite or an inability 
to eat. Others fina that eating causes nausea and 
vomiting, especially if they were forced to perform 
oral sex.IO The victim's ability to concentrate may be 
greatly diminished and her attention span temporari
ly shortened. In sum, the victim's normal methods of 
coping with daily stress work so inefficiently that 
almost all of her life functions are temporarily 
disrupted. 

Adjustment and integration phases. Following the 
victim's intense emotional reaction to the rape, she 
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often gives every appearance that she has learned to 
cope with the experience. Very often she does this by 
blocking out all thoughts of the rape and rearranging 
her daily life so that she is not reminded of the crisis. 

Although denial is usually only a temporary stage, it 
can interfere with criminal justice pr~ceedings 
because the victim may wish to withdraw her com
plaint or become uncooperative with detectives or 
prosecutors who want her to relive the incident. 

The final stage of dealing with rape trauma occurs 
over a long period of time and requires the victim to 
integrate the experience into her life as a whole. 
Because rape so dramatically upsets the normal 
routines of a woman, the crisis can be a time for self
evaluation and new decisions. Many facets of the vic
tim's life may be different after the rape. Some 
women find it necessary to change residences in order 
to feel safer and more secure. I I This is a particularly 
common behavior for women who are raped in the 
security of their own homes or apartments. Other 
women spend a great deal of time, energy and money 
to secure their living quarters with new looks, bolts 
and aiarm systems. 12 

Victims may perceive themselves as changed by the 
rape either bc-cause they feel differently about 
themselves or because they believe that others see 
them as changed. Family support can be crucial at 
this time. Unfortunately, family members sometimes 
respond in ways that are not helpful to the victim. 13 

Victims describe husbands who doubt their account 
of what happened and are suspicious or accusatory. 
Parents sometimes find it difficult to talk about the 
sexual assault and try to dissuade the victim from 
thinking or talking about the incident. While they 

may wish to save the victim from recalling powerful 
emotions surrounding the rape, it is not unusual for 
the victim to conclude that what has happened to her 
has brought shame and embarrassment upon her 
family. 

Dreams, especially nightmares, are a common ex
perience for women who have been raped. The 
dreams often consist of vivid pictures in which the 
victim relives the terror of the rape situation. The 
paralyzing feeling of doom is recreated with such 
reality that the victim often awakens to the same feel
ing of powerlessness, loss of autonomy and life
threatening fear of the rape itself. 

In summary, the emotional impact of rape is often 
intense and may persist for months or even years. It 
is clear, however, that the symptoms can be allevi
ated if victims receive support from friends, family, 
criminal justice personnel and the community. Cer
tainly, rapes occur with sufficient frequency and 
destructiveness that the victims deserve some degree 
of special consideration. 

3.9 Conclusion 

Interest in rape victimization and its aftermath is 
not likely to dissipate in the near future. Although 
this interest may change its focus or form, rape will 
never again be an "unmentionable" topic to be kept 
from the ears and eyes of children and teenagers. 
Rape is a terrible crime which may have devastating 
consequences on the lives of victims and their 
families. Fortunately, society and its institutions 
seem to be responding to this knowledge in ways 
which suggest that these victims will someday be 
treated with the respect they deserve. 

NOTES 

I An approximate ratio of one reported rape for every four ac
tual rapes has been observed in several studies. In 1965, for exam
ple, the National Opinion Research Center of the University of 
Chicago conducted a victimization survey and found that the ac
tual rate of forcible rape in their sample was 3.66 times greater 
than the reported rate. See the President's Commission on Law 
Enforcement and Administration of Justice. The Challenge of 
Crime in a Free Society, Washington, U.C.: U.S. Government 
Printing Office, p. 21, 1967. Also, see State of California, Sub
committee on Sex Crimes of the Assembly Interim Committee on 
Judicial System and Judicial Process, Preliminary Report 26 
(1950) which estimated that the ratio of reported rapes to actual 
rapes was 1:5; and Ti,e Sex Offender in Minnesota, prepared by 
the Minnesota Department of Corrections, 1964, which t!stimated 
this ratio to be 1 :4. 
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'In 1975, the Federal Bureau of Investigatior indicated that 
56,090 rapes were reported to law enforcemen horities in this 
country. When this number is r,'jltiplied b, .<Jur (unreported 
estimate), as many as 225,000 rapes might have been committed. 
See the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reports 
for the United States (1975), United States Government Printing 
Office, p. 22, 1976. 

'Several research projects, sponsored by The National Center 
for the Prevention of Rape, National Institute of Mental Health, 
are now underway to systematically study the reasons why many 
women choose not to report sexual assaults against them. It is 
presumed that findings from these projects will be available in the 
near future. 

'For a summary of these legislative changes, see Forcible Rape: 
An Analysis of Legal Issues, prepared by the Battelle Law and 
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lustice Study Center in the course of this research, National In
stitute of Law Enforcement and CriminaJ Justice, Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration, 1977. Also, see Luginbill, David. 
"Repeal of the Corroboration Requirement: Will It Tip the Scales 
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Kenneth and Nancy Schauer. "Legislative Note: Michigan's 
Criminal Sexual Assault Law," Journal of Law Reform, 81, I. 
1974. 

'See, for example, Still, Agnes. "Police Enquiries in Sexual Of
fense," Journal of Forensic Social Sciences, IS, 183-187, 1975; 
Lichtenstein, Grace. "Rape Squad," The New York Times 
Magazine, March 3, p. 10, 1974; Bard, Morton and Katherine 
Ellison. "Crisis Intervention and Investigation of Forcible Rape," 
The Police Chief, May, p. 68, 1974; Cottell, Lovis C. "Rape: The 
Ultimate Invasion of Privacy," FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, 
May, 2-6, 1974. 

'See, for example, Putnam, Jerry D. and Denamae Fox. "A 
Program to Help the Victims of Crime," The Police Chief, March, 
p. 36, 1976; Flammang, C. J. "Interviewing Child Victims of Sex 
Offenses," Police, 16, 6, 24-28, 1972; Hayman, Charles R. "Sex
ual Assaults on Women and Girls," Annals of Internal Medicine, 
72,2, 1970; (Anonymous). "Rx for RAPE: The Listening Ear," 
Emergency Medicine, February, 72-79, 1975; Burgess, Ann 
Wolbert and Lynda Lytle Holmstrom. "The Rape Victim in the 
Emergency Ward," American Journal of Nursing, 73, 10, 1973. 

'For an excellent discussion of the developmental history of vic
tim services, see Brodyaga, Lisa, Margaret Gates, Susan Singer, 
Marna Tucker, and Richardson White. Rape and Its Victims: A 
Report for Citizens, Health Facilities, and Criminal Justice Agen
cies, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department of 
Justice, 1975. 

'For more extensive discussions of the emotional impact of rape 
on the victim, see Burgess, Ann Wolbert and Lynda L. Holmstrom. 
"Rape Trauma Syndrome," A merican Journal --.f Psychiatry, 131 
(September), 1974, 9. Also see: Burgess, Ann W. and Lynda 
Holmstrom. "Assessing Trauma in the Rape Victim," American 
Journal of Nursing, 75,8, 1975; Burgess, Ann Wolbert and Lynda 
Lyttle Holmstrom. "Coping Behavior of the Rape Victim," 
American Journal of Psychiatry, 133,4, 1976,413-18; McCombie, 
Sharon L. "Characteristics of Rape Victims Seen in Crisis In
tervention," Smith College Studies in Social Work," 46, 1976, 
137-58; Notman, Mulkah T. and Carol C. Nadelson. "The Rape 
Victim: Psychodynamic Considerations," American Journal of 
Psychiatry, 133, 1976, 408-13; Sutherland, Sandra and Donald 
Schere. "Patterns of Response Among Victims of Rape," 
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 40, 1970, 503-11. 

'In the course of the present research, 78 percent of victims in
terviewed reported changes in their sleeping patterns. These 
disruptions included insomnia (50 percent), nightmares (40 
percent), sensitivity to sounds (28 percent), and fear of sleeping 
alone (25 percent). Ther.c changes in sleep were quite persistent. 
More than one half of these victims reported that they lasted for a 
period of three months or more. 

"Slightly more than one third (37 percent) of the victims inter
viewed reported changes in their <:ating habits. The most common 
symptoms involved a reduction in food intake, i.e., couldn't eat 
much at all (38 percent), ate less (72 percent), or were unable to 
hold food down (28 percent). Some vktims reported the opposite 
effects, i.e., ate more (18 percent} and ate compulsively (14 
percent). 

"Thirty-four percent of all victims interviewed changed 
residences subsequent to their rape experience. 

"Nearly one half (49 percent) of all victims interviewed installed 
new security devices in their residences. 

"Fifty-seven percent of the victims reported changes in family 
relationships. When such changes were observed, they were con
sistently negative, i.e., relationships deteriorated. 
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CHAPTER A. PATROL OFFICER RESPONSE TO 
RAPE COMPLAINTS 

All law enforcement agencies have established pro
cedures to answer calls for service. The response 
models established in most cities specify that person
nel from separate departmental divisions conduct the 
preliminary and follow-up investigations for all 
crimes except homicide. in most cases which involve 
the receipt of a rape complaint, a patrol officer is 
dispatched to take an initial report and a detective is 
later assigned to conduct the follow-up invest~~ation. 
The model used by a particular department is dic
tated by the number of rape reports it receives and 
the size of the jurisdiction served by the department. 
In departments which utilize the traditional model, 
the most readily available patrol officer is responsible 
for the completion of a preliminary investigation. 
The follow-up investigation is conducted by a detec
tive who is a member of a general investigation divi
sion. in the patrol specialist model, specific patrol of
ficers conduct the preliminary investigation of rape 
cases. In some departments these are officers who 
have received some type of special training; in others, 
they are female officers. In the special unit model, 
the initial investigation is conducted by the most 
readily available patrol officer, but the follow-up in
vestigation is conducted by a detectivi'l who is a 
member of a special unit. 

The actual division of labor between individual 
patrol officers and detectives is determined by the 
response model adopted within a police agency and 
the speed with which cases are assigned for investiga
tion. Follow-up investigators are normally brought 
into cases in one of three ways. In some departments, 
they are notified directly by the agency's communica
tions section; in others, they are notified from the 
scene of the complaint by the patrol personnel dis
patched to take the initial report. In still others, in
vestigators are not normally notified prior to the time 
they receive a written report through intra-depart
mental channels. 

The research sites chosen for inclusion in this pro
ject were chosen, in part, because the respective 
police agencies represented variations of the special 
unit model. Memphis and Washington, D.C., im
mediately dispatched both patrol officers and in
vestigators to the location of the complainant. Thus, 
in these sites, specialized detectives established im-
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mediate control of the entire investigation. In 
Detroit, Austin and Kansas City (Missouri), only 
patrol officers were dispatched to take the initial 
report. Once the nature of the compl!!!nt waR verifi~d 
as a possible rape, the patrol officers in the field 
notified a sex crimes investigator. This investigator, 
in turn, either proceeded to the location of the com
plainant or advised the patrol officers to undertake 
the preliminary investigation. Finally, the response 
model adopted in Seattle and Oakland required that 
patrol officers undertake all preliminary investiga
tions of rape complaints. A written report of this in
vestigation wa" then routed to the sex crimes detec
tives for case assignment and follow-up investiga
tion. Thus, the response models adopted at the dif
ferent sites determined the functions of patrol and in
vestigation. In general, the longer the delay between 
the initial complaint and the investigative follow-up, 
the more responsibility for preliminary investigation 
fell to patrol officers. As will be seen in later 
chapters, this delay had a significant effect on the 
kinds of evidence collected and the ability of detec
tives to make contact with victims and other 
witnesses. 

The primary data on patrol officer experiences 
with rape cases were obtained from 16-page question
naires distributed to a stratified sample of 70 officers 
in each of the second-year research sites. I Of the 420 
questionnaires distributed, 251 responses were re
ceived and included in the analyses.2 Although an 
equal number of respondents was not obtained from 
each site (Memphis = 48; Detroit = 37; Kansas City 
= 53; Washington, D.C. = 28; Oakland = 36; and 
Austin = 49), sufficient aggregate data were avail
able to draw conclusions with considerable con
fidence. 

The patrol survey data confirmed the contention 
that individual officers have relatively little ex
perience in handling rape complaints. With a median 
of 4.9 years of experience as patrol officers, the 
respondents averaged 6.1 rape investigations in their 
career, or less than two per year. Number of years of 
patrol experience, however, was not a good indicator 
of experience in rape investigations. Some officers 
with as much as eight years of patrol experience had 
never taken a rape complaint; other officers with less 
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than two years of experience had investigated as 
many as 18 complaints. Despite this wide range of in
dividual variation, involvement in rape cases was a 
relatively rare phenomenon for the majority of of
ficers. 

4.1 Initial Patrol RespCinse/lnvestigation 

Rape cases often have unique features which make 
their investigation different from other felony cases. 
Police personnel who respond to rape complaints are 
frequently responsible for obtaining unusual types of 
physical evidence (semen/sperm, etc.), conducting 
intervi,~w5 with traumatized victims, and canvassing 
for witnesses who might corrobora~e aspects of vic
tims' accounts. Although these activities are not 
necessarily confined to rape investigations, most law 
enforcement officers agree that special skills and 
training are required if victim cooperation is to be 
maximized and strong cases are to be developed for 
prosecution. 

The following discussion of the initial patrol 
response and investigation begins with a description 
of current procedures, and ·then continues with 
recommendations for changes in procedures. Al
though most of the data presented in this discussion 
are drawn from the patrol officer surveys, interview 

responses from sex crimes investigators and victims 
are included. 

Current procedures. In order to obtain the most ac
curate information on the actual initial response and 
investigative procedures utilized at the research sites, 
patrol respondents were asked a series of questions 
related to the handling of their most recent rape com
plaint. 

The first of these questions explored the means by 
which the patrol offIcers first learned of the rape. As 
Table 12 indicates, most officers were alerted to the 
nature of the (ffense by the dispatch officer, al
though 20 perci nt of the dispatched calls either did 
not specify the r. ltu,e of the offense or identified it as 
some other crimI!. Patrol involvement arising from 
"on view" observations or "in-person complaints" 
from victims was extremely rare. 

Almost every police agency considers rape a high 
priority crime for patrol dispatch. Because of this, 
patrol responsp. time to the complainant or crime 
scene is usually very rapid. Accordh,g to th: patrol 
officers surveyed, 48 l.'ercent reached the scene of 
their last rape case in less than 3 minutes of dispatch; 
an additional 47 percent arrived in 3-10 minutes. Less 
than 1 percent of the officers indicated that response 
time required 30 minutes or more. 3 

TABLE 12 

Method by Which Patrol Officers Became 
Involved in Rape Investigation 

Method Memphis Detroit Kansas City 
(N=4S) (N=34) (N=S3) 

Dispatchl 781lJ~ 711lJo 661lJo 
Rape 

Dispatch! 13010 \SllJo 23010 
Other 

On View 211Jo 311Jo 
In Person 2070 12010 8% 
Other 411Jo 4% 

A rapid response is considered important because 
most rape cOMplaints were made soon after the rape 
occurred. les\'~ban to minutes had elapsed between 
the rape and th..:: call to the police in approximately 2S 
percent of the cases investigated by the patrol 
respondents. More than two thirds of the cases were 
still "warm" by the time the patrol officers arrived, 

Wash., D.C. Oakland Austin Total 
(N=26) (N=36) (N=48) (N=242) 

541lJo 72% 73% 70llJo 

3511Jo !91lJo 17llJo 1911Jo 

3070 211Jo 211Jo 
8070 6% 6% 
40:0 611Jo 211Jo 3i1io 

i.e., tIll' rape had occurred less than one hour before 
(see T .. 01e 13). Less than 5 percent of the complaints 
were "cold" or more than 24 hours 01d. 4 

The relative "age" of a rape complaint influences 
the kinds of tasks performed by patrol officers and, 
to some extent, determines the number of police units 
sent to the scene or location of the complaint. Since 
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the majority of rapes investigated by the patrol 
respondents were "warm" complaints, two or three 
police units wre usually dispatched. Although the total 
number of police personnel involved in the initial in
vestigation varied considerably from one department 
to another, it was not uncommon for four or more 
officers to respol1d to the call. (See Table 14.) 

The actual tasks performed by patrol officers were 
very much a function of the response model used by 
their respective agencies. From Table 15, it can be 
seen that virtually all officers were expected to take 
an initial complaint. However, patrol officers in 
Washington, D.C. never processed crimes and rarely 
transported victims to hospitals for medical examina
tions. These tasks were ordinarily performed by 
other police personnel. In Memphis, where special in
vestigators were dispatched to the complainant, 
patrol officers occasionally conducted some crime 
scene investigations and were usually responsible for 
transporting the victim for medical examination. 

Regardless of the initial response model utilized, 
rape complaints demand the expenditure of signifi
cant police resources. Patrol officer survey data 
presented in Table 16 indicate that each complaint re
quired an average of two hours per officer from the 
time of the call until return to service. If average time 
per complaint were multi,plied by three (median num
ber of responding poHce personnel), the "typical" 
initial rape investigation required six man-hours to 
complete. 

It should be noted that a significant portion of this 
out-of-service time was spent in hospital emergency 
rooms. It was not at all unusual for patrol officers in 
Kansas City, Oakland, and Austin to wait two or more 
hours before victims were admitted for medical ex
aminations. 

In addition to identifying specific patrol activities 
and the time required to perform them, the patrol 
survey also obtained the ratings of patrol functions 

. relative to rape investigations. Respondents were 

TABLE 13 

Elapsed Time Between Rape and Report to Police 

Kansas Wash., 
Elar/sed Memphis Detroit City D.C. Oakland Austin Total 

Time (N=45) (N=34) (N=53) (N = 25) (N=35) (N=48) (N = 240) 

5 Min. 4070 9070 11% 8070 14070 8% 9% 
5-10 Min. 27070 15070 II 070 24% 9070 17070 17070 

10-60 Min. 42070 50070 36070 40070 34070 560J0 43070 
1-4 Hr. 11070 24070 19070 4% 29070 13070 17070 
4-24 Hr. 13070 15070 8070 II 070 6% 10070 

25 Hr. 2070 3070 6070 16070 3070 4% 

TABLE 14 

Total Police Personnel Who Responded 
to Rape Complaint 

Kansas Wash., 
Number Memphis Detroit City D.C. Or.kland Austin Total 

Personnel (N=45) (N = 34) (N=53) (N =23) (N=35) (N=48) (N=238) 

I 20/0 3070 2% 26070 2% 6% 
2 11070 22070 30070 4% 26% 25~'0 23% 
3 16070 120/0 40070 4070 23070 33OJ\i 24070 
4 20070 24% 15% 35% 9070 15% 18% 
4+ 47070 33070 13070 57 1110 14070 25% 28070 

Unknown 4070 3070 2070 
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TABLE 15 

Patrol Officer Tasks - Initial Response 

Kansas Wash., 
Task Memphis Delroit City D.C. Oakland Austin Total 

(N=4S) (N=33) (N,,,,S3) (N=26) (N=3S) (N=48) (N=240) 

Take Report 100% 100070 91070 73070 94070 92070 93070 
Process 11 070 12070 17070 20070 48070 20070 
Scene 
Transport 51070 55070 47070 4070 61070 52% 47070 
Viet. 
Search for 31 % 42% 40070 31070 50070 38070 39070 
Susp. 
Backup 4070 12070 8070 3070 
Arrest Susp. 2070 3070 2070 4070 2070 

TABLE 16 

Total Time From Call to Return to Service 

Kansas 
Time Memphis Detroit City 

(N=43) (N=33) (N=S3) 

I Hour 2070 
30-60 Min. 16% 6070 11 070 
1-2 Hours 65070 67% 43070 
2-4 Hours 16070 21070 38070 
4-6 Hours 6070 
6 Hours 
Don't Know 6070 2070 

asked to indicate whether each of 11 commonly per
formed activities with respect to cases "needed no 
improvement," "needed some improvement," or 
"needed considerable improvement." From Table 
17, it is apparent that the three activities which 
needed the most improvement-interviewing, han
dling the problems associated with child victimiza
tion, and dealing with the emotional trauma of 
rape-all related to victim treatment. More tradi
tional police activities, such as handling and gather
ing evidence, giving testimony, etc., were less fre
quently rated as activities wb:.· .. h required improve
ment. 

Improvements in the intitial patrol response to 
rape complaints can be accomplished through better 
training or through modifications in response pro-

Wash., 
D.C. Oakland Austin Total 

(N=2~) (N=34) (N=48) (N=236) 

4070 2070 1070 
12070 -% 4070 9070 
32070 29070 27070 44070 
32070 56% 52% 36070 
12070 9070 10070 6070 

6070 2070 1070 
8070 2070 3070 

cedures. It is to this latter area that the remainder of 
this discussion is devoted. (See Chapter 7, "Train
ing," for a discussion of recommended training 
needs.) 

4.2 Recommended Changes 

Information on suggested modification in the ini
tial response to rape complaints was drawn from 
three sources: patrol officer surveys; investigator in
terviews; and victim interviews. Because these sour
ces repre'iented different perspectives, each is dis
cussed separately. Note that no effort was made to 
assess the feasibility of the recommendations. They 
are presented to provide guidance to those who seek 
factual information for policy consideration. 
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TABLE 17 

Patrol Officer Activity Ratings With Respect to Rape Cases 

Need Some Need Considerable Total f1!o 

Rank Patrol Activities Improvement Improvement Improvement 

1 Interviewing Victims 
2 Dealing With Special Problems of 

Child Victims 
3 Attending to Emotional Needs of 

Victims 
4 Writing Reports 
5 Handling Physical Evidence 
6 Locating Witnesses 
7 Utilizing Community Resources 

for Victims 
8 Testifying at Judicial Proceedings 
9 Gathering Evidence Re: Lack of 

Consent 
10 Gathering Evidence Re: Penetration 
II Obtaining Medical Exams for Victims 

(1) Patrol officer perspective. The first area of 
change involved dispatch procedures for rape com
plaints and, indeed, 57 percent of the patrol 
respondents recommended one or more modifica
tions in their current communications operations. 
The five more frequently suggested modifications 
were that dispatch should obtain more suspect infor
mation from the complainant (45 percent); dispatch 
should broadcast time since offense (16 percent); 
dispatch should give rape calls a higher priority (7 
percent); dispatch should screen calls more effective
ly (9 percent); and dispatch should keep victim on the 
phone until the patrol officer arrives. The first three 
recommendations are obviously intended to increase 
apprehensions either by reducing response time or by 
facilitating the indentification of fleeing suspects. 

Fifty-four percent of the patrol respondents sug
gested changes in the intitial response to rape com
plaints. Of the 21 recommendations identified, only 
five appeared with sufficient frequency to be in
cluded in this discussion. The most often mentioned 
recommendation (13 percent) was for improvements 
in patrol officer attitudes toward rape or understand
ing of victims. This finding suggested that officers 
were aware of insufficient police sensitivity to this 
crime and its impact on those who experience sexual 
assaults. In rank order of their frequency, other 
recommendations for improving the initial response 
included better training regarding the emotional 
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61% 29f1/o 89f1!o 
45f1!o 42f1!o 870J0 

640J0 210J0 85% 

600J0 17f1/o 77f1/o 
580J0 12f1!o 70f1!0 
S40J0 ISf1/o 69070 
480J0 20070 68f1/o 

50070 17070 67070 
480J0 11 070 59070 

390J0 8f1/o 47070 
330J0 6f1/o 39070 

needs of victims (9 percent), dispatch of two patrol 
cars to the scene (9 percent), immediate dispatch of 
sex crimes investigations to the scene (7 percent), and 
di:lpatch of a police woman to conduct the initial in
Vt~st~gation (6 percent). 

The survey findings clearly indicated that patrol 
officers were not comfortable collecting and gather
ing evidence in rape cases. When respondents were 
asked who should process the crime scene for 
physical evidence, only 10 percent believed that this 
should be a patrol officer function. The remainder 
believed that crime scenes should be processed by 
police personnel with more specialized skills, such as 
sex crimes investigators (21 percent) or evidence tech
nicians (68 percent). 

We had found individual patrol officer experience 
with rape cases was extremely limited, i.e., less than 
two reports per year. Because officers were so inex
perienced, it was hypothesized that patrol activities 
might be improved if they used a report form which 
specified the kinds of information and evidence that 
should be gathered at the time of the initial com
plaint. The advisability of a specialized report form 
was supported in our first year survey of more than 
200 police departments throughout the country. 
These respondents indicated overwhelming dissatis
faction with the use of general complaint forms to 
take rape reports. However, a similar level of dis
satisfaction with current report forms was not 
observed among the patrol officer respondents. A 



total of 12 percent of these officers believed rape 
complaints should be recorded on special forms 
which encompassed all crimes against per:sons; an ad
ditional30 percent supported the use of special forms 
initial complaint. The advisability of a specialized 
report form was supported in our first year survey of 
more than 200 police departments throughout the 
country. These respondents indicated overwhelming 
dissatisfaction with the use of general complaint 
forms to take rape reports. However, a similar level 
of dissatisfaction with current report forms was not 
observed among the patrol officer respondents. A 
total of 12 percent of these officers believed rape 
complaints should be recorded on special forms 
which encompassed all crimes against persons; an ad
ditional 30 percent supported the use of special forms 
for sexual assaults. The primary reason given for the 
use of special forms was that they acted as guides to 
obtain necessary information. The most frequently 
suggested modification involved the adoption of 
check-list forms which included printed options for 
offender descriptions, types of victim resistance, vic
tim description and perceived emotional state at the 
time of the report, and instructions for obtaining vic
tim medical examinations. 

When respondents were asked to recommend the 
ideal way to divide initial investigation responsibili
ties between patrol officers and sex crimes detectives, 
more than one half (52 percent) suggef>ted that patrol 
not be involved at all. These respondents believed 
that, under ideal circumstances, specially trained 
detectives should be sent to the scene of the rape to 
conduct the entire investigation. Forty-five percent 
of the survey respondents supported the specialized 
response model, i.e., patrol officers should be res
ponsible for the initial investigation and specia!ized 
investigators should handle all follow-up investiga
tion. Only 3 percent of the officers felt that a team 
police model would be most appropriate. According 
to this mQdd. patrol officers would be responsible 
for the entire case and would handle both the initial 
and the follow-up investigation. 

Finally, respondents were asked to suggest ways in 
which patrol officers and detectives could work 
together most effectively to solve more rape cases. 
The most frequent suggestion underscored a com
mon problem which surfaces during the investigation 
of many felony complaints-that is, the need for 
detectives to share more information with patrol of
ficers. Respondents felt that rape investigations 
would be more effective if detectives provided infor
mation on suspects (34 percent) or simply kept them 
informed on the progress of their cases (14 percent). 
Most of the remaining suggestions could be com-

bined under the heading of increased detective in
volvement in the initial investigation. Specific sugges
tions for such involvement included dispatching 
detectives to the scene (12 percent), assigning teams 
of patrol officers and detectives to conduct investiga
tions (5 percent), and more instructions from detec
tives on proper patrol procedures in rape cases (9 
percent). 

In summary, it was obvious that most patrol 
respondents were not comfortable with current pro
cedures for handling rape complaints. In particular, 
they believed improvements were needed in the area 
of victim interviewing and victim trauma. Indeed, 
most patrol officers would rather not handle rape 
cases at all. Instead, they would prefer that the initial 
and follow-up investigation be left entirely in the 
hands of evidence technicians and sex crimes 
specialists. 

(2) Investigator perspective. A total of 86 sex 
crimes investigators were interviewed at the six 
research sites. Because the initial response to the in
vestigation of rape complaints is often critical to the 
development of sound cases, we were particularly in
terested in the views and recommendations of these 
experienced police personnel. Investigators were first 
asked to rate the activities performed by patrol of
ficers with respect to rape cases. From Table 18, it is 
apparent that a substantial percentagl! of investiga
tors gave "poor" rating to patrol officers' knowl
edge of community resources for victims, knowledge 
of the rape law, conduct of suspect interviews and at
tention to the emotional needs of victims. Indeed, ex
cept for the activity identified as "testifying before 
judicial proceedings," Ilone of the ratings fared par
ticularly well. 

This relatively high proportion of "poor" ratings 
was somewhat disconcerting in view of the fact that 
patrol officers conducted an average (median) of 85 
percent of all initial rape investigations subsequently 
assigned to the detective respondents. These same 
respondents believed that significant advantages 
would result if they, sex crimes detectives, were to 
conduct the initial investigations of all rape cases. 
First, such a change in procedure would be expected 
to reduce the number of interviews requried of the 
victim (85 percent) and, in addition, would make the 
victim feel more comfortable (62 percent) and more 
cooperative (60 percent). Second, more physical and 
other corroborating evidence in the form of witness 
statements would be obtained (65 percent and S6 per
cent, respectively). Only in the area of securing 
victim medical examinations would a change in pro
cedure have an insignificant impact (19 percent). 
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TABLE 18 

Ratings by Sex Crimes Investigators of Activities Performed 
by Patrol Officers With Respect to Rape Cases (N = 86) 

Activity 0J0 Poor 

Knowledge of Community Resources 570J0 
for Victims 

Knowledge of Law on Rape 420J0 
Conducting Interviews with 320J0 

Suspects 
Attention to Emotional Needs 310J0 

of Victims 
Handling Physical Evidence 260J0 
Locating Possible Witnesses 260J0 
Completeness of Written 210J0 

Report 
Ensuring Victim Medical 210J0 

Exams 
Testifying at Judicial 100J0 

Proceedings 

When investigators were asked whether male or 
female police personnel should take the initial victim 
report, 68 percent of the respondents indicated that 
the sex of the officer didn't matter. An additional 28 
percent preferred a male/female team. Only one in
vestigator felt that female officers were more ap
propriate; one investigator favored male officers. 

Specific recommendations for improving the initial 
investigation of rape complaints were solicited from 
detective respondents. Although 46 independent sug
gestions were obtained, only four appeared with suf
ficient frequency to be included in this discussion. 
The first recommendation (26 percent) was for more 
training for patrol officers, particularly in the areas 
of crime scene processing, sensitivity to the emo
tional needs of victims, !"3pe law and rules of 
evidence. The second most frequent recommentation 
(22 percent) was that sex crimes investigators should 
conduct the entire initial investigation. Third, 21 per
cent of the detective respondents suggested that the 
initial investigation report be much more detailed 
and include complete statements from victims and 
witnesses, a statement of evidence collected, crime 
scene descriptions/sketches, and notations regarding 
the physical and emotional condition of the victim. 
Finally, 9 percent of respondents recommended 
that crime scene processing by improved through 
such methods as more frequent use of evidence 
technicians, more forensic equipment, or better 
patrol officer training. 

In summary, investigator and patrol respondents 
shared the same general views on the weaknesses of 
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0J0 Satisfactory "70 Excellent 

40"70 20J0 

510J0 70J0 
560J0 130J0 

580J0 100J0 

610J0 130J0 
560J0 190J0 
630J0 130J0 

440J0 350J0 

630J0 270J0 

the initial investigation of rape complaints. Both 
groups of respondents indicated that patrol officers 
were not well trained to handle such complaints and 
that rape victims and rape investigations would be 
better served if specialized detectives handled these 
cases from the very beginning. 

(3) Victim perspective. Rape victim interviews con
ducted in Seattle, Detroit and Kansas City attempted 
to determine victims' perceptions of treatment by 
criminal justice system personnel. Of the 146 victims 
interviews in these cities, only 117 had reported the 
assault to the police. These reporting victims made it 
very clear that the treatment they received from 
police during the initial investigation often in
fluenced their decision to proceed with the case. 
Thus, the "tone" established at the time of the initial 
complaint was critical to continued victim coopera
tion and involvement with criminal justice process. 

Ironically, victims were not as critical of patrol of
ficers as officers were of themselves. When victims 
were asked to indicate how they were treated by the 
uniformed officer(s) who conducted the initial in
vestigation, the majority felt that they were treated 
either with a great deal of understanding (39 percent) 
or with understanding (28 percent). The remainder of 
the victims felt they were treated with indifference 
(19 percent) or with disrespect (14 percent). Although 
these victim ratings suggested that substantial im
provements would be desirable, they did not support 
a general criticism of patrol officer insensitivity and 
crassness. 

Most of the victim complaints of patrol officer per-
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fonmmce during the initial investigation centered, 
not on the police procedures to which victims were 
exposed, but on the manner in which the pr:ocedures 
were performed. There were many complaints about 
the location or surroundings in which the report was 
taken. Nearly one half of all victim interviews were 
conducted in non-private locations, and two thirds of 
these victims felt uncomfortable and inhibited because 
of this lack of privacy. 

Victim interview data provided only partial sup
port for the recommendations of some feminists that 
only female police officers should interact with rape 
victims. Concerning officers assigned to conduct the 
initial investigation, 50 percent of the victim respon
dents had no sexual preference. Thirty-nine percent 
of the respondents preferred a female officer; 11 per
cent preferred a male officer. Thus, when prefer
ences were observed, female officers were favored. 
Most victims, however, simply did not care whether 
the initial investigation was conducted by males or 
females. 

Victims are frequently so traumatized by their rape 
experience that they are virtually incoherent by the 
time patrol officers arrive to take their reports. Of
ficers who lack knowledge of the emotional needs of 
rape victims or who are unskilled in crisis interven
tion techniquesS often exacerbate an already difficult 
situation. Among the victim respondents, 40 percent 
stated that they were unable to give a clear statement 
to the responding officers. Although this incoherence 
was undoubtedly a function of the emotional state of 
the victims, the interview techniques used by the pa
trol officers were often perceived as offensive or in
appropriate. Victims were often "put off" by the 
attitudes of responding officers. In fact, nearly one 
third (29 percent) of the victims respondents felt that 
the patrol officers did not believe them. 

4.3 Patrol Omcer Attitudes Toward Rape Com
plaints 

The results of the patrol officer surveys substan
tially supported the often-voiced contention that 

criminal justice authorities are highly suspicious of 
rape complaints. For exam~le, when patrol officers 
were asked to estimate the percentage of rape com
plaints made to their respective departments in which 
no real rape occurred, the responses ranged from 0 to 
96 percent. Even when the more extreme responses 
were nullified, the median estimate of false reports 
ranged from a low of 13 percent (Detroit patrol of
ficers) to a high of 27 percent (Memphis patrol of
ficers). Thus, most patrol officers assumed that ap
proximately one report in every four or five was false. 

When patrol respondents were asked whether they 
had ever been assigned to handle a rape complaint 
that turned out to be false, 57 percent responded af
firmatively. The most frequent presumed motivations 
for false complaints were: "cover-up" to family or 
friends for consensual intercourse (24 percent); re
venge for an argument or separation from a lover (18 
percent); revenge for no payment for an act of prosti
tution (15 percent); and fear of pregnancy or venereal 
disease (4 percent). In addition, patrol officers seemed 
to be particularly reluctant to believe victims who 
had been drinking, who had engaged in cO~h'~nsual 
"petting" with the accused prior to the alleged as
sault, who delayed reporting the offense, who had a 
criminal record, who appeared "too calm," or who 
appeared "too hysterical." Indeed, if any of these 
conditions existed, complainants were believed either 
to be victims of their own carelessness or victims of 
their own fantasies. 

Whatever the attitudes of patrol officers might be 
toward rape complaints, there is no reason to assume 
that they differ significantly from the attitudes shared 
by members of the civilian community. If patrol of
ficer experience with rape investigations is as limited 
as that of our survey respondents, poiice attitudes 
and activities are not likely to improve without modi
fications in current response procedures and more 
specific training on the crime of rape. Patrol officers 
simply respond to rape complaints too infrequently to 
develop appropriate investigative techniques based 
solely upon on-the-job experiences. 

NOTES 

I A survey of patrol officers in the seventh research site, Seattle, 
was accomplished during .he first year of the research. Summary 
results of that survey are included in First Year Report: Research 
and Development of Model Procedures for Crimi1/al Justice System 
Involvement with the Crime of Forcible Rape available on loan 
from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 

Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1976. 
2 A total of 267 patrol officer questionnaires were returned to 

the Battelle Law and Justice Study Center. However, 16 replies 
were received after the "deadline date" and were not included in 
the statistical analyses. 

3Victim interview data indicated that patrol response time to 
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their complaints was somewhat slower than that indicated by the 
patrol respondents. According to these victims, the time between 
their call to police and the arrival of police officers was: less than 
15 minutes = 58%; IS-30 minutes = 28%; 30-60 minutes = 7%; 
more than 60 minutes = 7%. 

4The distribution of elapsed time between rape offense and 
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report to the police is in general agreement with data obtained 
from official records and presented in Appendix A, p. 2. 

sFor an excellent discussion of the appiication of crisis inter
vention techniques, see Bard, Morton and Katherine Ellison. 
"Crisis Intervention and Investigation of Forcible Rape," The 
Police Chief, May, 1974,68. 



CHAPTER 5. INVESTIGATOR RESPONSE TO 
RAPE COMPLAINTS 

Virtually all police agencies dispatch patrol officers 
to the scene of every rape complaint to obtain an 
initial report. Follow-up investigators are normally 
brought into cases in one of three ways. In some 
departments, they are notified directly by the agency's 
cummunications :;e~tion; in others, they are notified 
from the scene of the complaint by the patrol per
sonnel dispatched to take the initial report; and in 
still otelers, they are not normally notified prior to the 
time they receive a written report through intra-de
partmental channels. 

The research sites selected for extensive study re
presented all three models of detective involvement 
in rape investigations. Detectives in Memphis and 
Washington, D.C., were dispatched immediately to 
the location of the complainant and were assigned 
responsibility for both the initial and follow-up in
vestigations. In Detroit, Austin and Kansas City, de
tectives Were notified from the field by patrol officers 
dispatched to the complainant. Detectives could then 
respond immediately to the scene or instruct the patrol 
officer to conduct the initial investigation. Finally, 
patrol officers in Seattle and Oakland undertook all 
preliminary rape investigations. Follow-up investi
gators became involved only after written reports of 
the patrol investigations were routed to sex crimes 
detectives for case assignment. As mentioned pre
viously, the longer the delay between the initial com
plaint and the investigative follow-up, the more the 
responsibility for preliminary investigation fell to pa
trol officers. As will be seen, this delay had a signifi
cant effect on the kinds of evidence collected and the 
ability of detectives to make contact with victims and 
other witnesses. 

The primary data on follow-up investigations of 
rape cases were obtained from in-person interviews 
with 86 sex crimes detectives in the six second-year 
research sites. 1 No attempt WilS made to equalize the 
number of interview respondents across sites. In
stead, all available sex crimes detectives in each de
partment were approached and requested to partici
pate. ':'he following distribution of interviews was 
obtained: Memphis = 19; Detroit = 26; Kansas City 
= 15; Washington, D.C. = 23; Oakland = 2; and 
Austin = 8. Supplementary data on follow-up in
vestigations were also obtained from analyses of 

police records in Seattle, Detroit, Kansas City, New 
Orleans and Phoenix and from interviews with prose
cutors and victims. 

Detective interview respondents were not novices 
to police work. Experieilce in police service averaged 
(median) 9.5 years. Length of service as a sex crimes 
investigator, however, was much more limited and 
averaged only 2.2 years. Twenty percent of the re
spondents had been sex crimes detectives for less 
than one year. 

5.1 Case Assignment 

An often-heard complaint among detectives as
signed to any type of felony investigation is that they 
are too busy or too overworked to conduct thorough 
investigations of every case assigned to them. Al
though this complaint is undoubtedly shared by some 
sex crimes investigators, our research data did not 
substantiate that it is a general one. Among the detec
tive respondents, an average (median) of 6.1 rape or 
attempted rape cases were assigned to them each 
month; the investigations of these occupied an aver
age of 65 percent of their time. The remainder of 
their time was spent in the investigation of other types 
of crimes. When respondents were asked to specify 
the ideal monthly case load assignment, detectives 
recommended an average (median) of 5.4 rape/at
tempted rape cases and 2.6 cases of other types. Thus, 
the difference between actual average assignment and 
ideal average assignment was insignificant. Indeed, 
most respondents carried case loads which were with
in ther capacities to investigate with considerable 
efficit'ncy. 

The methods by which cases are assigned for de
tectiv~ follow-up and the speed with which this is 
done were anticipated to have an impact on the course 
of ir.vestigations. Data from police records tended to 
cor.firm this hypothesis. (see Table 19). In Seattle, 
fcl' example, approximately one third of all cases 
were assigned for follow-up investigation three or 
more days after the initial report to the police. In 
contrast, less than 5 percent of the rape cases re
ported to Detroit authorities required three or more 
days for investigative assignment. 
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TABLE 19 

Time Between Initial Report and Detective Follow-Up 

Kansas New 
Time Delay Seattle Detroit City Orleans Phoenix Total 

(N = 303) (N=283) (N = 326) (N = 236) (N=I04) (N= 1254) 

Less Than 270/0 85% 
1 Day 

1-2 Days 32% 11% 
3-7 Days 23% 2% 
More than 10% 1% 

7 Days 
Unknown 8% 1% 

This delay in follow-up investigation influenced 
the frequency with wbich investigators had in-person 
contact with the victims of their cases. Victim-inves
tigator contact was sometimes limited to phone con
versations or consisted only of a letter sent to the 
victim. No victim contllct of letter/phone contact only 

60% 57% 65% 57% 

16% 12% 25% 190/0 
7% 11% 8% 11% 
6% 3% 2% 5% 

11% 17% 8% 

occurred most frequently in Seattle, which had the 
greatest delay in investigative follow-up. Victims, 
and consequently cases, were simply "lost" because 
of the interval between the initial report and detective 
assignment. (See Table 20.) 

TABLE 20 

Method of Detective Contact With Victim 

Method Seattle Detroit 
(N = 302) (N=28I) 

Letter Only 6% 1% 
Phone Only 24% 8% 
In Person 49% 89% 
No Contact/ 21% 3% 
Unknown 

5.2 Location of In-Person Interviews 

Data derived from police records suggest that the 
frequency of in-person interviews with victims was 
influenced by interview location. (See Table 21.) 
Jurisdictions where in-person interviews were con
ducted most often were the same jurisdictions in 
which interviews were made most convenient for the 
victim. Particularly high victim attrition was observed 
if interviews were conducted frequently at police 
headquarters. Although this method of contact may 
serve the needs of busy sex crimes investigators, it 
does so at the expense of victim cooperation and the 
collection of physical evidence. 
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Kansas New 
City Orleans Phoenix 

(N=328) (N = 237) (N= lOS) 

3% 
1% 20/0 

93% 93% 97% 
7% 3% 1% 

5.3 Development of Evidence 

In order to facilitate a discussion of evidence, it is 
important to recognize that statutory definitions of 
rape differ substantially from one state to another.2 
Regardless of statutory differences, however, suc
cessful prosecutions for this crime usually require 
that three elements be established: sexual penetra
tion, identity of the perpetrator, and lack of consent.3 

In general, sex crimes investigators must develop 
evidence which may be used either to prove or to 
disprove the existence of these three elements. 

Investigators must frequently make deci~1ons re
garding the volume of evidence sufficient to establish 



TABLE 21 

Location of Victim-Detective Interview 

Kansas New 
Location Seattle Detroit City Orleans Phoenix 

(N=158) (N=O) (N = 327) (N=237) (N=I00) 

Police Head- 64OJo (Missing 31% 29% 10% 
quarters Data) 

Victim Residence 23% " 
Victim Place of 3% " 

Employ 
Hospital 3% " 
Other 1% 
Unknown 7% " 

an element of the crime. Prosecutors generally en
courage police to collect every possible piece of 
physical evidence and interview all potential wit
nesses. Because resource limitations prevent such 
extensive efforts in most cases, investigators usually 
concentrate on the development of evidence that will 
prove the element that is most likely to be the basis of 
the defense offerred by the accused, i.e., identifica
tion, penetration, or insanity defense. 

Pbysical evidence. In rape cases, physkel evidence 
can be used to corroborate all three elements of the 
crime. In practice, however, the primary use of such 
evidence is to prove a case against a suspect who has 
been identified by other means. As a rule, physical 
evidence seldom leads to the identification of an un
known suspect, and it is rarely the only source of 
proof presented in a rape prosecution. h fact, tech
nical problems frequently prevent items {'r~l be kg 
admitted as evidence because they have not been 
properly obtained, collected or processed. 

Obtaining pbysical evidence. Depending on the cir
cumstances of the crime and how promptly it was 
reported, physical evidence can be fOUlld ~t any of 
several different places. The following art locations 
which could be processed for physical evidenc\~: 

• crime scene-the location where sexual pene
tration actually occurred; 

• venue-general vicinity of the crime scene; 
• location offirst encounter-the place where the 

victim was first contacted by her assailant; 
• route of travel-the path taken by the victim 

20% 39% 3SOJu 
3% 

21% 20% 37% 
13% 5% 8% 
15% 7% 7% 

and her assailant from the location of the first 
encounter to the crime scene; 

• vehicles-any means of transportation the vic
tim and her assailant used to travel from the 
location of first encounter to the crime £cene; 

• victim-the victim's person including her ex
ternal body surfaces, her clothing, her hair, and 
areas of her body subjected to sexual contact; 

• accused-the b-ody and clothing of the suspect; 
and 

• property of the accused-the home and vehicles 
of the accused. 

The kind of physical evidence actually developed 
in rape cases is a function of its potential availability 
and the resources applied to its collection. Under 
some circumstances, the collection of physical evi
dence is the responsibility of police personnel other 
than the sex crimes investigator or the patrol officer 
who responds to the initial complaint. According to 
the investigator interview respondents, crime scenes 
were almo"t never processed by patrol officers and 
seldom processed by themselves. Instead, if a crime 
scene was available, special evidence technicians 
were almost always called in to collect physical evi
dence. 

Police rape offense records were used as a data 
source to determine the frequency with which nine 
specific types of physical evidence were actually col
lected. The kinds of evidence collected varied con
siderably from one police jurisdiction to another. (See 
Table 22.) However, £"'.lspect clothing was collected 
in almost every case in which it was available, re
gardless of the jurisdiction. 
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(.J? 
TABLE 22 

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE COLLECTED 
(Multiple Evidence Collection Possible) 

Kansas New 
Physical Seattle Detroit City Orleans Phoenix Total 
Evidence (N=307) (N=183) (N=318) (N = 134) (N=10S) (N=llS7) 

Viet. Clothing 21070 62% 
Susp. Clothing €% 2% 
Weapon 4% 5% 
Fingerprints 9% 10% 
Viet. Photos 2% 2% 
Scene Photos 1% 1% 
Auto Impound 1% 4% 
Susp. Belongings 6% 6% 
Other 15% 100/0 

The frequency with which fingerprints were pro
cessed was dependent on the availability of trained 
patrol officers or evidence technicians who responded 
to the scene. The use of photo equipment also varied 
considerably among jurisdictions. Victim photos 
(torn clothing, physical disarray. abrasions, and 
other injuries) were fairly common techniques used 
to preserve evidence in Phoenix. In addition, photo
graphs of the crime scene w~re taken in almost one 
half of all cases in New Orleans and one third of all 
cases in Phoenix. Medical examinations of victims to 
obtain evidence of penetration were performed con
sistently and frequently in all jurisdictions. Many 
other kinds of physical evidence were also collected. 
These items ranged from evidence collected on the 
person of the victim (pubic hair combings, fingernail 
scrapings, blood and soil samples) to evidence col
lected at the scene (broken glasses, furniture, towels, 
sheets) to evidence gathered from the suspect (blood 
and hair samples, photos of unusual body character
istics, etc.). In all, some form of physical evidence 
was collected in 80 to 91 percent of the reports from 
each of the police jurisdictions. 

Testimonial evidence. In rape cases, testimonial evi
dence (the statement made by a witness under oath) 
is often more valuable than physical evidence because 
it is usually more readily available. In most states, a 
rapist theoretically can be convicted solely on the 
testimony of the victim. However, in practice, a suc
cessful prosecution for rape is normally impossible 
without a substantial amount of corroborating evi
dence. The most valuable source of such corrobora-
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27% 50% 62% 41% 
5% 15% 10% 7% 
5% 12% 10% 6% 

13% 19% 4111!o 15% 
4% 5% 19% 4% 
7% 48% 33% 14% 
6% 4% 4% 4% 
5% 14% 18% 7% 

20% 30% 79% 23% 

tion is testimonial evidence which may be obtained 
from various kinds of witnesses. 

(1) Patrol officers. The witnesses of greatest poten
tial value in rape prosecutions are the first police of
ficers who contact the victim. The officers can pro
vide indispensable testimony regarding the victim's 
lack of consent. If they are trained observers, these 
personnel can evaluate the emotional condition of 
the victim as well as her personal appearance. Unfor~ 
tunately, our research determined that few police re
port forms require officers to record this highly valu
able information; very few officers remember to note 
it on their own. 

(2) Medical witnesses. Medical personnel can be 
extremely valuable witnesses, for they can help prove 
both sexual penetration and lack of victim consera!. 
The doctor who performs the pelvic examination is 
an expert witness who can testify regarding both of 
these elements. Again, however, medical reports are 
often inadequate to record pertinent data regarding 
the victim's emotional condition, physical appear
ance and injuries. 

(3) Fresh.complaint witnesses. Fresh-complaint 
witnesses (also known as res gestae or "hue-and-cry" 
witnesses) are individuals to whom victims first re
port being raped. Such witnesses can often testify to 
the immediacy of the report and the physical and 
emotional condition of the victim and may thereby 
help establish lack of consent. Despite the usefulness 
of this form of testimony, however. our analysis of 
police reports indicated that such witnesses were sel
dom pursued. 
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(4) Other corroborating witnesses. Any number of 
individuals may be able to help corroborate the vic
tim's lack of consent. Although eyewitnesses to rapes 
are very rare, witnesses may be available who have 
heard screams, items being broken. sounds of a 
struggle, the suspect or victim running from the 
crime scene, etc. Again., as in the case of the previous 
witnesses, litHe police effort is devoted to the identi
fication of corroborating witnes·ses. Since many of 
these persons do not even know they were witnesses, 
only selected area canvasses are likely to determine 
their existence. 

5.4 Investigative Techniques to Prove Sexual 
Penetration 

In order to establish that a rape has been commit
ted, it is necessary to prove that sexual penetration 
has taken place. Technically, the only evidence neces
sary to prove the exh;tence of this element is the testi
mony of the victim. However, corroboration helps to 
establish proof of penetration and adds credibility to 
the victim's testimony regarding the remaining ele
ments of the crime. 

Medical examination. Most large police jurisdictions 
have designated hospital facilities which provide 
medical examinations of rape victims. It is this med
ical examination immediately following a sexual 
assault that provides the best means of establishing 
the existence of sexual penetration. Such medical 
examinations yield two types of evidence related to 
penetration: physical evidence in the form of semen 
or sperm; and physical signs of penetration, such as 
vaginal abrasions, tears, etc. 4 

On'the basis of our analysis of police rape reports, 
it was clear that victim medical examinations were 
the most consistent technique applied in all rape in
vestigations. Among the 1,261 reports examined 
from five police jurisdictions, victim pelvic examina
tions and vaginal samples were obtaines in 834 or 67 
percent of the cases. The presence of sperm or semen 
was confirmed in at least 504 cases. 5 

Crime scene evidence. In addition to medical evidence 
regarding sexual penetration, physical evidence 
which corroborates the existence of this element of 
the crime may also be obtained from the crime scene, 
Frequently these items are evidence of emissior. 
rather than penetration. Despite this distinction, evi
dence of ejaculation helps corroborate the likelihood 
of penetration. Depending upon the location of the 
crime, these stains may be found on bedding, furni
ture cushions, auto upholstery, and even in dirt 

samples at the scene of outdoor assaults. 
Our examination of police records revealed very 

little investigative effort devoted to the collection of 
this type of crime scene evidence. Even in those rela
tively few cases in which potentialh! semen-stained 
items were collected and placed int~ evidence, there 
was seldom any indication that laboratory analyses 
were performed to establish the presence of semen. 
Even the underwear taken f .. or 1 victims and suspects 
~as infrequently examined for semen stains. 

5.5 Investigative Techniques to Prove Suspect 
Identification 

To obtain a conviction for any criminal offense, 
the identity of the perpetrator must be proved be
yond a reasonable doubt. Developing such proof can 
oe especially difficult in rape cases, since the majority 
of such crimes are committed by strangers. Except 
for the victim, there are seldom any witnesses who 
can identify the accused. Even victims are sometimes 
unable to provide a visual identification of the perpe
trator because many rapists are careful to conceal 
their identity. Nonetheless, there are many tech
niques which are used in an attempt to generate pools 
of possible suspects and confirm the identities of 
arrestees. 

Techniques to identify suspects. The value of any 
technique used to identify possible suspects is depen
dent upon the case in which it is used and re
sources invested in its application. A particular tech
nique may be very valuable in one case and not at all 
helpful in another. In some instances, success may 
depend on the circumstances of the particular of
fense. In other cases, succP-ss may be determined by 
the time devoted to the 'application of the technique, 
the extensiveness of available records, or simply a 
lucky break. 

Because the usefulness of these techniques is influ
enced by so many extraneous factors, an objective 
a.ssessment of their relative effectiveness was impos
sible. Instead, the research methodology adopted to 
examine these techniques relied on the subjective 
judgments of experienced sex crime investigators. 
Data were obtained from investigator interview re
spondents, who were asked to estimate the frequency 
with which specific techniques were attempted, their 
usefullness in generating possible suspects, and the 
likelihood they resulted in successful identifications. 

(1) Previous offender files. Reference to known of
fender files was a common technique used by investi
gator respondents. Although it was judged to be a 
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TABLE 23 

Estimated Use and Effectiveness of Previous 
Offender Files (N = 86) 

Purpose Almost Seldom 
Never 

Attempt to 10/0 20/G 
Identify 

Possible Suspects 6% 31% 
Identification 

Successful Identi- 17% 42% 
fication 

useful technique to generate suspects, it seldom re
sulted in successful identifications. (See Table 23.) 

(2) Moous operandi files. Most investigator respon
dents were drawn from departments which main
tained modus operandi files by type of crime re
ported, rather than by the details of how crimes were 
committed. Regardless of how they were organized, 
M.O. files were lJsed with considerable frequency in 
attempts to identify suspects. However, this tech-

About 
Half 

3% 

24% 

22% 

Often 

29% 

33% 

18% 

Almost 
Always 

64% 

6% 

1% 

nique, like reference to known offender files, was sel
dom useful in actually identifying suspects. (See 
Table 24). 

(3) Photo files. Showing rape victims pictures of 
previously arrested offenders was the most common 
technique used to identify suspects. Despite the fre
quency of its use, this technique was no more success
ful than the identification methods already discussed. 
(See Table 25.) 

TABLE 24 

Purpose 

Attempt to 
Identify 

Possible Suspects 
Identification 

Successful Identi-
fiCaliGn 

Purpose 

Attempt to 
Identify 

Possible Suspects 
Identification 

Successful Identi-
fication 
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Almost 
Never 

6% 

7% 

181110 

Estimated Use and Effectiveness of 
Modus Operandi Files (N = 86) 

Seldom About 
Half 

8% 4% 

32% 22% 

36% 26% 

TABLE 25 

Often 

28% 

30% 

20% 

Estimated Use and Effectiveness of Photo Files (N = 86) 

Almost Seldom About Often 
Never Half 

2OJo 8% 50/0 16% 

12% 35% 22% 23% 

19% 40% 25% 13% 

Almost 
Never 

54% 

9% 

Alm@st 
Always 

69% 

8% 

4% 



(4) Composite pictures. Most investigator respon
dents had little experience with the use of composite 
pictures of suspects. Thus, this technique was seldom 
used and seldom resulted in a successful identifica
tion. 

(5) Automobile Hcense numbers. It is unfortunate 

that victims so seldom see or remember the auto
mobile license number of their assailants. Investiga
tor respondents consistently judged this as the best 
technique to successfully identify suspects. (See 
Table 26.) 

TABLE 26 

Estimated Use and Effectiveness of Automobile 
License Numbers (N = 86) 

Purpose Almost Seldom 
Never 

Attempt to 31 % 59% 
Identify 

Successful Identi- 111170 391170 
fication 

(6) Fingerprints. Television and other media pre
sentations to the contrary, fingerprints were judged 
to be one of the worst techniques used in an attempt 
to identify suspects. Although investigator respon
dents indicated that most crime scenes were proces
sed for prints, latents were seldom lifted and almost 
never led to successful identifications. (See Table 27.) 

(7) Live lineups. Live lineups are generally used to 
confirm the identification of suspects who were 
initially identified by other means. A victim who 
selects a suspect from a photo file may subsequently 
view the same suspect in a lineup and thus attempt to 
confirm her initial identification. Investigator res
pondents found that this technique ofter (53 percent) 

Aboul 
Half 

61170 

17% 

Often 

3% 

271170 

Almost 
Always 

7% 

or almost always (16 percent) resulted in successful 
identifications. 

Other techniques used in an attempt to identify 
suspects included informants, third-party reports, 
blood-typing, and tracking dogs. However, they were 
used so infrequently and so unsuccessfully that they 
do not merit further discussion at this point. 

In summary, no investigative technique produced 
spectacular results in terms of suspect identifications 
in cases involving strangers. Unless victims could 
provide specific identifying information (license 
number, address, etc.), no suspect was likely to be ar
rested. This unhappy fact was true regardless of the 
city in which the techniques were applied or the in
vestigative experience of the detectives. 

TABLE 27 

Purpose 

Attempt to 
Identify 

Successful Identi
fication 

Estimated Use and Effectiveness of Fingerprints (N = 86) 

Almost 
Never 

33% 

Seldom 

61170 

531170 

About 
Half 

81170 

6% 

Often 

22% 

81170 

Almost 
Always 

64% 

39 



5.6 Investigative Techniques to Prove 
Lack of Victim Consent 

Most law enforcement authorities and legal schol
ars agree that lack of victim consent is the most diffi
cult element to prove in the majority of rape prosecu
tions. 6 In rape cases involving persons known to one 
another, a defense based on this element is highly 
predictable. In rapes which involve strangers, varia
tions of the consent defense are also common. Spe
cifically, an accused rapist may claim (1) he is being 
falsely accused by a prostitute seeking to avenge lack 
of payment for a sexual act; (2) the victim precipita
ted the crime by her own behavior; or (3) he may at
tempt to escape censure by impugning the victim's 
chastity. It is the responsibility of the sex crimes in
vestigator to minimize the use of these defenses by 
developing evidence which establishes the use of 
force or coercion, or victim resistance or attempts at 
escape. 

Despite the immense value placed on evidence 
which corroborates lack of consent, our research 
findings indicate that this element received very little 
investigative attention. Indeed, except for the state
ment provided by the victim, almost no techniques 
were used systematically to establish perpetrator 
force or victim resistance. Thus, the remainder of 
this discussion focuses on techniques which should be 
adopted or used with more frequency. 

Victim statements. Our examination of police records 
from five departments found that almost one half of 
the 1,261 rape reports did not include a formal victim 
statement of the incident. Instead, these reports con
sisted of patrol officer or investigator summaries of 
the victim's account. In some instances, these sum
maries were so concise that they involved no more 
than four or five short sentences. This was hardly 
adequate to describe the full circumstances of the as
sault. It is suggested that the contents of the victim 
statement can serve as an important investigative tool 
to establish her lack of consent. Details of any force 
or coercion used against the victim should be fully 
documented in her formal statement. In addition, the 
setting of the crime should be described to demon
strate any advantage the perpetrator may have gained 
as a result of geographical isolation or surprise. The 
precise or verbatim threats made against the victim 
should be specified. Finally, that statement should 
contain a description of any strong-arm force or 
weapons used against her. 

Since most courts consider resistance and attempts 
to escape persuasive evidence or lack of consent, it is 
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important that this information also be included in 
the victim's statement. All attempts to physically or 
verbally resist the attack should be documented, in
cluding persuasioa, crying, shouting for help, kick
ing, hitting, scratching, or use of weapons. Attempts 
to escape should be described in a lik~ manner. 

Even when resistance or escape is not attempted, 
the victim may provide other descriptive information 
which illustrates her lack of consent. Her fear at the 
time of the assault may have been so great, for 
example, that she vomited, urinated or fainted. Since 
these behaviors are obviously not associated volun
tary intercourse, they should be made part of her for
mal statement. 

Medical evidence. Although severe physical trauma 
is relatively rare in rape cases, the victim should be 
thoroughly examined for injuries. Even the slightest 
cuts and bruises should be recorded by the examining 
physician. In addition, experienced physicians are 
sometimes able to provide testimony regarding the 
force used against a vilJtim from the condition of her 
external and internal sexual organs. At the time of 
trial, color photographs of victim's injuries can be 
used to establish lack of consent. In all cases involv
ing victims who ha.ve been physically abused, ap
propriate medical or police personnel should request 
the victim's permission to obtain photographs of her 
injuries. In some instances, pictures should be taken 
at the time of the physical examination and again 
after any bruising has become visible. 

Crime scene evidence. Crime scenes often yield evi
dence which corroborates lack of consent. Indoor 
scenes, for example, often show signs of a struggle. 
Any overturned furniture, broken items or torn 
clothing should be noted in the police report, col
lected as evidence or photographed. Efforts should 
always be made to locate any weapons used during 
the rape by either the perpetrator or the victim. Final
ly, if the victim reports that there were injuries to her
self or to the assailant, evidence of bloodstains 
should b~ investigated. 

Testimonial evidence. Much of the testimonial evi
dence described earlier can be used to establish lack 
of consent. It if> incumbent upon the investigator to 
identify a.IY! take statements from as many fresh
complaint and corroborating witnesses as possible. 
The testimony of such witnesses can be used to 
graphically describe the behavior and appearance of 
the victim either during the course of the rape or after 
the attack. 



5.7 Investigative Outcomes 

Approximately one third of the 1,261 initial rape 
reports examined in the course of this research in
cluded significant information regarding the identity 
of the suspect. The victim herself was the most fre
quent source of such information for she was some
times able to name her assailant, provide a license 
number, Qr identify his residence. In the remaining 
two thirds of these reported rape cases, investigations 
were directed toward the identification of perpetra
tors who were either strangers to or vaguely acquain
ted with tbeir victims. Data obtained from the police 
rape records specified more than 40 different in
vestigative methods used in attempts to identify sus-

pects. For the purposes of this discussion, we were 
concerned only with the most common methods. No 
technique was employed consistently across police 
agencies. Only the use of photo files ("mug shots") 
even began to approach systematic utilization among 
the different law enforcement agencies. (See Table 
28.) We made a separate analysis of these methods in 
an attempt to determine whether they were associated 
with "sucessful" identifications, i.e., if, as a result 
of investigation, a suspect could be named. Success
ful identifications were not based upon arrests, 
charges or convictions, since, for a variety rea
sons, many of these individuals were never tak::n 
into custody or charged with any crime. 

TABLE 28 

Methods Used in an Attempt to Identify Suspects 
(Multiple Methods Possible) 

Kansas New 
Method Seattle Detroit City Orleans Phoenix Total 

(N=308) (N=281) (N=328) (N =237) (N = 105) (N=1259) 

"Mug Shots" 220/0 48% 
Vehicle License 8% 1% 
Modus Operandi 5% 10% 
Stolen Property 1% 4% 
Susp. Belongings 2% 6% 
Fingerprints 8% 11 0/0 
Lineup 1% 12% 
Unusual charac- 2% .3% 

teristics 
Informant .3% 

We found that most of these investigative tech
niques yielded a low payoff in terms of successful 
identifications (Table 29). For example, in 31 percent 
of all cases, victims attempted to identify their assai
lants through the use of photo files ("mug shots"). 
This method was associated with successful iden
tifications in less than 9 percent of the cases. Similar
ly, items were processed for fingerprints in 14 percent 
of the cases, but were matched with those of a 
suspect in less than! ,Jercent of the successful iden
tifications. 

In sum, the findings from the police records con
firmed the conclusions expressed by our investigator 
interview respondents themselves. In rape cases 
which involved strangers, no investigative technique 
had a high likelihood of producing a successful iden
tification, let alone a successful arrest or conviction. 

43% 13% 14% 31% 
5% 9% 2% 5% 
8% 5% 5% 7% 
1% 22% 8% 6% 

18% 8% 5% 8% 
13% 16% 33% 14% 
12% 15% 11% 10% 
6% 16% 10% 6% 

.6% 1% .4% 

5.8 Case Disposition 

If most rapes are committed by strangers and most 
strangers are never identified, how, then, do police 
departments dispose of rape cases? To answer this 
question, we examined the police rape reports for 
case outcome information. Because each of the five 
police jurisdictions from which records were obtain
ed had its own system to classify case disposition, it 
was difficult to develop an adequate scheme that 
could represent similar outcomes across depart
ments. Instead, five major disposition headings were 
adopted which were generally consistent with 
Uniform Crime Reporting guidelines; these were 
cleared, exceptionally cleared, unfounded, 
reclassified, and inactive. Sub-classifications within 
each of these major disposition groupings reflected 
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.-._--- - TABLE 29 

Methods Used in Successful Identifications of Suspects 
(Multiple Methods Possible) 

Kansas New 
Metbod Seattle Detroit City Orleans Pboenix. Total 

(N = 308) (N=181) (N=318) (N=237) (N = 105) (N=1159) 

"Mug Shots" 8OJo 20/0 
Vehicle License 6% 3% 
Modus Operandi 2% 
Stolen Property .3% 2% 
Susp. Belongings .3% 1% 
Fingerprints 1010 2% 
Lineup 1% 5% 
Unusual Char- .3UJo 

acteristics 
Informant .3UJo 

the individual systems used in each police depart
ment. 

Substantial differences existed in the case disposi
tion categories used in the five police agencies. For 
t':xample, the percentage of rape cases "cleared" 
ranged from 20 percent in Detroit to 36 percent in 
New Orleans. Even more dramatic, however, were 
the interdepartmental differences in cases "excep
tionally cleared." Kansas City, for instance, excep
tionally cleared 41 percent of all rape complaints 
made in 1975, while the New Orleans authorities ex
ceptionally cleared only 9 percent of their cases. 
For some unexplained reason, nearly 40 percent of all 
victims in Kansas City signed waivers of prosecution. 
The percentage of cases classified as "unfounded" 
also varied from one department to another. Only 
1 percent of the Detroit cases were unfounded com
pared to 14 percent in New Orleans. Finally, cases 
disposed as "inactive" varied from a high of 54 per
cent in Phoenix to a low of 17 percent in Kansas City. 
(See Table 30.) 

The important statistic is the percent of cases 
cleared "by arrest." Except for the high proportion 
of arrests noted in New Orleans, only one report in 
about five resulted in apprehension of a suspect. This 
arrest statistic is not likely to increase much over time 
because, from the viewpoint of investigation, the re
maining cases are virtually "dead." Even cases 
classified as "inactive pending further leads," etc., 
stand little chance of resurrection. 

5.9 Interaction with Prosecutors 

Survey data obtained from 208 police departments 
during the first year of our research indicated that the 
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23% .4% 4% 9% 
4% 1% 2% 5% 
2% 1% 517/0 2070 
3% 11% 2% 
2% 5010 3% 2% 
2% 1% 3% 2010 
9010 BOlo 6% 6% 

.6010 2010 1% .7% 

.4% .1% 

relationships between these agencies and their pro
secutors' offices were generally very positive. Almost 
two thirds of the police survey respondents described 
the relationship as excellent. 7 When a similar ques
tion was posed to sex crimes investigators, the 
responses were less enthusiastic. More than one half 
of the detectives interviewed thought that the 
cooperation between their agencies and prosecutor's 
offices needed improvement in dealing with rape 
cases. The most frequently suggested methods to in
crease interagency cooperation included: more per
sonal interaction between investigators and pro
secutors (26 percent); more specialization in rape 
prosecutions (26 percent); more prosecutor sensitivi
ty to rape issues (15 percent); more filing of rape 
cases presented to prosecutors (11 percent); and more 
prosecutor knowledge of rape law (9 percent). All 
of the suggestions to improve cooperation between 
agencies required changes in procedures or training 
within the prosecutor's office. Investigator 
respondents were reluctant to assume any police 
responsibility for lack of cooperation. 

Despite the suggestions for some improvements, 
however, sex crimes investigators were generally 
quite satisfied with prosecutors who handled rape 
cases presented by their departments. The only area 
in which prosecutors were given consistently "poor" 
ratings concerned their willingness to actually try 
cases rather than negotiate pleas (see Table 31). 

Sex crimes investigators were aware of needed im
provements in police training and procedures in han
dling rape cases. Detectives, as well as prosecutors 
and victims, recommended many changes in the way 
in which rape cases might be investigated. It is to 
these suggested modifications that we now turn. 



Disposition Seaitle 
(N=300) 

Cleared (Total 070) (22070) 
By Arrest 15070 
At Large Warrant 1070 
By Summons 4070 
Referred to Juv. Ct. 1070 
Referred to City Ct. 
Referred.to Fam.Serv. 
By ID-No Warrant 
Pol.lDA Warning 
Unspecified 1070 

Exceptionally Cleared (I6070) 
(Total 070) 
Victim Refuses Pros. 12070 
Pros. Refuses Case 3070 
Insufficient Evid. 1070 
Susp. Deceased .3070 

Unfounded ( 3070) 
Reclassified ( .3070) 
inactive (Total 070) (52070) 

No Known Suspect 13070 
Pending Further Leads 32070 
Pending Further 7070 
Victim Info. 

Investigate V. Offense 
Progressive Invest. 

Unknown ( 7070) 

Activity 

Willingness to Charge Rape Cases 
Willingness to Try Rape Cases 
Maintaining Victim Cooperation 
Preparing Prosecution Witnes~es 
Knowledge of Invest. Procedures 
Knowledge of Rape Law 
Questioning Witnesses at Trial 
Utilizing Phys. Evidence at Trial 

TABLE 30 

Case Disposition by Police 

Kansas 
Detroit City 

(N=283) (N=328) 

(20070) (26070) 
I3070 15070 

1070 1070 

4070 2070 
6070 

.3070 
1070 

1070 
1070 .3070 

(25070) (41070) 

22070 38070 
.4070 1070 

3070 2070 

( 1070) ( 6070) 
( 2070) 

(53070) (17070) 
2070 

45070 7070 
6070 1070 

.4070 
.4070 7070 

( 2070) ( 9070) 

TABLE 31 

Sex Crimes Investigator Ratings of Prosecutors 
Who Handle Rape Cases (N = 86) 

New 
Orleans 

(N=237) 

(36070) 
32070 

3070 
.4070 

1070 

( 9070) 

6070 

3070 
.4070 

(14070) 

(29070) 
1070 

26070 
2070 

(11070) 

Poor Satisfactory 

10070 57070 
30070 48070 

7070 59070 
12070 58070 
10070 64070 

5070 40070 
4070 57070 
0070 51070 

Protesting Viet. From Abusive Questions 13070 52070 
Sentencing Recommendations 14070 57070 

Phoenix 
(N=10S) 

(25070) 
23070 

1070 
1070 

(12070) 

12070 

( 4070) 

(54070) 
3070 

40070 
II 070 

( 5070) 

Excellent 

31070 
22070 
34070 
30070 
26070 
55070 
39070 
49070 
35070 
29070 
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5.10 Recommended Changes 

Information on sugested changes in the conduct of 
rape investigations was drawn from three sources: (1) 
sex crimes investigator interviews; (2) prosecutor in
terviews; and (3) victim interviews. No effort was 
made to determine the actual impact or feasibility of 
the recommendations. 

(I) Investigator perspective. The first area of change 
involved modifications in procedures for follow-up 

investigations. Among the 86 interview respondents, 
71 percent recommended the adoption of one or more 
changes. The most frequent suggestion related to the 
need for increased manpower resources to be applied 
to rape investigation (51 percent). The investigator 
respondents believed that a more equitable resource 
allocation would allow them the opportunity to finish 
one case before starting another, reduce individual 
case loads, allow time for more thorough investigations, 
and maintain better relations with victims and wit
nesses. 8 Other frequently mentioned recommenda
tions included earlier involvement of detectives in 
rape investigations (16 percent); computerized or up
dated modus operandi and photo files (11 percent); 
more rapid acquisition of statements by witnesses (11 
percent); and more training for detectives in crisis in
tervention and investigative techniques. 

In the previous chapter we observed that relatively 
few patrol respondents felt that changes were re
quired in the format or content of the initial report 
forms used to take rape complaints. This same gen
eral opinion was shared by investigator respondents. 
Only 22 percent of the detectives who were inter
viewed indicated that modified forms would be help
ful to their investigations. Strangely, only one half of 
these respondents supported the use of forms spe
cially designed for sex crimes or crimes persons. The 
other half favored more general forms than were cur
rently in use. 

In the course of this research, it was determined 
that rape cases involving juvenile suspects were often 
handled differently than those involving adults. 
Among the six agencies from which investigator in
terview respondents were solicited, three depart
ments assigned all sex crimes investigations to their 
special sex crimes detectives. In the other three de
partments, rapes thought to involve juvenile suspects 
were assigned to the juvenile division for investiga
tion. When respondents were asked which method of 
assignment they preferred, the majority (71 percent) 
believed that sex crimes detectives were more suited 
to conduct these investigations. The remainder indi
cated that juvenile cases should be referred to the 
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juvenile division (24 percent) or that investigations 
should be conducted jointly (five percent). 

Among the innovations implemented in many po
lice departments has been the increased use of female 
detectives to handle foHow-up investigations. Much 
of the reasoning for this innovation has been based on 
the assumption that victims would cooperate with fe
male detectives more readily than they would with 
male officers. In order to explore this issue from the 
perspective of experienced investigato~s, we asked 
interview respondents whether they thought victims 
preferred male or female detectives. The majority of 
the respondents (86 percent) believed that it didn't 
make any difference to the victims. The remainder 
believed victims had a sexual preference either for 
male detectives (8 percent) or for female detectives 
(6 percent). Findings from the victim interviews 
will be discussed later in this chapter. 

In summary, most investigator respondents be
lieved that some modification of current procedures 
for follow-up rape investigations was in order. In 
particular, they expressed concern that there were 
not enough experienced personnel to conduct investi
gations appropriately. They, like their patrol SIJrvey 
counterparts, believed that initial and follow-up in
vestigations should be left entirely to evidence tech
nicians and sex crimes specialists. 

(2)Prosecutor perspective. We interviewed a total of 
40 prosecutors. Because the manner in which rape 
cases are investigated and presented for filing fre
quently determines whether they can be prosecuted, 
we were particularly interested in the views of these 
experienced criminal justice personnel. Rather than 
request specific recommendations for improvements 
in follow-up investigations, however, we asked prose
cutor respondents to rate particular aspects of the de
tective response to rape. From Table 32, it is clear 
that prosecutors were generally satisfied with the per
formance of most activities-particularly with the 
degree of cooperation that existed between agency 
personnel. 

The poorest rating given investigators was in the 
area of gathering and handling of physical evidence. 
(It is worth noting that this activity is not the sole 
function of the sex crimes investigator. Frequently 
inexperienced patrol officers who first respond to 
victim complaints either fail to gather important phys
ical evidence or handle it incorrectly.) Approximate
ly 20 percent of the prosecutor respondents also be
lieved that investigators could improve their treat
ment of victims. In general, however, most prose
cutors seemed pleased with investigator performance 
and handling of rape cases. 



TABLE 32 

Prosecutor Ratings of the Detective 
Response to Rape (N = 40) 

Activity 

Completeness of Follow-up Report 
Thoroughness of Follow-up Investigation 
Knowledge of the Law 
Gathering/Handling Physical Evidence 
Attending to Emotional Needs of Victims 
Taking Statements from Witnesses 
Testifying 
Cooperating with Prosecutor 

Prosecutor respondents, like their investigator 
counterparts, were asked whether they thought a male 
or female detective was preferable to achieve a suc
cessful outcome in a rape case. Although the ma
jority (66 percent) did not have preference, 26 per
cent believed that victims were more comfortable 
with women officers and were more willing to re
late details of the assault important to the develop
ment of cases. The few prosecutors who preferred 
male detectives (8 percent) did so because they be
lieved that men would become less emotion~lIy il'.
volved in their cases. 

(3) Victim perspective. One hundred seventeen re
porting rape victims were interviewed in Seattle, De
troit and Kansas City. One purpose of these inter
views was to elicit information on victim treatment 
by criminal justice agents from victims themselves. 
This portion of the discussion focuses exclusively on 
victim perceptions of treatment by those sex crimes 
detectives assigned to investigate their cases. 

Overall victim ratings of treatment by detectives 
were very similar to those applied to patrol officers. 
The majority of victims felt that they were treated 
either with a great deal of understanding (34 percent) 
or with understanding (27 percent). The remainder of 
the victims were less satisfied; 23 percent felt they 
were treated with indifference and 15 percent thought 
they were treated with disrespect. 

Most of the victim criticisms of police performance 
were directed at the manner in which investigations 
were conducted and not at the procedures themselves. 
For example, nearly one q't~rter of all reporting vic
tims complained that patrol officers failed to provide 
them with adequate information about the criminal 
justice process to which they would be exposed sub-

0J0 Poor 

15% 
15% 

21 % 
19% 
9% 
7% 
4% 

0J0 Satisfactory 

54% 
60% 
68% 
32% 
33% 
47% 
52% 
31% 

070 Excellent 

31% 
25% 
32% 
47% 
48% 
44% 
42% 
65170 

sequent to the initial investigation. And, indeed, 19 
percent of reporting victims were never even con
tacted by a detective for a follow-up interview. 

Among the 91 victims who actually had interviews 
with detectives, less than half (40 percent) were in
terviewed within 24 hours of the initial report. The 
remaining interviews were held one to three days later 
(36 percent), four to seven days later (11 percent) or 
more than a week later (12 percent). When victims 
were asked what interval they preferred, the majority 
indicated either an immediate interview (37 percent) 
or an interview within one day (21 percent). Only 
9 percent of the victims preferred a delay of four 
days or more. 

Virtually all victims (91 percent) felt that they 
were able to give complete and coherent statements 
to dectives. Although some questions posed by in
vestigators were thought to be offensive or inappro
priate (see discussion below), only one victim indi
cated that she withheld information from detectives. 
With the exception of this single instance, there was 
no indication from the victim respondents that they 
attempted in any way to misrepresent or fabricate the 
circumstances of their assaults. 

In general, most victims appeared satisfied with 
their interviews with sex crimes investig"tors. Only 
6 percent of the respondents complained that detec
tives used sexual words that they did not understand 
or that the language used was coarse and offensive. 

One fairly consistent criticism of investigators ex
piessed by victims was that they were asked ques
tions that they believed were inappropriate. Although 
the exact nature of these inappropriate questions was 
not explored as a part of this research, it is assumed 
that they probably related to the specifics of the sex
ual assault or to the victims' previous sexual ex peri-
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ences. In fact, 27 percent of the victim respondents 
did state that detectives asked questions about their 
sexual experiences with other men. Unless responses 
to such inquiries were truly relevant to the develop
ment of the case at hand, victims resented their intru
sion into their private lives. 

Male detectives were assigned to the majority (63 
percent) of our victim respondent cases. The remain
der of the cases were assigned to female detectives 
(27 percent) or to male-female detective teams (10 
percent). When these same respondents were asked 
what sex they preferred to conduct the investigation 
of their cases, the majority (61 percent) indica.ed no 
preference. Thirty-nine percent of the victims pre
ferred female detectives; 6 percent preferred males. 
Thus, although one third of all victims preferred a 
woman officer, most victims simply didn't care about 
the sex of the investigator. In fact, victims were less 
likely to favor a female investigator than a female 
patrol officer. 

5. tl Conclusion 

Rape investigations are not like investigations of 
other type of felony offenses. Detectives assigned to 
investigate a robbery or burglary complaint, for ex
ample, seldom spend substantial resources simply es-

establishing that the crime occurred as reported. The 
victim's statement that the crime occufff:d is usually 
sufficient. In contrast, detectives assigned to rape 
cases often spend considerable investi!~ative effort 
simply establishing that an act of rape was actually 
perpetrated, i.e., that there was sexual penetration 
and that this was committed without the victim's con
sent. Only when these elements of the crime have 
been addressed can sex crimes investigators tum 
their attention to the identification or apprehension 
of a suspect. 

It is at the point of suspect identification that sex 
crimes investigators are often faced with an unsual 
dilemma. If the suspect were known to the victim, 
identification is usually quite simple. However, pre
vious knowledge of the accused offender often raises 
the issue of possible victim consent to the sexual act 
in question and thereby makes this element of the 
crime more difficult to establish. On the other hand, 
if the victim and offender were strangers to one an
other, the identity of the perpetrator is extremely dif
ficult to determine. In either instance, cases seldom 
proceed beyond the level of investigation. Indeed, 
most rape cases are never presented for prosecution. 
Instead, most cases simply die a bureaucratic death 
and are "exceptionally cleared" or filed as "inac
tive. " 

NOTES 

I Interview data collected from sex crimes investigators in Seattle 
were not included as part of this analysis. These interviews were ob
tained during the first year of study with a research questionnaire that 
was significantly revised. For a discussion of Seattle interview find
ings, see First Year Report: Research and Development of Model Pro· 
cedllres for Criminal Jllstice System Involvement with the Crime 
of Forcible Rape available through the National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration, 1976. 

2See Forcible Rape: An Analysis of Legallsslles (Definition of 
Rape"), prepared in the course of this research by the Battelle Law 
and Justice Study center, National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1977. 

3For a more thorough discussion of the elements necessary to prove 
the crime of rape, see Forcible Rape: A Manua1!or Sex Crime Investi· 
gators ("The Organization of Rape Investigations") prepared in the 
course of this research by Battelle Law and Justice Study Center, 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1977. 

4For an example of a thorough medical report form for the examina
tion of rape victims, see Forcible Rape: A Manllalfor Filing and Trial 
Proseclltors (Appendix) prepared in the course of this research by 
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Battelle Law and Justice Study Center, National Institute of Law En
forcement and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Ad
ministration, 1977. 

5The actual number of cases in which semen or sperm could be iden· 
tified was probably much higher. Unfortunately. the police records did 
not always contain the medical repons or the test results. 

6For a thorough discussion of the consent issue, see Forcible Rape: 
An Analysis of Legallsslles. infra, as well as Dworkin. Roger B. "The 
Resistance Standard in Rape Legislation, .. Stanford Law Rel'iew, 18. 
680, 1966; "If She Consented Once, She Consented Again-A Legal 
Fallacy in Forcible Rape Cases," Valparaso Unil'ersity Law Rel'iew, 
10, 127-167, 1975. 

7See Forcible Rape: A Nalional Sllrvey of the Response by Police 
(Table 48) prepared in the course of this research by the Battelle Law 
and Justice Study Center, National Institute of Law Enforcement and 
Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
1976. 

8For fllrther disc!lssion of unusual and innovative use of investiga-
tor resources, see Keefe, Mary L. and Henry T. O'Reilly. "The Police 
and the Rape Victim in New York," Victimology: An International 
JOllrnal, 2, 6, 272-283, 1976; and Cottell, Louis C. "Rape: The Ulti
mate Invasion of Privacy," FBI Law Enforcement BIll/etin, May 
2-6, 1974. 



CHAPTER 6. PROSECUTOR R:ESPONSE TO 
RAPE COMPLAINTS 

Much of the public criticism of the handling of 
rape complaints has been directed toward police, who 
are often accused of poor treatment of victims; toward 
juries, who often seem unwilling to convict defen
dants; and toward judges, who sometime sentence 
convicted defendants to light terms. Only recently 
has the prosecutor's response to the crime of rape 
come under careful scrutiny. In particular, the filing 
and plea bargaining practice of many prosecutors 
suggest that they are not always committed to aggres
sive rape prosecution; rather, that they are often re
luctant to file or try difficult cases. They, like their 
police counterparts, are sometimes insensitive to vic
tims and fail to appreciate or understand the impact 
of rape. In addition, because they lack extensive ex
perience with rape cases, the attitudes of many prose
cutors suggest they still embrace the discredited myths 
that have historically surrounded this crime. 

Some of the recent criticism of prosecutors may be 
unfair. The complex legal issues involved in rape 
prosecutions are not susceptible to simple solutions. 
Nonetheless, some prosecutors throughout the coun
try have identified significant problems in traditional 
rape prosecution and have begun to confront them. 
For example, prosecutors have created specially 
trained filing units whose personnel are more experi
enced and are more sensitive to victim needs. Rape 
cases have been assigned to certain rather than all 
trial attorneys within an office, in order that exper
tise can be developed and consistent decision-making 
insured. Prosecutors have located victim advocates 
within their own offices, formed closer liaison with 
police, lobbied for legislative change, and promul
gated formal filing and plea bargaining standards. 

Almost all of the research sites included in this 
study were selected, in part, because their respective 
prosecutor agencies had demonstrated a willingness 
to pursue rape cases or because the agencies had re
cently adopted some innovation in their response to 
sexual assaults. In Alameda County, California, for 
example, a victim advocate was located in the Prose
cutor's Office and had developed a close working 
relationship with filing and trial deputies responsible 
for rape cases. The prosecutor in Jackson County, 
Missouri, participated in the eight-county MOCSA 
program, which provided additional specialized pros-

ecutors who filed and tried all rape complaints. In 
King County, Washington, and Travis County, Texas, 
prosecutors had developed strong informal ties with 
victim service groups, participated in the training of 
service volunteers, and assisted in the development 
of new rape legislation. Shelby County, Tennessee, 
had demonstrated a consistent record of vigorous 
prosecution of rape cases. All in all, the sites repre
sented a variety of approaches to prosecution and 
provided an opportunity for the research staff to ex
plore several different prosecutive strategies. 

The primary data on prosecution of rape cases were 
obtained from in-person interviews conducted with 
65 prosecutors in the seven research sites. Again, as 
in the case of sex crimes investigators, we made no 
attempt to equalize the number of interview respon
dents across sites or to randomly select respondents 
from within individual offices. Instead, only prose
cutors with experience in rape cases were approached 
and asked to participate. As a consequence, the fol
lowing distribution of interviews was obtained: Ala
meda County = 10; King County = 4; Travis Coun
ty = 4; Wayne County = 18; Washington, D.C. = 
14; Shelby County = 6; and Jackson County = 9. We 
conducted 40 of these interviews with experienced 
filing and trial deputies; 25 with administrators and 
policymakers within the offices. Supplementary data 
on rape prosecutions were also obtained from analyses 
of police records in Seattle, Kansas City and Detroit, 
and from interviews with sex crimes investigators 
and victims. 

Most prosecutor respondents were very new to the 
criminal justice system. Experience as a prosecutor 
averaged (median) 3.1 years. Our respondents also 
had relatively little actual experience with large num
bers of rape cases. The total cases presented to them 
for charging averaged only 15 in their career and 2.5 
in the last year. Even fewer rape cases survived be
yond the filing stage. Respondents averaged only 4.5 
rape trials in their career and less than one each dur
ing the previous year. Of the 4.5 career trials, only 
2.5 resulted in rape convictions. 

Analyses of police and prosecutor records vividly 
illustrate the extent of case attrition at each stage in 
the criminal process and explain why prosecutors 
have such limited experience with rape cases. Of the 
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635 rape complaints received by police agencies in 
Seattle and Kansas City, criminal cases were prepared 
on only i 67 suspects. Of these 167 suspects, only 45 
cases involved suspects who were ever charged with 
rape by the prosecutor, and only 32 cases actually 
proceeded to felony court. Finally, of the 20 suspects 
convicted, 10 were convictions for rape or attempted 
rape. (See Table 33.) Thus, less than 2 percent of 
the initial rape complaints ever resulted in rape con
victions. Although some complaints were adjudicated 
as other crimes,-assault, robbery, etc.-the vast 
majority were simply "lost" as they were processed 
through the system. 

6.1 Filing 

Whether to file charges is perhaps the prosecutor's 
most important decision with regard to rape cases. I 
Analagous to the police decision to investigate the 
complaint,2 the decision to file marks the formal en
try of the case into the criminal justice system. More 
importantly, the decision not to file essentially termi
nates the involvement of the criminal justice system 
with the case. Furthermore, while decisions to file 
are highly visible and sytematic ally reviewed through 
the adversary process, decisions not to file are vir
tually invisible. 

Historically, prosecutor decisions have been quite 
conservative at the time of filing, and have been domi
nated by two perceived characteristics of rape cases. 3 

First, prosecutors have been cautious because it is 
be.lieved that rape reports are often falsely made. The 
prominent legal commentator Wigmore has written 
about the psychological roots of such false reports: 

Modern psychiatrists have amply studied the be
havior of young girls and women coming before 
the court in all sorts of cases. Their psychic com
plexes are multifarious, distorted partly by in
herent defects, partly by bad social environment, 
partly by temporary psychological or emotional 
conditions. One form taken by these complexes is 
that of contriving false charges of sexual offenses 
by men.4 

Prosecutors more commonly allege false reporting 
by reference to unpaid prostitutes or the young com
p!ainant who must explain her promiscuity to a father 
or boy friend. The legal system has reinforced this 
skepticism by requiring corroboration of the crime 
and special cautionary instructions to the jury, or by 
permitting extensive cross-examination of the vic
tim. To screen false reports that have passed the scru
tiny of the police, prosecutors often insist on per-
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sonally interviewing the victim before filing or re
quiring that she take a polygraph examination. These 
requirements are not normally made in the filing of 
other crimes. 

Second, even when prosecutors are satisfied with 
the complainant's veracity, they have been cautious 
in the filing of rape cases because such cases are per
ceived to be so difficult to win. Since rape is a crime 
that generally occurs in private and at night, there are 
few witnesses. The cases that do reach trial raise 
either very difficult questions of identifj(;ation or 
plausible consent defenses. The victim's character, 
rather than the criminal assault, often becomes the 
focus of the trial. To the extent that filing decisions 
are based on the probability of conviction at trial, 
rape cases may be filed less often than other types of 
cases. 

It is impossible to assess accurately the validity of 
the prosecutor's concerns about rape cases. Not only 
are statistics unavailable regarding the number of 
false complaints reported to the prosecutor, but these 
concerns become self-fulfilling prophecies. If the 
prosecutors do not believe the victim, the case is not 
filed and, therefore, cannot be won. If prosecutors 
believe that the risk of losing is too great, for any of a 
number of reasons, the case is not filed and failure is 
assured. 

More recently, prosecutors have begun to re
examine some of their assumptions regarding rape 
cases. While everyone would concede that rape re
ports are occasionally falsified, many prosecutors 
have rejected Wigmore's philosophy. They no longer 
assume false reporting and no longer require exten
sive use of the polygraph and pre-filing interviews. 
While prosecutors still consider rape cases to be dif
ficult to win, a new recognition of the seriousness of 
the crime has encouraged prosecutors to take greater 
risks at the filing stage. Changes in attitude, coupled 
with legal changes such as the exclusion of prior sex
ual history evidence, have encouraged the filing of 
rape cases that previously would not have entered the 
system. 

In practice the actual filing of a criminal case usu
ally involves a brief presentation by the investigating 
detective, a quick reading of the case file, perhaps an 
interview with a key witness, a glance at the appro
priate statute and then the presentation of innumerable 
forms The more experience the filing prosecutors 
have, the more likely they will be able to imagine the 
unfolding of the case and assess its potential strengths 
and weaknesses. For less experienced prosecutors, 
however, filing is an imprecise exercise with vaguely 
articulated goals and standards. 



TABLE 33 

FLOW OF RAPE CASES THROUGH THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 
(Based on Case Records Obtained from Seattle and Kansas City) 

Dismissed! 
Acquittal 

Rape Complaints Reported 

Suspects Identified 

Charged With 
Rape/ Att. Rape 

Presented to Felony Court 

0 ... :: .. -----------;: 32 :1-----------1 

• Found/Pled Guilty 

20 

+ Rape/AU. 
Rape 

o 

Not Competent 

Not Guilty/ 
Mental Disorder 

t 
Other 

Offense 
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Proving tbe elements. One means to assimilate the 
available evidence and to assess the strength of the 
case is to analyze the evidence by reference to the 
elements of the crime. The case will generally be 
presented to the prosecutor as a Hrape"; the prosecu
tor must be familiar with the elements of that crime 
and then inquire whether the evidence can establish 
these elements beyond a reasonable doubt. Though 
statutes vary from state to state, rape generally is 
defined in such a way that it includes three basic 
elements: sexual penetration; identification of the de
fendant; and lack of consent of the victim. 

1. Penetration. Statutes vary considerably regard
ing the type of penetration neede~ to prove a rape; 
there is even movement in several states to broaden 
the definition of rape to encompass as~aults without 
penetration.s Generally, penetration, however slight, 
must be proven, but whether the penetration is vagi
nal, oral or anal, and whether it is by a penis or other 
instrument, the mode of proof is similar. Primary 
evidence of penetration will be contained in the vic
tim's testimony that the defendant did penetrate the 
vagina or other orifice with his penis or other instru
ment. The victim must be expected to testify to this 
fact in words that are appropriate to her age and ex
perience. However, because of her condition at the 
time of the rape and the nature of the assault she may 
be more or less aware of the specific nature of the 
act. Generally, the victim's testimony can establish 
this as wen as the other elements of the rape case. In 
those states which do not require corroboration, t~i:; 
testimony will suffice to withstand a motion to dis
miss at the end of the state's case. The successful 
rape prosecution, however, is built upon corrobora
tion of every part of the victim's testimony, even if it 
is not legally required. 

Additional evidence of penetration is most com
monly derived from the medical examination of the 
victom shortly after the assault.6 At least two kinds 
of evidence may be immediately available: evidence 
of physical trauma at the location of penetration; and 
evidence of an emission by the assailant. It should be 
noted, however, that penetration can occur without 
evidence of trauma and without an e::1ission by the 
rapist. 7 

2. Identity of tbe defendant. For the prosecutor, 
proving the identity of the defendant in a rape case is 
analogous to proving the identity of a suspect in any 
other serious felony. Normally the victim is able to 
identify the defendant by reference to his facial fea
tures or general appearance and has chosen him from 
a photographic montage and/or lineup. The issue in 
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most identification cases is whether the victim had an 
opportunity to observe the defendant at the time of 
the crime and thereby make a reliable subsequent 
identification. 

3. Lack or consent, force, resistance. The legal 
standard which characterizes sey.ual penetration as 
criminal varies greatly from state to state. Some states 
require proof of the assailant's forcibl.e compulsion; 
others necessitate proof that the victim did not con
sent; others require evidence that the victim resisted. 
Conceptually these standards establish different bur
dens with regard to the behavior of the victim and the 
assailant. Some statutes emphasize the acts of the 
rapist, while others dwell on the reaction of the vic
tim. While these formulations have significant legal 
implications for the prosecutor in the way charges 
are filed and juries are instructed, his evaluation of 
the evidence at filing remains virtually the same re
gardless of the statutory scheme. The prosecutor seeks 
to demonstrate that the intercourse was not consen
sual whether this was because the assailant used force 
or deception or because the victim's resistance was 
overcome. The same types of evidence are used to 
establish the element regardless of its legal formula
tion. The trier of fact must be persuaded beyond a 
reasonable doubt after considering the actions of the 
defendant and the victim, and after understanding the 
nature of the sexual act. that the intercourse was not 
consensual. 

Once again, the state's primary witness to estab
lish this element is the victim. Her description of the 
events prior to, during and after the rape should 
clearly depict nonconsensual intercourse. Where the 
defendant argues that the intercourse was consen
sual, the victim's word will be pitted against his. 
Evidence that tends to support one testimony rather 
than the other may ultimately determine the outcome 
of the case. 8 

PFe-Filing victim interview. The most important 
witness in every case is the victim; she is the essential 
witness without whom there is unlikely to be a prose
cution. In light of this central role, the question is 
often raised whether the victim should be personally 
interviewed by the prosecutor prior to the making of 
a filing decision. Some prosecutors insist on this pro
cedure, while others never require such an interview. 
The decision whether to interview prior to filing is 
often not made on the merits of such a procedure, but 
on the traditions, resources and structures of the crim~ 
inal justice system in which they occur. In some juris
dictions there is simply not enough time or resources 
presently allocated for the prosecutor to interview 



every victim. The prosecut'? relies on police inter
views and postpones meeting the victim until she testi
fies at the preliminary hearing or before the grand 
jury. 

""hen the 40 filing and trial prosecutor respondents 
.." asked whether they interviewed rape victims 
~ to filing, only 12 percent responded negatively. 

The remaining prosecutors indicated that interviews 
were conducted sometimes (26 percent), usually (20 
percent) or always (41 percent). Such interviews are 
usually between 15 and 60 minutes in length. 

Prosecutors identified several advantages associ
ated with the prefiJing interview. First, the interviews 
were thought to provide prosecutors with the oppor
tunity to follow up limited written statements with 
direct questions to the victims. In addition, the re
spondents believed that interviews served as a means 
(0 test the credibility of victims as well as to test their 
determination to cooperate with the prosecution. 

The use of pre-filing interviews also had its disad
vantages. Many prosecutor respondents believed that 
the time required to conduct the interviews was not 
worth the potential benefits. In addition, many re
spondents believed that singling out this crime for a 
pre-filing interview only reinforced stereotypes re
garding the unreliability of victims.9 

PFe-Filing use or the polograph. Prosecutors were 
surveyed regarding their use of the polygraph as a 
pre-filing screening mechanism. Approximately 31 
percent of the respondents never used them; the re
mainder required them sometimes (63 percent) or 
usually (6 percent). Those prosecutors who used the 
polygraph cited two primary purposes. First, it al
lowed them to decide who was telling the truth in 
difficult cases. While respondents hoped that the de
fendant would agree to a stipulated polygraph exami
nation, in close cases they frequently requested that 
victims submit to such a test prior to any filing de
cision: Close cases included those in which the vic
tim was a prostitute, the victim and the defendant 
were known to one another prior to the rape, or the 
victim had voluntarily accompanied the defendant to 
the scene of the crime. Second, many prosecutor re
spondents use the polygraph to "test the will" of the 
victim. It was hypothesized that any victim who 
agreed to take the examination was probably telling 
the truth and wanted to proceed with the prosecution. 
The unstated corollary, of course, was that the victim 
who refused to take it was either lying or did not want 
to prosecute with sufficient resolve. 

Apart from the almost universal victim resentment 
of the use of the polygraph to establish her credibility, 

there is considerable debate about the accuracy of the 
results of such examinations. A recent House Com
mittee on Government Operations study concluded 
that the reliability of the polygraph had not been estab
lished and that, given the present state of the art, it 
should not be used by the federal govemment. 10 There 
are additional questions about the reliability of the 
polygraph in these types of cases. Where consent is a 
key issue, and the defendant believed the victim con
sented, the polygraph could suggest that both parties 
told the truth. This would not resolve the legal issues, 
though it would seriously damage the state's case. 
The prosecutors who were surveyed displayed their 
own lack of confidence in the polygraph. When they 
were asked if they supported the admission of test 
results at trial, the overwhelming majority, including 
those who used polygraphs for pre-trial screening, 
opposed its admissibility. 

The filing decision. After accumulating the informa
tion and impressions suggested in the proceeding 
pages as necessary prerequisites to filing, the pros
ecutor is still left with a qualitative judgment whether 
the information justifies the charging of a crime. The 
prosecutor must exercise discretion and decide wheth
er the case, even in its strongest posture, should be 
filed. Some jurisdictions have the lUXUry of sending 
particularly difficult cases to the grand jury. While 
the determination of the grand jury may be influenced 
by the prosecutor's presentation. the screening burden 
is shifted to a citizen body on which the prosecutor 
can, in essence, "test" the strength of the case. 

Prosecutors must also consider the chances of suc
cess if cases were to proceed to trial. Despite their 
belief in the victim and confidence in the guilt of the 
defendant, prosecutors must make a practical judg
ment regarding the likelihood of success. A large 
majority of the interview respondents (80 percent) 
indicated that a rape case should be filed if a prima 
facia could be established and there was at least a 
50 percent chance of a conviction. 

A case-by-case analysis of prosecutor records from 
Seattle and Kansas City indicated that a significant 
number of rape complaints did not survive the filing 
process. Of the 139 rape cases presented for charging 
by the police, the prosecutor refused rape charges in 
35 cases. The most frequent reasons cited for refusal 
'to file charges were insufficient evidence and incon
sistent victim statements. Occasionally, factors 
totally unrelated to the merits of cases were cited as 
reasons for declining to file rape charges. Victim 
delay in reporting the rape to police, refusal to submi~ 
to a polygraph examination, and a record of previous 
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criminal offenses, for example, were mentioned as 
reasons to refuse prosecution. In addition, at least 
eigM cases were refused because of some physical 
impairment of the victim. For instance, declines 
were noted in cases where a victim was rendered 
mute by a stroke (subsequent to the rape offense); 
paralyzed by polio (prior to the rape offense); injured 
in a car accident; or too senile to act as a competent 
witness. The disturbing aspect of the prosecutors' 
decisions not to file in such cases is that it appears 
that some offe~ders could rape particularly vulner
able victims Wlh impunity. The analysis of prose
cutor records p inted out the need for more consis
tency in filing fecisions within and across prosecu
tors' offices. II s necessary that prosecution admin
istrators devel policies and standards which can 
be applied to t ~~ importa!lt discretionary decisions 
associated with mng. 1 1 ... 

6.2 Preliminal' Heal'jugs and Grand Juries 

Procedures t establish probable cause in felony 
cases vary throl ghout the United States. Most juris
dictions requir hat an adversary proceeding, usually 
called a "prelir' inary hearing" or a "probable cause 
hearing," be h Id in a court of limited jurisdiction. 
Here the state esents its case in skeletal form and 
calls a minimu number of witnesses whQ are sub
ject to cross-examination. Many jurisdictions have 
available a grand jury where the victim or detective 
can tesdfy without subjection to cross-examination. 
Still other jurisdictions file felony cases directly into 
the trial court. ~ 

Whatever method is used to establish probable 
cause, it is likely to .have a substantial impact on the 
development and, perhaps., the success of cases. This 
is espedally true in rape cases where the victim is 
such a {;ritical witne<;s. Each method offers cert~in 
advantages and disadvantages for the prosecution 
and for the primary witness--the victim. 

Advantages/Disadvantages of Preliminary Hezr
ings. According to prosecutor interview respondents, 
the only significant benefit of a preliminary hearing 
was that it allowed the state to test and evaluate its 
case. For these prosecutors, the hearing served a crit
ica.1. screening functoo. It was antidpated tha~ many 
cases would reach the preliminary hearing only to be 
reduced or dismissed later. The responsibiHty of the 
experien~ed proseclItor at the preliminary hearing 
was to determine which cases sho;Jld proceed. 

Most respondents believed that preliminary hear
ings posed significant risks to the prosecution of rape 
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cases. The hearing process was thought ~o endanger 
the state's case at its weakest moment. Prosecutors 
stated that the hearing not only created a record which 
could endanger cases at trial, it also j;:;opardized fur
there victim cooperation and involvement with the 
prosecution. respondents expressed particular con
cern that the cross-examination of the victim was 
often brutal and caused her to lose faith in the prose
cutor for failing to protect her at the hearing. 12 

Advantages/disadvantages of grand jury hearings. 
Grand jury hearings allow the prosecutor to realize 
many of the gains to be achieved at the preliminary 
hearing without exposing the case to significant risk. 
Not only can prosecutors more easily control the 
course of the hearing, but its non-adversiai nature 
shields and protects the victim. The fact that the hear
ing is not public and the defendant is absent lessens 
the strain on prosecution witnesses. The prosecutor 
has the additional lUxury of asking the jurors what 
questions or doubts they have, and what further evi
dence they would like to see developed before they 
would vote to convict. 

Grand jury hearings are more time-consuming and 
expensive than preliminary hearings and, thus are 
not easily scheduled. Many jurisdictions have virtual
ly eliminated this procedure except in highly politi
cal and sensitive cases. Where grand juries sit regu
larly, they do not meet every day; and rape cases 
must compete with other c·ases for ~\ hearing. These 
factors pose problems for the prosecutor and make 
the regular use of the grand jury impractical for rape 
cases. 

6.3 Plea Bargaining 

For all crimes, including rape, the vast majority of 
cases are resolved short of tria! through plea negoti
ations. This process is justified by prosecutors be
cause it is efficient and it avoids the risks and trauma 
of trial. Plea bargaining is an institutional reality of 
the criminal justice system that is unlikely to change 
in the near future. 

Plea bargaining has been the subject of significant 
criticism, particularly in relation to rape cases. It is 
often suggested that .ape cases are reduced too 
routinely. Bargaining is aUegedly symptomatic of 
parochial attitudes £Oward women or ex.aggerated 
fears of losing at trial. Victims,:md even the police, 
complain thaI: they are not consulted about plea bar
gains and are only informed of an agreement after 
the fact. 



Any negotiation process requires that the interested 
parties attempt to reach an agreement which provides 
some benefits to all sid~s. In the case of plea bargain
ing, both the prosecutor and defendant expect certain , 
benefits to result from a gUilty plea. When prosecutor 
respondents were asked to specify what is usually 
negotiated in return for a gUilty plea in cases originally 
charged as rape, the most frequent answer was a 
recommended reduction in sentence (42 percent). 
Also offered were dismissal of counts (22 perl,;cnt) 
and an opportunity to a plea to a felony other than 
rape (25 percent). Only one prosecutor respondent 
said .that it was usual to offer a plea to a misdemeanor. 

Assuming a defendant were guilty and the prose
cutor had a reasopable chance of winning if the case 
were to go to trial, pleas bargaining offers obvious 
advantages to both the accused and the prosecutor. 
The defendant is virtually assured of a lesser sentence 
or a conviction for a crime with less social stigma 
than forcible rape. The prosecutor is assured of a 
conviction for some offense without risking a public 
trial. Furthermore, prosecutors occasionally justify 
the process on the grounds that victims are saved the 
ordeal of trial and its consequent public, and often 
embarrassing, exposure. 

We have already indicated that patrol officers andl 
sex crimes investigators were often critical of the: 
frequent use of plea bargaining in rape cases. Our 
analysis of prosecutor records suggested that some 
bargains seemed absurdly ridiculous. Most convic,
tions were obtained from pleas to misdemeanor of
fenses, which are crimes with relatively minor 
sanctions. Most defendants received some form of 
supervised probation as a sentence, although it waS 
not uncommon for the convicted offenders to receive 

a simple fine of $50-$100. In one case, a defendant 
was fined $1.00 and sent on his way. 

6.4 Pre-Trial Preparation 

Once it appears that a case cannot be resolved by a 
negotiated plea, the prosecutor turns ,his attention to 
pre-trial legal motions and trial preparatiOl'j. In most 
respects, these activities resemble the trial prepara
tion for any major felony. For example, various mo
tions may be made regarding the seizure of evidence, 
the suggestibility of out-of-court identifications, and 
the admissibility of the defendant's statements to the 
police. Witnesses must be contacted and physical 
evidence organized as the prosecutor devises a trial 
strategy. There are, in addition, special considera
tions with regard to pre-irial preparation in rape ca:iC;!s. 
It is attention to these considerations which some
times spells the difference between conviction and 
acquittal/dismissal. 

Pre-Trial activities. It is clear that each case requires 
unique preparation. Some serious cases are quite 
simple to prepare while others, concerning less 
significant crimes, are extremely complex. The 
seriousness of the charge of rape does not require a 
particular mode of preparation. The requirements of 
time, the dictates of style, and the facts of the case 
are usually the ultimate determinants of required 
preparation. 

In order to better understand what pre-trial activi
ties were considered most essential to a successful 
outcome at trial, we asked prosecutor interview re
spondents to indicate how often they engaged in spe
cific activities in their own preparatioil of rape cases, 
The responses, presented in Table 34, suggested that 

TABLE 34 

Activities 

Visit Available Crime Scene 
Prepare Photos/Diagrams of 
Crime Scene 

Prepare Photos of Victim 
Injuries, When Available 

Interview Every Witness 
Prepare Voir Dire Questions 
Prepare Witness Questions 
Prepare Trial Memorandum 

Frequency of Trial Preparation Activities 
In Rape Cases (N = 40) 

~ , 
~ Almost !i 

Always 

47070 
73% 

86% 

85% 
68% 
54% 

6070 

Occasionally 

38% 
17% 

14% 

6% 
23% 
26070 
28% 

Almost 
Never 

14% 
10% 

9% 
9% 

20% 
66% 
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the most frequently undertaken pre-trial activities 
consisted of the preparation of photographs which 
portrayed the extent of victim injuries subsequent to 
the physic"l assault (86 percent), interviews with all 
trial witnesses (85 percent), and preparation of crime 
scene Dhotographs and diagrams (73 percent). Less 
than one half (47 percent) of the respondents made it 
a rule to visit the crime scene. 

Prosecutor respondents generally acknowledged 
the importance of building rapport and working close
ly with the rape vktim. The vic(im, after all, is the 
prosecutor's chief witness at trial. If the jury believes 
her, a conviction is likely. The victim's credibility 
depends on many factors including ller personality, 
her ability to articulate her account, and the logic of 
the story itself. It is the responsibility of the prose
cutor to present her in the most convincing and sym
pathetic light possible. This requires the develop
ment of a working relationship between them that 
will not only su~port and reinforce the victim, but 
also facilitate tae goals of the prosecutor. 

In prep~l'ing the victim for trial, some prosecutor 
r.;spondents met with rape victims as many as six 
times; most believed that at least two meetings were 
required. These interviews served several purposes. 
Prosecutors used them as opportunitites to review the 
victim's anticipated direct examination with her (92 
percent), to previde her with a copy of her police 
statements (89 percent), and to discuss her attire at 
trial (40 percent). Only 40 percent of the respondents 
indicated that they actually rehearsed a sample cross
examination with the victim to prepare her for the 
kinds of questions that she might be asked by the de
fense attorney. 

Among the prosecutor respondents, the most sig
nificant problems which arose during pre-trial prepa
ration were finding time to devote to the preparation 
process (37 percent) and getting medical personnel to 
cooperate (30 percent). Relatively few respondents 
believed that obtaining cooperation frem criminal 
laboratories was a problem (8 percent); similarly, 
maintaining victim cooperation was infrequently iden
tified as a significant problem (18 percent). 

6.5 Trial 

Most experienced trial attorneys do not perceive 
the trial of a rape case to be significantly different 
from the trial of any other major tdony. They argue 
that the experienced trial attorney can try any case; 
that it is simply a matter of presenting the evidence. 
Although this asertion may be true to a large extent, 
certain characteristics of rape cases do pose special 
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problems at trial that require special prosecutor con
sideration. The most significant of these problems is 
surely the possible admission into evidence of the 
victim's prior sexual history. Such evidence can be 
used to support the defendant's consent defense and 
suggest that the victim's behavior contributed to her 
own victimization. Several state legislatures have 
specifically limited the use of this evidence and have 
provided special procedures to test its admissibility. 
Other states stili rely on common law traditions which 
also limit the admissibility of this evidence .. To some 
extent, however, all states allow the admissio~ of the 
victim's prior se::.,,,"'l history in certain circum
stances. 14 

Jury selection. Most actors in the criminal justice 
system agree that jury selection is critical to the suc
cess of the state's case. This process includes not 
only selecting the individuals who will hear the case, 
but also preparing them for their deliberations. This 
is particularly true in rape cases where personal at
titudes toward rape, sexuality, and women seem to 
be so important in the jury's perception of the facts. 

The impact of jury attitudes in the deliberation of 
rape cases has been well documented by Kalvin and 
Zeisel (1966). The authors studied 106 forcible rape 
cases which involved adult victims. Their data sug
gest that juror attitudes toward the victim's behavior 
were critical factors in the jury's determination of 
guilt. The authors concluded: 

[t]he law recognizes only one issue in rape 
cases other than the fact of intercourse: 
whether there was consent at the moment of 
intercourse. The jury, as we came to it, 
does not limit itself to this one issue; it goes 
on to weigh the woman's conduct in the 
prior history of the affair. It closely, and 
often harshly. scrutinizes the female com
plainant and is moved to be lenient with the 
tiefendant whenever there are suggestions 
of contributory behavior on her part .... If 
forced to choose in these cases between 
total acquittal and finding the defendant 
guilty of rape, the jury will usually choose 
acquittal as the lesser evil.l~ 

Prosecutor respondents were asked a series of ques
tions that related specifically to the voir dire or rape 
trials, trial strategies to counter particular defenses, 
and the appropriate function of prosecutors in the 
sentencing process. Answers to these open-ended 
questions defied simple categorization or general
ization for the purposes of this discussion. The Man
ual for Filing and Trial Prosecutors treats these topics 
more thoroughly. 



6.6 Sex of the Filing and Trial Prosec;Jtors 

We have stated that both patrol officers and sex 
crimes detectives indicated that they did not believe 
that victims had any preference for the sex of the 
investigating officer or that the sex of the officer had 
any effect on the outcome of rape cases. Prosecutor 
respondents were in general concurrence. When asked 
whether they thought it male or female prosecutor 
was preferable in developing a rape case prior to trial, 
78 percent believed it made no difference; 7 percent 
believed male prosecutors were preferred; and 14 
percent, female prosecutors. When these same respon
dents were asked what sex was preferred in actually 
trying rape cases, the same general response pattern 
was obtained, i.e., 78 percent had no sexual prefer
ence; 14 percent, a preference for male prosecutors; 
and 7 percent, for female. Thus, these data provided 
little support for the assignment of rape cases to wom
en prosecutors only. 

6.7 Recommended Changes 

Information on suggested modifications in the pros
ecution of rape cases as drawn from two primary 
sources; interviews with experienced filing and trial 
prosecutors; and interviews with rape victims. These 
sources represented different perspectives, and each 
is discussed separately. 

Prosecutor perspective. Prosecutor respondents 
were in agreement that the criminal justice system 
was in need of substantial improvements in the han
dling of rape cases. They, like their police counter
parts, not only were critical of their own procedures, 
but also indicated dissatisfaction with the general 
treatment afforded victims by medical personnel, pa
trol officers, detectives and other prosecutors. In ad
dition, they identified specific legislative issues which 
they believed needed to be addressed before the num
ber of rape convictions could be increased. It is the 
area of rape legislation which we address first. 

Prosecutor respondents were asked to assess the 
importance of 13 possible legislative, :langes which, 
if enact-;:-d into law, might increase the effectiveness 
of rape prosecutions in their respective offices. Since 
these changes were already part of the rape law at 
some research sites, not all prosecutors responded to 
each suggested change. We ,,,.: £ained a sufficient 
:lumber of responses, however, to conclude that three 
legislative changes were judged to be most important: 
(I) provision of legal procedures to iimit the admis
sibility of the victim's prior sexual history; (2) pro-

VIsIon of mandatOIY mlOlmum sentences for those 
convicted of rape; and (3) establishment of two or 
more degrees of rape (see Table 35). 

In contrast, legislative changes which were con
sidered least important to more effective prosecu
tions were: (1) elimination of the husband/wife ex
ception; (2) redefining rape to encompass male vic
tims' (3) replacing the word "rape" with another 
term, such as "sexual assault," and; (4) reduction at 
statutory penalties upon conviction. In 

In addition to discussing legislative changes, we 
asked prosecutor respondents several questions re
lated to possible procedural modifications which 
might make rape prosecutions more effective. When 
these respondents were asked to indicate at what point 
in the investigation of a rape case that the prosecu
tor should become involved, nearly one half (46 per
cent) believed that prosecutor involvement should 
occur as soo;] as the rape is reported. An additional 
50 percent thought it should commence when the de
tective begins the investigation or when the police 
are about to arrest a suspect. Only 4 percent of the 
respondents supported the procedure, used by pros
ecutor offices throughout the country, of brin~ing 
the prosecutor into the case when the police are "_ady 
to present it for filing. 

These findings have serious implications for policy
makers in criminal justice for they suggest that pros
ecutors might become much more effective if they 
were brought intu rape cases at an earlier point. Al
though this suggestion undoubtedly applies to more 
effective prosecutions of all felony cases, the con
viction rate for rape offenses is so poor in most juris
dictions that rape cases might merit special consider
ation. 

Many prosecutors' offices have already applied 
unique resources to rape cases in the form of special
ization at the filing or trial level. Indeed, prosecutor 
specialization in the area of rape was not only a com
mon practice at our research sites, it was also a very 
popular concept. The prosecutor interview respon
dents, for example .. gave us a long list of advantages 
to specialization, in'.! most frequent of which were (l) 
the developmf'nt of more expertise (62 percent); (2) 
more sensitivity and perceptiveness (22 percent); (3) 
more familiarity with the law (13 percent); (4) more 
thorough in'/estigatioO!j and case preparation (13 per
cent); and (5) better ireatment of victims (13 percent). 
Certain disadvantages were also seen to 0<: asso
ciated with specialization. Among the most serious 
was the tendency for prosecutors to become bored or 
lose their spontaneity (40 percent) if rape cases be
came (00 time-consuming. Additional disadvantages 
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TABLE 35 

Importadce of Legislative Changes to Increase 
The Effectiveness of Rape Prosecutions 

Legislative Issue 

Establish Degrees of Rape 
Provide Procedures to Limit 
Admissibility of Victim's 
Prior Sexual History 

Eliminate Corroboration 
Requirements 

Eliminate Cautionary 
Instructions 

Encompass Acts Other Than 
Vaginal Intercourse 

Eliminate Husband/Wife 
Exception 

Encompass Male Victims 
Exchange Word "Rape" for 
Another Term, e.g., Sexual 
Assault or Battery 

Close Trial to All Except 
Press 

Allow Admissibility of 
Polygraphs 

Lessen Penalties for Rape 
Provide Mandatory Minimum 
Sentences 

Provide Offender Treatment 
Programs 

included the concern that specialists would (1) lose 
skills in other areas (28 percent); (2) become insensi
tive or callous (9 percent); or (3) become depressed 
and emotionally exhausted (13 percent). 

We were also interested in knowing whether spe
cialization in rape cases was more appropriate for 
some functions (e.s., filing) than for others (e.g., 
trial). When we asked prosecutor respondents their 
opinions on this issue, the overwhelming majority 
(92 percent) preferred specialization at the pre-trial 
level. In particular, they favored the use of specialists 
to interview victims, screen and file cases, issue war
rents and present cases at preliminary hearings. Only 
8 percent of the respondents thought specialists 
should be used to actually try rape cases. 

Finally, in order to determine the level of personal 
interest, respondents were asked whether they would 
volunteer to !>pecialize in rape prosecutions or, if they 
were already specialized, whether they would do it 
again. The :ilnswer to this question was a rather re
sounding "NO" (68 percent). Although the reasons 
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Very Somewhat Not 
Important Important Important 

N (0/0) N (%) :'I (%) 

13 (50%) 6 (23%) 7 (27%) 

13 (65%) I ( 50/0) 6 (30%) 

2 (29%) 3 (43%) 2 (290/0) 

3 (38%) 3 (38%) 2 (25%) 

5 (20%) 3 (12%) 17 (68%) 

2 ( 8%) 4 (15%) 20 (77%) 

3 (13%) 4 (17%) 17 (71%) 
4 (17%) 3 (13%) 17 (71%) 

7 (20%) 6 (17%) 22 (63%) 

4 (12%) 7 (21%) 22 (671170) 

7 (23%) 2 ( 7%) 21 (70%) 
16 (53%) 4 (13070) 10 (33%) 

5 (17%) 8 (28%) 16 (55%) 

for shunning specialization were diverse, it was not 
uncommon for prosecutors to state that rape cases 
were "frustrating," "too emotional," "a pain in the 
ass, " and "not good for one's career. " The moti va
tions of those one third of the respondents who would/ 
could again volunteer to specialize were very person
al. Some were altruistic: they enjoyed assisting vic
tims and developing particularly challenging cases. 
The motivations of others were more retributive and 
included reasons such as a personal "hatred of rap
ists" and an interest in "seeing violent sex offenders 
off the streets and behind bars." 

In sum, prosecutor respondents saw the need for, 
or advantages of, a number of legislative and proce
dural changes to improve the effectiveness of rape 
prosecutions. Among the suggested procedural 
changes, respondents favored earlier involvement of 
prosecutors in rape cases and supported the concept 
of rape specialization. Despite their support for this 
latter concept, however, most did not want to be per
sonally involved in such specialization. 



Victim perspective. Recall that among the 147 vic
tims interviewed in the course of this research, only 
117 actually reported the crime to the police. Of these 
117 victims, 86 had an in-person interview with a 
follow-up investigator. finally, of these 86 victims 
only 32 were ever interviewed by a prosecutor. Thus, 
only one quarter of the victims ever proceeded to the 
level of possible prosecution of their cases or had any. 
contact with a prosecutor. 

Of the 32 victims interviewed by'a prosecutor, most 
were satisfied with their interview(s). With one ex
ception, interviews were conducted in private and in 
S&HTounding which were comfortable. Although most 
prosecutors interviewed victims only once (56 per
cent). it was not ·unusual for victims to be called in 
for two (24 percent) or more (20 percent) interviews. 
Victims were also quite satisfied with the actual con
tent of the prosecutor interview. Prosecutors usually 
used sexual words which they could understand, were 
never considered coarse or offensive. rarely inquired 
about the victims' previous sexual experiences, and 
only once were believed to ask questions which were 
inappropriate. No victim felt that the prosecutor didn't 
believe her and no victim said that she withheld any
thing about the rape from the prosecutor. 

Victims were less enthusiastic about the thorough
ness with which they believed the prosecutor exam
ined their cases. Although satisfied with their inter
views, 32 percent of the victims felt that their cases 
were handled inadequately by prosecutors. In general, 
however, most victims believed that they were treated 
either with a great deal of understanding (34 percent) 
or with understanding (38 percent). The remaining 
victims felt they were treated with indifference (20 
percent) or with disrespect (9 percent). 

Again. as was the case with both patrol officers 
and detectives, we found little data to support the 
contention that rape victims prefer female prosecu
tors to handle their cases. Seventy-five percent of the 
interview respondents indicated no sexual preference; 
16 percent preferred a female prosecutor; and 9 per
cent favored a male prosecutor. In fact, as victims 
moved through the criminal justice system (patrol 
officer to investigator to prosecutor), sexual prefer
ences l'.ctually diminished. 

From the point that cases were presented at a pre
liminary hearing or before a grand jury, through trial. 
victims consistently complained that they were not 
adequately informed about the legal processes to 
which they were exposed and were not prepared by 
the prosecutor to testify. For example, only five of 
the 31 women (16 percent) who testified at a prelimi
nary hearing were prepared for the kinds of questions 
they would be asked during direct and cross-exami
nation. Twenty percent of these victims were ques
tioned about their previous sexual relations with other 
men; 40 percent were asked whether they had ever 
had a sexual relationship with the aGcused. Unless 
prepared for this line of questioning, th\~ victims often 
felt resentment toward the prosecutor who failed to -. 
warn them in advance or protect therr on the stand. 

Not all 31 victim cases actually pro,;eeded to trial. 
Ten cases were plea bargained. and tin additional 10 
cases were pending at the time of the interview. Only 
11 victim cases had actually gone to trial. because 
several defendants were ultimately charged with less 
serious felonies, only seven victims had testified at 
trial. Again. most of these victims felt inadequately 
prepared by the prosecutor for the kinds of questions 
they were asked and expressed a general feeling of 
awe and confusion with the criminal justice proceed
ings. 

Of the seven trial cases in which the victims ac
tually testified, five rape convictions and two convic
tions for lesser offenses were obtained. Six additional 
felony convictions were obtained through pleas; two 
of these pleas were to charges of rape. Thus, of the 
I i 7 reporting victims who were interviewed. only 
seven victims (7 percent) saw their assailants con
victed of the rapes they had committed. 

6.8 Conclusion 

It is clear that an overwhelming percentage of rapes 
go unpunished. Even if one subtracts those cases 
which are considered by the police to be "unfound
ed." the conviction rate remains dismally low. Until 
this record improves. it is unlikely that most victims 
will feel satisfied with the handling of their cases. 

NOTES 

'For a general discussion regarding prosecutorial discretion 
in the filing of criminal charges, see Miller, Frank W. Prosecution: 
The Decision to Charge a Suspect with a Crime. (Boston): Little, 
Brown, 1969. 

'For a more thorough discussion of the extent to which police 

processing of rape complaints is governed by the attitudes of 
personnel and departmental procedure rather than statutory re
quirements, see Galton, Eric R. "Police Processing oj Rape 
Complaints: A Case Study," American Journal oj Criminal Law. 
4, I, 15-30, 1975-1976; and (Anonymous). "Police Discretior. 
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and the Judgment that a Crime Has Been Committed: Rape 
in Philadelphia," University oj Pennsylvania Law Review, 117, 
2,277-322,1968. 

'Sec Forcible Rape: A Manual Jor Filing and Trial Prosecutors 
(Chapter 3) prepared in the course of this research by the 
Bauelle Law and Justice Study Center for the National Institute 
of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration, 1977. 

'Wigmore, John H. Wigmore on Evidence (Boston): Little, 
Brown, 1934, Section 924a, p. 379. 

'See, for example, the general discussion found in Forcible 
Rape: An Analysis of Legal Issues prepared in the course 
of this research by the Battelle Law and Justice Study Center, 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1977. 

• A number of forensic tests are available to detect the presence 
of sperm, semen or physical trauma associated with forcible 
penetration. These tests are described in the following articles: 
Pinto, F. C. "Rape, For the Defense ... Acid Phosphatase," 
JOllrnal oj Forensic Medicine, 6, 4, 147-159, 1959; Kivela, 
Edgar W. "On Finding Spermatozoa in Suspected Seminal 
Stains," Journal oj Forensic Sciences, 9 I, 138-139, 1964; 
Marcinkowsil, Tadeusz and Aygmunt Prsybliski. "Seminal 
Stains: A Simple Device for their Determination," Journal oj 
Forensic Medicine., 13,4,130-133,1966; Rupp, Joseph C. "Sperm 
Survival and Prostatic Acid Phosphatase Activity in Victims of 
Sexual Assault," Journal oj Forensic Sciences, 14, 2, 177-183, 
1969; Schiff, Arthur Frederick. "Modification of the Berg Acid 
Phosphatase Test, "Journal of Forensic Sciences,' "' 538-544, 
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1969; McCubbin, Jack H. and Daniel E. Scott. "Management of 
Alleged Sexual Assault," Texas Medicine, 69, September, 59-64, 
1973. 

'For a discussion of other methods which can be used to corrob
orate penetration, see Forcible Rape: A Manual Jor Filing and 
Trial Prosecutors, (Chapter 3), infra. 

'Ibid. 
'Ibid. 
'OCommittee of Government Operations. "The Use of Poly

graphs and Similar Devices by Federal Agencies," H. R. Rep. No. 
94-795, 94th Congress, 2nd Session (1976). 

"For a discussion of filing standards, see Forcible Rape: Pros
ecutor Administrative and Policy Issues prepared in the course of 
this research by the Battelle Law and Justice Study Center, Na
tional Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1977. 

"For a more thorough discussion of the advantages and dis
advantages of preliminary hearings, see Forcible Rape: A Manual 
Jor Filing and Trial Prosecutors, (Chapter 4), infra. 

"For a discussion of recommended standards for obtaining 
plea bargains, see Chapter 4, Ibid. 

"For a discussion of the issue of admissibility of evidence re
garding the prior sexual history of the victim, see Forcible Rape: 
An Analysis oj Legal Issues, infra; and Forcible Rape: A Manual 
oj Filing and Trial Prosecutors, Chapter 7, infra. 

"Kaivin, Harry and Hans Zeisel. The American Jury, (Chi
cago): University of Chicago Press, 1966. 

"Each of these legislative issues is discussed in detail in Forcible 
Rape: An Analysis oj Legal Issues, infra. 



CHAPTER 7. TRAINING 

Although investigations and prosecutions of rape 
offenses share many common elements with other 
serious felonies, in some respects they are unique. In 
no other crime, for example, is the victim's com
plaint so suspect. In no other crime is it necessary to 
demonstrate that the victim did not consent to a 
criminal act. In no other crime is the victim less pro
tected from abusive treatment by medical personnel, 
police, prosecutors, and defense attorneys. In sum, 
this crime requires a response from criminal justice 
personnel who have special skills and knowledge. 

Some police and prosecutors obtain these skills 
through on-the-job experience. Certainly no one can 
doubt the usefulness of this method as a valuable ed
ucational tool. However, experience is not the only 
tool, or even the most effective tool. If patrol off, .. 
cers, for example, relied exclusively on experience 
to conduct initial rape investigations very little would 
be learned, since most officers handle only one or 
two such complaints a year. Most prosecutors are 
similarly inexperienced. 

Our first year surveys of police and prosecutor 
agencies throughout the country made it clear that 
most criminal justice agencies not only needed more 

formal training in the area of rape, they actually re
quested it. I Accordingly, in interviewing patrol offi
cers, sex crimes investigators and filing/trial pro
secutors, we focused particularly on an exploration 
of training deficits. As a consequence, we were able 
to identify specific topic areas which these experi
enced personnel felt needed to be addressed through 
further training. 

7.1 Pr~Service Training for Rectuit Officers 

Most recruit or cadet officers are required to 
undergo an intensive training period before they are 
allowed to assume patrol functions. This training 
concerns a variety of topics, including statutes/ 
ordinances, rules of evidence, techniques of inter~ 
rogation, crime scene processing, and general depart
mental rules and procedures. More and more often, 
however, pre-service training curricula also include 
sessions devoted specifically to the crime of rape. It is 
important that these sessions provide information 
and training which will be most useful to a new patrol 
officer. 

In order to help determine what those topics 

TABLE 36 

Importance of Specific Subjects with Respect to 
Pre-Service Curricula for Recruit Officers 

Pre-Service Training Subjects 
Pat. Off. Invest. 

0/0 % 

Physical evidence unique to rape cases 89% 83% 
Special problems involving child victims 79% 76% 
Techniques for interviewing rape victims 77% 57% 
The law on forcible rape 74% 70% 
Attending to emotional needs of victims 66% 71% 
Techniques for interviewing suspects 60% 46% 
Emotional impact of rape on victims 55% 63% 
Special procedures for obtaining medical exams 50% 38% 
Techniques to corroborate lack of consent 45% 46% 
Crisis intervention/sensitivity training 41% 46% 
Community resources for victims 29% 
Characteristics of rapists 29% 31% 
Forensic procedures to corroborate penetration 26% 26% 
Characteristics of victims 15% 19% 

Pat. Off. Invest. 
Rank Rank 

I 1 
2 2 
3 6 
4 4 
5 3 
6 8 
7 5 
8 10 
9 9 

10 7 
11 
12 11 
J3 12 
14 J3 
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should be, we asked all patrol officers and investi
gators to rate the importance of 14 subjects with 
respect to their proposed inclusion in pre-service 
training curricula. The rating scales ranged from 
1 to 3-"very important," "somewhat important," 
or "not important at all." Although only the "very 
important" ratings are presented in Table 36, it is 
clear that there was substantial agreement between 
patrol officers and sex crimes investigators. The 
training subject most frequently ranked number one 
related to the handling of physical evidence unique to 
rape cases. The apparent need for this training sug
gests that patrol officers have frequently mishandled 
or overlooked important physical evidence. The 
second and third most important training subjects 
were related to a better understanding and treatment 
of rape victims. 2 It is interesting to note that knowl
edge of the rape law, ranked fourth, was seen as less 
important than these special victim topics. It is not 
until the 11 th ranked topic that one-third of the 
respondents failed to rate the training subject as very 
important. Police policymakers, therefore, might 
take special notice of the top 10 subjects for possible 
inclusion in their pre-service training curricula. 

7.2 In-Service Training for Patrol Officers 

Many police departments require that patrol 
officers undergo some form of in-service traininJ on 
a regular basis. In general, such training is intended 
to augment the skills of already experienced patrol 

officers. Rarely, however, is such training devot~d to 
the handling of rape offenses. 

In an effort to determine the level of interest in the 
topic of rape, patrol officer respondents were asked 
to identify subject areas in which they, themselves, 
would like additional training. Although 52 different 
subjects were suggested in response to this open
ended question, those most frequently identified 
related to various aspects of victim treatment. Train
j"g in victim interview techniques, problems of child 
victims,3 and attending to the emotional needs of 
victims· were subjects ranked 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 
Indeed, these three rather "soft" subjects were 
ranked above the more traditional training subjects, 
such as handling of physical evidence, follow-up 
investigations and report writing (see Table 37). Only 
13 percent of the respondents felt that they didn't 
need any additional training. 

7.3 Training for Newly Assigned Sex Crimes 
In vestigators 

Sex crimes investigators were asked to rate the 
importance of 13 subjects with respect to their 
inclusion in a training curriculum for detectives who 
are not experienced in the investigation of sexual 
assaults. From Table 38, it is clear that more than 
one half of the respondents believed that all of the 
topics were important. Closely bunched at the top of 
the list, however. were four subjects that almost 
everyone agreed upon. These included two technical 

TABLE 37 

In-Service Training Needs of Patrol Officers (N = 242) 

Rank Training Subject Percentage 

I Victim interview techniques 331170 
2 Special problems involving child victims 27% 
3 Attending to the emotional needs of victims 20% 
4 Physical evidence unique to rape cases 19% 
5 "Refresher" course on rape in general 13% 
6 (None or don't know) 13% 
7 Court testimony 8% 
8 Utilization of community reSO)JTces for victims 7% 
9 Follow-up investigations and preparation for trial 5% 

10 . Report writing 4% 
II Post-rape trauma of victims 2% 
12 Techniques to establish lack of consent 2% 
13 Sex crimes in general 2070 
14 Offender psychology (deviant behavior) 2% 
15 Suspect interview techniques 2% 
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TABLE 38 

Importance of Specific Subjects with Respect to 
Training Curricula for Newly Assigned 

Sex Crimes Investigators (N = 86) 

Rank 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

IO 
II 
12 
13 

Training Subjects 

Physical evidence unique to rape cases 
Special problems involving child victims 
Law on rape 
Techniques for interviewing victims 
Attending to the emotional needs of victims 
Techniques for interviewing suspects 
Techniques to establish lack of consent 
Emotional impact of rape on victims 
Specific procedures for obtaining medical exams 
Crisis intervention/sensitivity training 
Forensic procedures to corroborate penetration 
Characteristics of rapists 
Characteristics of victims 

subjects (physical evidence and rape law) and two 
victim subjects (problems of child victims and inter
viewing techniques). 

7.4 Training for Experienced Sex Crimes 
Investigators 

Sex crime investigator respondents, like their 
patrol officer counterparts, were queried regarding 
their interest in further training. Almost one third of 
these experienced detectives evinced no enthusiasm 
for further training of any kind. However, at least 10 
percent of the respondents identified three specific 

0/0 "VI!.ry Important" 

94% 
92% 
90% 
88% 
81% 
81% 
790/0 
76% 
71% 
70% 
680/0 
60% 
53% 

subject areas in which they would like more training 
(see Table 39). The training topic which generated the 
most interest was the highly technical area of the 
handling and use of serology and other trace evi
dence. General detective interest in serology is cer
tainly nothing novel. In rape cases, however, blood 
types take on an added significance because in the 80 
percent of the population known as "secretors" they 
can be determined from samples of semen, salvia, 
and other body fluids. Thus, a perpetrator's blood 
type can often be determined by analyzing specimens 
from the victim's vagina. Although the ABO blood 
group cannot be used to identify an individual to the 

TABLE 39 

Rank 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
II 
9 

IO 
II 

In-Service Training Needs of Exp~rienced 
Sex Crimes Investigators (N = 86) 

Training Subjects 

(None or don't know) 
Serology and trace evidence techniques 
Crisis intervention/sensitivity training 
Techniqul!s of collecting physical evidence 
Characteristics of rapists 
Techniques for interviewing suspects 
Special problems of child victims 
Trial procedures and strategies 
Emotional impact of rape on victims 
Crime scene investigation 
Methods to detect false reports 

Percentage 

30% 
13% 
12% 
11% 
9% 
6% 
6% 
5% 
5% 
40/0 
2% 
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exclusion of all others, it can be a useful investiga
tive technique to eliminate suspects because they are 
not secretors, or because their blood type does not 
.::latch that of the perpetrator. 

7.5 Training for Inexperienced Filing and 
Trial Prosecutors 

Although the word "training" is sometimes offen
sive to prosecutors, most agree that a formal law 
school education often lacks clinical courses which 
prepare future attorneys for courtroom encounters in 
criminal cases. Indeed, most filing and trial prosecu-

tors de, ~Iop their skills through experience and guid
ance from more seasoned veterans. 

All 40 filing and trial prosecutors who participated 
in this research were asked to rate the importanc;:e of 
14 subjects if training were available for inexperi
enced prosecutors. Although only the "very impor
tant" ratings are presented in Table 40, it is clear that 
there was substantial support for training in at least 
nine areas. Again, as we have seen from other res. 
pondents, prosecutors selected a non-legal subject 
most frequently; here again it was techniques for in
terviewing victims. The remaining subjects represent 
a blend of needed skills in technical areas as wen as 
areas of great,er sensitivity and understanding.' 

TABLE 40 

Importance of Specific Subjects with Respect to Training 
Curricula for New Filing and Trial Prosecutors (N = 40) 

070 Very 
Rsnk Training Subj'.!cts Important 

1 Techniques for interviewing victims 85% 
2 Techniques of direct examination of victims 70% 
3 Jury selection in rape cases 60% 
4 Techniques to counter defense strategies 60% 
5 Scope/usefulness of physical exam of victims 58% 
6 Scope/usefulness of laboratory analysis of physical evidence 58% 
7 Emotional impact of rape on victims 58% 
8 Admission of physical evidence at trial 55% 
9 Special problems of child victims 50% 

10 Admission of victim's prior sexual history 42% 
II Techniques of direct and cross examination of criminalists 25"70 
12 Charging decisions in rape cases 25% 
13 Pre-trial motions in rape cases 18% 
14 Special problems at graad jury or preliminary hearings 

7.6 Training Needs of Experienced Filing 
and Trial Prosecutors 

The final training needs explored in the course of 
this research were those of our filing and trial pro
secutor respondents. These experienced prosecutors 
were asked to indicate those subjects in which formal 
instruction might increase their ability to prosecute 
rape cases successfully. Prosecutor respondents, in 
contrast to their investigator counterparts, identified 
a wide range of subjects which they believed might 
increase their skills and improve their performance 
(see Table 41). Like investigator respondents, how
ever, the prosecutors were also interested in forensic 
procedures, specifically wanting more knowledge 
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about the scope and usefulness of laboratory analysis 
of physical evidence and the scope and usefulness of 
the physician's examination. 6 

7.7. Conclusion 

All interview respondents believed that effective 
rape investigations and prosecutions required the 
development of special skills. The more inexperi
enced the criminal justice personnel, the more the 
need for training in non-technical subjects such as 
victim interview techniques, problems of child vic
tims, and the emotional trauma of rape. As person
nel become more experienced, their training needs 
shift to the more technical areas of forensic analyses 
of various forms of physical evidence. 7 



TABLE 41 

Training Needs of Experienced Filing and 
Trial Prosecutors (N = 40) 

Rank 

2 
3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
II 

12 
13 
14 

Traning Subjecls 

Scope/usefulness of laboratory analysis of 
physical evidence 

Scope/usefulness of physician's examination 
Techniques of direct and cross-examination 

of medical personnel 
Techniques of rape victim interviewing 
Jury selection in rape cases 
Techniques of direct examination of rape 

victim 
Techniques to counter defense strategies 
Emotional impact of rape on victims 
Special problems involving child victims 
Pre-trial motions 
Admissibility of victim's prior sexual 

history 
Admissibility of physical ~,.idence at trial 
Charging decisions in rape cases 
Special problems of rape cases at grand jury 

or preliminary hearings 

Percenl 

320/0 

30% 
27% 

22% 
22% 
20% 

'20% 
18% 
13% 
10% 
10% 

7% 
5% 
5% 

NOTES 
'See Forcible Rape: A Nationwide Survey of the Response by 

Police and Forcible Rape: A Nationwide Survey of the Response 
by Prosecutors prepared in the course of this research by the 
Battelle Memorial Institute Law and Justice Study Center for the 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1977. 

'Training materials appropriate for use in pre-service curricula 
already exist. In particular, see Forcible Rape: A Manual for 
Patrol Officers prepared in the course of this research by the 
Battelle Memorial Institute Law ",nd Justice Study Center for the 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1977. Also, see Bard, 
Morton and Katherine Ellison. "Crisis Intervention and !;;",estiga
tion ~f Forcible Rape," The Police Chief, p. 68, May, 1974; and 
Mohr, William M. and Joseph E. Steblein, Jr. "tllental Health 
Workshops for I.aw Enforcement," F. B. I. Law Experiment Bul
letin. 45. 1,3-8, 1976. 

'For more thorough discussions of child victims of fondling. 
forcible assault and rape, see Capruro. Vincent J. "S,:xual Assault 
on Female Children." Annals of the New York Academy of Sci
ences. 142, 3. 817-819. 1967; Burgess, Ann Wolbert and Lynda 
Lytle Holmstrom. "Sexual Trauma of Children <lnd Adoles
cents," Nursing Clinics of North America. 10,3. 551-563, 1975; 
Peters. Joseph J. "Children Who Are Victims of Sexual Assault 
and the Psychology of Offenders," American Journal of Psycho
therapy. 30.3. 398-421, 1976; Roth. Edwin. "Emergency Treat
ment of Raped Children," Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality. 
6, 8. 89-91, U72; and Hogan, Walter L. "The Raped Child," 
Medical AspeC'lS of Human Sexuality. November, 129-130, 1974. 

'For in-service training materials appropriate for either patrol 
officers or investigators, see Symonds, Martin. "The Rape Vic
tim: Psychological Patterns of Response," The American Journal 
of PsychoJnalysis. 36, 27-34, 1976; Stratton, John. "Law En
forcemer.t and Participation in Crisis Counseling for Rape Vic-

tims," The Police Chief, 43,46-49, 1976; Burgess, Ann Wolbert 
and Lynda Holmstrom. "Rape Trauma Syndrome." American 
Journal of Psychiatry. 131, 9. 1974; Notman, Malkah T. and 
Carol C. Nadelson. "The Rape Victim: Psychodynamic Consider
ations," American Journal of Psychiatry. 133. 408-413, 1976; 
McCombie, Sharon L. "Characteristics of Rape Victims in Crisis 
Intervention." Smith College Studies in Social Work. 46. 137-158, 
1976; Fox. Sandra Sutherland and Donald J. Schere. "Crisis Inter
vention with Victims of Rape," Social Work. 17,37-42,1972; and 
Schwendinger. Julia R. and Herman Schwendinger. "Rape Myths: 
In Legal. Theoretical and Everyday Practice." Crime and Social 
Justice: A Journal of Radical Criminology. I. 18-26. 1974. 

'For discussions of the social and legal changes which might re
duce the trauma experienced by the rape victim during her inter
action with the criminal justice system. see Bohmer. Carol and Audrey 
Blumbery. "Twice Traumatized: The Rape Victim and the 
Court," Judicature. 58, 391-399, 1975; and Holmstrom. Lynda 
Lytle and Ann Wolbert Burgess. "Rape: The Victim and the 
Criminal Justice System," International Journal of Criminology 
and Penology, 3, 101-110, 1975. 

'For a more thorough discussion of training programs for pros
ecutors, see Forcible Rape: Prosecutor Administrative and Policy 
Issues prepared in the course of this research by the Battelle 
Memorial Institute Law and Justice Study Center for the National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration. 1977. 

'Excellent videotape training materials are available through the 
California District Attorneys Association, 933 12th Street. Suite 
300, Sacramento, California and through the Texas District and 
County Attorneys Association. 1411 West Avenue. Suite 102. 
Austin. Texas. Training Films on rape (e.g .• "Reality of I~ape" 
and "A Questions of Consent") are available through Motorola 
Teleprograms. !nc., 4825 N. Scott Street. Suite 23. Schiller Park, 
Illinois. 
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OFFENSE CLASSIFICATION. TABLE lA 

Police departments utilize a variety of methods to 
classify rape offenses. These classifications reflect the 
legal definitions which prevail in the respective states. 

Since the new Michigan statute went into effect during 
the period in which the sample records were selected, 
some Detroit cases were classified as "rape" while 
other offenses were classified as "criminal sexual con· 
duct" in the first-fourth degree. 

TABLEIA 

OFFENSE CLASSIFICATION BY POLICE JURISDICTION 

Classification Seattle 
tN-3D') 

Rape 79070 
Attempted Rape 21"l0 
Carnal Know.l .3"10 

Stat. Rape 
Crim. Sex. Condo 10 

Crim. Sex. Condo 2 0 

Crim. Sex. Condo 3 0 

Crim. Sex. Condo 4 0 

TIME BETWEEN OFFENSE AND VICTIM 
REPORT. TABLE 2A. 

Detroit 
(N-283) 

18070 
17"l0 
2"10 

51"10 
5"l0 
3070 
4"lo 

The speed with which victims report the assaults 
against them is important for two reasons. First, the 
greater the, delay, the greater the loss or contamination 
of evidence. Evidence is particularly critical in tests to 
establish penetration: vaginal examinations establish 
presence of semen or sperm which can usually estab
lish that intercourse occurred within the previous 24 to 
48 hours. The second reason relates to the credibility 

Kansas New 
City Orleans Phoenix 

tN=327) (N = 327) (N=105) 

73070 87070 87"10 
27"lo 13"l0 13"lo 

.3"10 

of the victim's account. Police and prosecutors gen
erally agree that victims who delay reporting are less 
believable than those who report immediately. 

There is considerable similarity ar.ross jurisdictions 
in the speed with which victims report. In general, 
three-quarters of all viciims reported within 6 hours. 
Less than 5 ,ercent of the victims delayed f!!pofting 
more than 3 days. This latter finding counters the 
claim that many women charge rape after they 
discover they are pregnant. 

TABLE2A 

Time Between Offense and Victim Report 

Kansas New 
Category Seattle Detroit City Orlea~ Phoenix 'fotal 

(N=306) (N = 282) (N=328) (N=237) (N=105) (N = 1258) 

Within 6 72llfo 82"10 75"l0 78"l0 82"l0 77"10 
Hours 

6-24 Hours 15"l0 10"l0 12"l0 1O"l0 11"10 12"l0 
1-3 Days 6"lo 3"10 6"lo 5"lo 2"l0 5"l0 
4-30 Days 4JJo 4"10 5"10 3"l0 4"l0 411!0 
More than 311/0 10/0 1"lo 2"l0 1 "10 2"l0 

30D.ays 
Unknown 1 "70 .4"lo 1"10 3"10 1"lo 
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, 
TIME OF OCCURRENCE. TABLE 3A. 

Approximately three-quarters of all rapes occurred .: 
during the l2-hour interval between 5 P.M. and 5 
A M In general the daylight hours represented a low • -

risk period for rape occurrences. This time distribution 
of rape offenses has policy implications for the shift 
assignments of s~y crimes investigators. This issue is 
discussed more ,"" oroughly in Forcible Rape: Police 
Adm' . t'"elf ed P l' l tnI['. IV '. 

, o ICY ssues. 

TA_ ,JE 3A 

Timl;; of R"ftje Occurrenc~ " .,. 
~ 

.j 

Kal1S:LS 1New 
Category Seattle I>'~troit City Orleans Phoenix Total 

(N=308) (N =282) , (N=328) (N =237) (N=10S) (N =1261) 
, 

S-IIP.M. I SOlo 24070 
;1 

14070 16070 241110 IS070 I' 
·t 

19070 231110 11-2 A.M. 28070 211110 ! , 221110 241110 
2-5 A.M. 190/0 171110 I 181110 221110 281110 191110 
5-SA.M. 6070 91110 

\ 

SlIIo 14070 11110 71110 
S-IIA.M. 3070 4070 SlIIo SlIIo SII!o 5070 
11-2 P.M. 6070 SOJo SlIIo 71110 41110 61110 
2-5 P.M. 8070 71110 121110 SOlo 21110 81110 
S-SP.M. 1211fo 141110 121110 101110 131110 12OJ\' 

NUMBER OF VICTIMS. TABLE 4A. extremely rare. Only in Detroit did cases of multipl e 

" 
victimization approach 10 percent. 

Rape offenses involving more than one victim were 

TAl ~E4A 

Number tofVictims 

Number Seattle 
(N = 307) 

I 97070 
2 2070 
3 .3% 

More .711!o 
than 3 

RACE OF VICTIM. TABLE SA. 

Detroit 
(N =283) 

91070 
SlIIo 

.71110 

.4% 

" 

il 
I 

The raci.:u distribution of rape victims did not mirrorl 
the racial distribution within the population of the' 
jurisdictions. In most jurisdictions, minority women , 

, 

KaDSaS New 
City Orleans Phoenix Total 

(N=328) (N = 237) (N = 105) (N = 1260) 

%070 97070 931110 9S% 
4070 3070 6070 4% 

.3% - 1070 .3% 
- - - .1 % 

were overrepresented in the victim population. Thi s 
fmdmg was par.tIcularly true m the 61 cases m which 
there was more than one victim. Fifty-nine percent of 
all multiple victim cases involved Black and Asian 
American women. 
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TABLE SA 

Race of Victim 

Race Seattle Detroit 
(N=307) (N=283) 

White 80070 25070 
Black 14% 74070 
American 3% 

Indian 
Chicano 1070 1% 
Asian 2% 

American 
Unknown 1% 

AGE OF VICTIM. TABLE 6A. 

In gp.neral, rape is crime committed against young 
women. Our data indicate that more than 50 percent 
of all rapes were committed against women who were 
less than 21 yea!'S old. Wljmen over the age of 30 were 

Kansas New 
City Orleans Phoenix 

(N=328) (N=237) (N=lOS) 

52070 43070 64070 
47"70 57% 15% 

1% 4% 

.3% 16070 

.3% i 0/0 

seldom victims of rape. Elderly women were almost 
never raped. Multiple victimizations were almost ex
clusively committed against the very young. In 70 per
cent of all such cases, the victims were under the age 
of21. 

TABLE6A 

Age of Victim 

Ag'.! Seattle Detroit 
(N=308) (N=283) 

Less Than 18 22070 38% 
18-20 22'Vo 18% 
21-25 21£1fo 23% 
26-30 ISlllo 7% 
31-40 10% 8070 
41-S0 3% 3% 
SI+ 6% 21110 
Unknown .61ll0 

WITNESSES 

Rape is obviously noi. a crime which is typically 
committed in a crowd. But, although there are few eye 
witnesses to sexual attacks, several other kinds of 
'witnesses are frequently available. In more than one 
third of the cases analyzed, we were able to identify 
witnesses who corroborated the identity of the suspect 
(17 percent), corroborated some portion of the victim's 
account or attested to her emotional condition after 
the rape (13 percent), or actually saw the crime in 
progress (8 percent). The importance of such witnesses 
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Kansas New 
City Orleans , Phoenix Total 

(N = 328) (N=237) (N=10S) (N=l26l) 

39% 32% 7.6% 32% 
22% 21% 25% 21% 
18% 221110 2Q% 21070 
IOlllo 90/0 IOlllo IOlllo 
6% 8070 10% Sillo 
3% 21110 S% 3% 
21110 Sillo 6070 41110 

2% .Slllo 

to prosecution cannot be overstated. In those juris
dictions in which it was the poli~y of the police depart
ment to thoroughly canvass for witnesses, two to three 
times as many corroborating witnesses were adentified 
as elsewhere. 

NUMBER OF OFFENDERS. TABLE 7 A. 

Most rapes were committed by a single individual who 
attacked a lone woman. Although "gang" rapes did 
occur, they are relatively rare and usually involved 
juvenile males under the age of 13. 



TABLE7A 

Number of Offenders 

Number 

1 
2 
3: 

More than 3 
Unknown 

Seattle 
(N =:ID'n 

84% 
111170 
3% 
2% 

RACE OF OFFENDER. TABLE SA. 

Detroit 
(N =283) 

69% 
151170 

70/0 
71170 
21170 

Minority males were consistently overrepresented 
in the offender population. This overrepresentation 
was true in all jurisdictions whether the minority pop-

Kaw.as 
City 

(N=328) 

70% 
151170 

71170 
7% 

New 
Orleans 

(N=237) 

730/0 
171170 

41170 
5% 

PhoenL,( 
(N = 105) 

75% 
131170 
6% 
60/0 

ulation was small, i.e., Seattle, or large, i.e., Detroit. 
The overwhelming majority (80 percent) of all cases 
which involved multiple rapists were committed by 
minority males. 

TABLE8A 

Race of Offender 

Race Seattle 
(N=307) 

White 341170 
Black 591170 
American 2070 

Indian 
Chicano 2% 
Asian 1'170 

American 
Other 1% 
Unknown 11170 

AGE OF OFFENDERS. TABLE 9A. 

Detroit 
(N=283) 

10% 
89% 

.41170 

.41170 

.4% 

In general, victims were unable to specify the exact 
age of their attackers since, in most cases, the assail
:mts were not known to them. Therefore, we accepted 
the estimated offender ages which appeared on the 
police reports. To the extent that these estimates were 
incorrect, it is presumed that victims might have 
thought their assailants older than they actually were. 

Victim estimates indicated that the majority of as
sailants were between 18 and 25. Men over 30 were not
likely to be rapists, and once men reached 40, there 
was only an insignificant probability of involvement 
in sexual assaults. 

Kansas 
City 

(N =328) 

31% 
651170 

21170 

.3% 
2% 

New 
Orleans 

(N=237) 

15% 
811170 

.41170 

11170 
3% 

Phoenix 
(N =105) 

45% 
38% 

140/0 

3% 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VICTIM AND 
OFFENDER. TABLE lOA. 

Perhaps no other myth is more prevalent in rape 
lore than that which asserts that most sexual assaults 
occur in dating $ituations in which tl!e woman has pro
voked her own attack. Although such cases may occu.r 
on occasion, we found the frequency of such attacks 
to be inconsequential. 

For purposes of research, the relationships between 
the victim and offender were divided into four cate
gories. In the first category, strangers, the actors had 
no acquaintance with or knowledge of one another 
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prior to the sequence of events that terminated in the 
assault. The second and third categories, acquainted 
and/riends, were more difficult to distinguish. Victims 
and offenders were defined as "acquaintances" if they 
had merely met or were known to one another by re-

putation prior to the offense. In contrast, the term 
"friend" was used to define long-standing or pre
viously intimate relationships. The fourth category 
included aU rapes between persons who either by blood 
or by marriage were related to one another. 

TABLE9A 

Age of Offender (Victim Estimates) 

Age 

Less than 
18 

18-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51+ 
Unknown 

Seattle 
(N=304) 

4070 

8% 
38% 
22% 
12% 
1% 
2% 

15% 

Kamas 
Detroit City 

(N=283) (N=328) 

10% 10% 

17% 14% 
28% 20% 
19% 18% 
16% 13% 
4% 2% 
I ~70 1% 
5% 23% 

New 
Orleam ~ho~nix Total 

(N =286) (N =1(6) (N =1227) 

6% 7% 7% 

15% 16% 13% 
19% 36% 27% 
19% 14% 19% 
11% 8% 13% 
3% 8% 2% 
3% 2% 

24% 11% 16% 

TABLE lOA 

Relationship Between Victim and Offender 

Relationship Seattle Detroit 
(N=307) (N =283) 

Strangers 59% 67"10 
Acquainted 24% 19% 
Friends 10% 11% 
Related 3% 2% 
Unknown 3% .4% 

Stranger-to-stranger rapes. Although there was 
considerable variation from one jurisdiction to an
other, approximately one half of all rapes involved 
strangers. This type of rape ranged from a high of 68 
percent of all cases in Phoenix to a low of 43 percent 
in Kansas City. 

Acquaintances. Approximately one quarter of all 
rape cases analyzed involved victims and offend~rs 
who had simply met or heard of each other prior to 
the assault. These so-called "mixed message" rapes 
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Kansas New 
City Of Ie am Phoenix 

(N = 328) (l'!=237) (N=102) 

43% 46% 68% 
31 % 27% 19% 
19% 19OJo 8% 
5% 4% 5% 
2% 4% 1% 

have some unusual characteristics which are discussed 
in the text of this report. 

Friends. Rapes involving friends made up less than 
20 percent of the reported assaults in any jurisdiction. 
This category included rapes committed in dating sit
uations as well as a variety of other social encounters. 

Related. Rapes of relatives were extremely rare. 
When such rapes were reported, they usually involved 
a male offender who was related to the victim by 
marriage, i.e., step-father, brother-in-law, etc. 



LOCATION OF FIRST CONTACT PRIOR 
TO OFFENSE. TABLE llA. 

The traditional view of rape assumes that sex
crazed males lurk in alleys and roam darkened streets 
in search of unsuspecting prey whum they can assault. 
Although this type of rape certainly exists, it does 
not describe the most frequent circumstances under 
which victims and offenders come into contact. In
deed, it is not the street which represents the greatest 
risk of sexual assault to a woman-it is her own home. 
Except in Detroit and New Orleans, the initial contact 

between victims and offenders occurred most often in 
the residence of the victim. This was followed in fre
quency by street encounters. These two initialloca
tions accounted for 49% (Phoenix) to 72% (New 
Orleans) of all rape reports which were analyzed. 

Of the nine other initial contact locations identi
fied from the police reports, only the automobile of 
the offender stood out as a consistently high-risk lo
cation. Initial contacts established at taverns, social 
gatherings, etc. were relatively uncommon. 

TABLE llA 

Location of First Contact Prior to Offense 

Kansas New 
Location Seattle Detroit City Orleans 

(N=307) (N =283) (N = 328) (N =237) 
Phoenix 
(N = 105) 

Total 
(N= 1260) 

Victim 331110 24070 
Home 

Street 21010 391110 
Auto/ 181110 7070 

Offender 
Tavern/ 81110 6070 

Bar 
Building! 41110 7% 

Business 
Other Home 41110 51110 
Offender 30/0 40/0 

Home 
Auto! 20/0 3% 

Victim 
Park 20/0 20/0 
Social 21110 .21110 

Gathering 
Common .7UJo .4UJo 

Carrier 
Motel! .3UJo AUJo 

Hotel 
(Jther 1 UJo 2UJo 
Unknown .7UJo 

LOCATION OF OFFENSE. TABLE 12A. 

The location of the initial contact between the of
fender and the victim was not always a good indica
tor of the actual location of the offense. There was a 
general tendency to move the actual crime scene to 
an indoor or more private location. Thus. although 
the victim's residence remaim:d the most likely loca
tion of the assault, the offender's residence or his 
automobile became the next most frequent locations. 

31070 331110 

221110 39070 
131110 3070 

41110 8070 

91110 31110 

601,1 4070 
40/0 1070 

30/0 .40/0 

40/0 10/0 
3UJo 11110 

.3% .4% 

.3UJo 11110 

.6UJo 1 UJo 
1 UJo 41110 

371110 

121110 
22UJo 

7UJo 

81110 

3070 

11110 

50/0 

20/0 
21110 

2UJo 

311110 

281110 
121110 

6UJo 

61110 

5070 

31110 

21110 

2% 
2UJo 

.3!!7o 

.3UJo 

1% 
11110 

Relatively few rapes were actually committ!'ld in pub
lic places, such as streets or parks. 

WEAPONS. TABLE 13A. 

The frequency with which weapons were present 
or used during sexual assaults varied considerably 
from one police jurisdiction to another. Nearly 60 
percent of all reported rapes in Detroit involved weap
ons of some kind; in contrast, only 33 percent of the 
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rapes reported to Seattle authorities involved weap
ons. 

The weapon of choice was usually a handgun, al
though a knife was more popular in Seattle. In addi
tion to guns and knives, an incredible. variety of other 
weapons was also used or threatened. OccaGionally, 
these "weapons" consisted of everyday items such 

as pencils, metal combs, and foiling pins. In other 
instances, menacir~6 weapons were formed from bro
ken bottles, fire pokers, burning cigarette butts. and 
rocks. Regardless of the specific nature of the object, 
some type of weapon was identified in approximately 
one half of the police reports. 

Location 

Victim Home 
Auto/Offender 
Offender 

Home 
Other Home 
Street 
Building! 

Business 
Park 
Auto/Victim 
Motel/Hotel 
Tavern/Bar 
Social 
.. Gathering 
Common 

Carrier 
Other 
Unknown 

Weapon 

None 
Gun 
Knife 
Other Sharp 

Object 
Blunt Object 
Gun and Knife 
Other 
Unknown 
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Seattle 
(N=307) 

34% 
17070 
15% 

7% 
10% 
7fIlo 

4070 
2% 
2fIlo 
.3% 

3070 

Seattle 
(N'"'307) 

4S% 
11070 
16% 
3% 

1% 

2% 
22070 

TABLE 12A 

Location of Rape Offenses 

Detroit 
(N = 283) 

22% 
16% 
14% 

15fIlo 
11% 

S% 

3070 
4% 
2010 
.4070 

.4% 

80/0 
.7070 

Kansas 
City 

(N = 328) 

28% 
16% 
13% 

13fIlo 
10% 

S070 

7070 
2% 
2fIlo 

.9% 

2070 
.9070 

TABLE 13A 

New 
Orleans 

(N =237) 

33% 
120/0 
12% 

8070 
11% 
10070 

2070 
1010 
40lo 
1070 

.4% 

4% 
2% 

Weapons Threatened or Used 

Kansas New 
Detroit City Orleans 

(N=281) (N=328) (N = 237) 

36% S8% 49% 
29% 24% 19% 
19070 Il070 17% 
4% 1% 3% 

2070 2% 3% 
3070 2070 

1% 1% 
8% 1% 5070 

Phoenix 
(N= 105) 

38% 
17070 
7% 

9% 
6% 
3070 

S070 
3070 

12% 
1% 

Phoenix 
(N = 105) 

37% 
18% 
18070 

4070 

6% 

1% 
16% 

Total 
(N = 1260) 

300/0 
16% 
130/0 

11 fIlo 
10070 
6fIlo 

4070 
20/0 
20/0 
.3% 
.2% 

.107u 

4% 
.7070 

Total 
(N= 1258) 

47% 
21% 
160/0 

3070 

2% 
IfIlo 
1% 

10070 



RESISTANCE. TABLE 14A. 

Th,~ police records indicated that the majority of 
women resisted the sexual assault. Initial resistance 
was usually verbal and fell into one of three general 
categories. The first category included verbal methods 
whereby the victim attempted to make herself unat
tractive to the offender or elicit his sympathy: she 
indicated that she was pregnant, sick, diseased, vir
ginal, or menstruating. The second category of ver
bal resistance consisted of threats that, if the offender 
persisted, the victim would prosecute the offender or 
seek retaliation from her family Ifriends. Finally, 
some victims attempted to feign stipulated consent to 
intercourse, indicating a. wiilingness to engage in 
sexual activity if they could first use the restroom, 
change clothes, call a friend, etc. Although these 
latter ruses allowed an occasional victim to escape 
the situation, verbal resistance was singularly inef
fective in thwarting sexual assaults. Victims were 
seldom able to deter the rapist with "talk," no mat
ter which verbal tactic was attempted. 

A related method of resistance was that of cry-

jng-either from fear or as a means to underscore 
lack of consent. Again, as in those cases which in
volved verbal resistance, rapists were seldom deterred 
by this behavior. 

Approximately 20 percent of ail victims reported 
that they screamed or used some device (whistle, etc.) 
in an efffort to attract attention. Whether or not the 
victims' actions attracted assistance from others, this 
method was often effective in terminating a sexual 
assault. 

MallY victims attempted to physically resist their 
assailants. In general, this resistance took the form of 
struggling, hitting, biting, and kicking the assailant. 
Nearly 20 percent of the victims attempted to run 
from the scene. Only 2 percent of the victims threat
ened or actually used a weapon (gun, knife, bottle, or 
spray). Struggling or fighting with the assailant sel
dom terminated the attack. However, victims who 
were able to run sometimes escaped their attackers. 
Weapons were threatened or used so infrequently that 
it was not possible to estimate their effectiveness. It 
should be noted, however, that even when victims 
used weapons, they seldom inflicted any real harm to 
the attacker. 

TABLE 14 A 

Method 

No Resistance 

Seattle 
(N =307) 

53% 

Methods Used to Resist the Offender 
(Multiple Methods Possible) 

Detroit. 
(N =283) 

360/0 

Kansas 
City 

(N = 328) 

36% 

New 
Orleans 

(N=, 237) 

40% 

Phoenix 
(N = 105) 

20% 

Total 
(N= 1260) 

41% 
.. _ .. _----_ .. _-----... _-------------------..... --------------...... _------------.. _----------------------------------------------------.. -----.. ------.. -.. -----------------------_ .. ------------
Verbal 14% 44% 
Cry 4% 16% 
Scream 18% 19% 
Fight! 31% 28% 

Struggle 
Threatened 1% .4"', 

Weapon 
Used Weapon 1% 1% 
Other 2% 5% 

INJURY . TABLE 15A. 

The rape reports indicated that approximately one 
third of all victims were injured. In most instances, 
the physical injuries were relatively minor and con-

30% 
12% 
21% 
31% 

3% 

3% 
5% 

43% 55% 34% 
11% 24% 12% 
20% 35% 21% 
38% 29% 31% 

2% 3% 2% 

2% 10/0 2% 
5% 11% 5% 

sisted of bruises and cuts which did not require ex
tensive medical treatment. More serious injuries were 
severe bruises or cuts, vaginal tears, internal bleed
ing or bruising, broken bones, broken teeth or con
cussions. 
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Injury 

No Injury 

Seattle 
(N=307) 

TABLE 15 A 

Victim Injuries 
(Multiple Injuries Possible) 

Detroit 
(N=283) 

77% 

Kansas 
City 

(N=328) 

70llfo 

New 
Orleans 

(N=233) 

69l1fo 

Phoenix 
(N= 105) 

4911fo 

Total 
(N"" 1256) 

681110 
-------------------------- ... - ..... _--------------------.. --------------_ .. __ ... _-------------.. .,----------------------------.. ---.... .,----------_ .. -----------------------------.. -------------
Bruised 2911fo 16% 

Slightly 
Bruised Ex- 61110 411fo 

tensively 
Vaginal 21110 211fo 

Tears 
Internal 21110 .41110 
Broken 21110 11110 

Bones 
Burns .41110 
Concussion .31110 
Broken 11110 . Teeth 
Bullet 

Wound 
Knife 11110 1% 

Wound 
Other 7% 31110 

ADDITIONAL CRIMES. TABLE 16A. 

In addition to vaginal intercourse, other criminal 

191110 1911fo 4611fo 231110 

81110 611fo 2211fo 711fo 

211fo 60/0 41110 31110 

11110 21110 41110 1 lifo 
11110 11110 61110 21110 

.11110 
.31110 11110 211fo .51110 

11110 11110 .41110 

11110 3 lifo 11110 21110 

31110 2% 11% 41170 

act(s) were recorded in approximately one half of aU 
victim reports. Robbery, kidnap/abduction, and var
ious forms of sodomy were most common. 

TABLE 16 A 

Additional Criminal Acts 
(Multiple Crimes Possible) 

Crime Seattle Detroit 
(N=307) (N=283) 

Robbery 161110 301110 
Kidnap/ 131110 351110 

Abduction 
Sodomy J 511/0 26% 
Burglary J% J% 

VICTIM MEDICAL EXAMINATION 

Although many rape statutes no longer require 
proof of sexual penetration, prosecutors seldom pro
ceed with cases in which penetration cannot be con
firmed. Although this confirmation can take many 
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Kansas New 
City Orleans Phoenix 

(N ",,328) (N=237) (N= 105) 

131110 121110 13% 
241110 231110 231110 

6070 9% 6% 
J% 121110 161110 

forms, it generally requires a medical examination to 
determine the ;resence of semen/sperm in the vagina, 
mouth or anus of the victim. The presense of semen 
on the clothing of the victim, or a medical observa
tion of vaginal tears or abrasions may also be used as 
evidence. 



METHOD OF DETECTIVE CONTACT WITH 
VICTIM. TABLE 19A. 

Not all victims had in-person contact with the in
vestigator(s) assigned to their cases. Occasionally, 
victim-investigator contact was limited to one or more 
phone conversations or consisted only of a letter sent 

to the victim. No victim contact, or letter/phone con
tact only, occurred most frequently in Seattle, the 
jurisdiction which had the greatest delay in"invest!ga
tive follow-up. Victims, and conseql1cnt~y cas-::s, were 
simply "lost" during the interval between the initial 
report and detective assignment. 

TABLE 19 A 

Method of Detective Contact With Victim 

Method Seattle Detroit 
(N=302) (N=281) 

Letter Only 60/0 1% 
Phone Only 24% 8% 
In Person 49% ·39% 
No Contact/ 21% 3% 

Unknown 

'LOCATION OF ItJ·PERSON INTERVIEWS. 
TABLe 20A. 

The location of victim-detective interviews was also 
related to their frequency. Those jurisdictions where 
in-person interviews were conducted most often were 
also those in which such interviews were made most 

Kansas New 
City Orleans Phoenix 

(N = 328) (N=237) (N=105) 

3% 
1% 2% 

93% 93% 97% 
7% 3% 1% 

convenient for the victim. Particularly high victim 
attrition was observed if interviews were conducted 
frequently at police headquarters. Although this 
method of contact might serve the needs of over
worked investigators, it did so at the expense of the 
collection of physical evidence and victim coopera
tion. 

TABLE 20A 

LCX:lltion Seattle 
(N= 158) 

Police Head- 64% 
quarters 

Victim 230/0 
Residence 

Victim Place 3% 
of Employ 

Hospital 3% 
Other 1% 
Unknown 7% 
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Location of Victim-Detective Interview 

Kansas 
Detroit City 
(N=O) (N = 327) 

(Missing 31% 
Data) .. 20% 

.. .. 0% 

21% 
13% 
15% 

New 
Orleans 

(N=237) 

29% 

39% 

20% 
20% 
7% 

Phoenix 
(N=l00) 

10% 

35% 

3% 

37% 
8% 
7% 



Approximately two thirds of all police reports in
dicated that victims had actually undergone a medi
cal forensic examination (Seattle=62 percent; Detroit 
=69 percent; Kansas City=63 percent; New Orleans 
=66 percent; and Phoenix=88 percent). The presence 
of spenn or semen was verified in 62 percent of re
ports examined. (It should be noted, however, that 
the actual percentage was probably far greater. Sev
eral police departments collected vaginal washings 
from medical facilities, but they did not analyze the 
contents unless a suspect was actually identified and 
evidence of penetration was required.) 

liME BETWEEN INITIAL REPORT AND 
DETECTIVE FOLLOW-UP. TABLE l7A. 

In all five jurisdictions from which rape reports 

were obtained, the initial response to the complaint 
was made by patrol officers. Since rape reports con
stituted high dispatch priorities in each of these de
partments, patrol officers usually responded with 
great haste (10 minutes or less). In contrast, the speed 
with which sex crimes investigators became involved 
varied enonnously from one jurisdiction to another. 
In Seattle, for example, approximately one third of 
all cases were assigned for follow-up investigation 
three or more days after the initial report to the police. 
Less than 5 percent of the rape cases reported to 
Detroit authorities required three or more days for 
investigative assignment. The speed with which cases 
were assigned appeared to have a significant impact 
on the kinds of evidence collected and the methods 
used to identify alleged offenders. 

TABLE 17 A 

Time Between Initial Report and Detective Follow-Up 

Kansas New 
Time Delay Seattle Detroit City Orleans Phoenix Total 

(N=303) (N = 283) (N = 328) (N = 236) (N= 104) (N=1254) 

Less Than 27% 850/0 
1 Day 

1-2 Days 32% 11% 
3-7 Days 23% 2% 
More than 10% 1% 

7 Days 
Unknown 8% 1% 

SEX OF FOLLOW-UP DETECTIVE. 
TABLE l8A. 

Among the innovations implemented in many 
police depaltments has been the increased use of fe
mak detectives to handle follow-up investigations. 

60% 57% 65% 57% 

16% 12% 25% 19% 
7% l"l% 8% 11% 
6% 3% 2% 5% 

11% 17% 8% 

Among the five police jurisdictions examined, fe
male officers were assigned to investigate approxi
mately one third of un reported rapes. A significant 
number of these assignments were made as part of a 
male-female team, particularly in such cities as 
Detroit, Kansas City, and New Oileans. 

TABLE 18 A 

Sex 

Male 
Female 
Male-

Female 
Unknown 

Seattle 
(N = 303) 

54% 
37% 
9% 

.30/0 

Sex of Follow-Up Detective 

Kansas New 
Detroit City Orleans 

(N=283) (N = 328) (N=237) 

22% 55% 75% 
42% 6% 1% 
11% 11% .4% 

25'!'1l 28% 24% 

Phoenix 
(N=105) 

71% 
7% 

23% 

Total 
(N=1256) 

52% 
21% 
10% 

18% 
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TABLE 22A 

Methods Used to Identify Suspect at Time 
of Initial Police Report 

Kansas New 
Method Seattle Detroit City Orleans Phoenix 

(N = 300) (N=279) (N=328) (N = 237) (N= 103) 

Not Identified 65% 590/0 33% 54% 73% 
Victim Info. 290/0 26% 55 0io 33% 121170 
Witness Info. 2% 3% 2% 1% 5% 
Patrol Canvass 3% 5% 2% 9% 11% 
Other/Unknown 1% 7% 8% 2% 

TABLE 23A 

Methods Used in an Attempt to Identify Suspects 
(Multiple Methods Possible) 

Kansas New 
Method Seallie Detroit City Orleans Phoenix Total 

(N=308) (N=28l) (N=328) (N=237) (N = lOS) (N= 1259) 

"Mug Shots" 23% 48% 43% 13% 14% 31 % 
Vehicle 8% 1% 5% 9% 2% 5%. 

License 
Vehicle 13% 9% 24% 16% 27% 17% 

Ty!;e 
Vehicle 13% 8% 23% 161170 27% 160Jp 
Color 
Analysis 10% 32% 39% 72% 35% 36% 

of Scene 
Modus Op- 5% 10% 8% 5% 5% 7% 

erandi 
Stolen 1% 4% 1% 22% 8% 6% 

Property 
Susp. Be- 2% 6% 18% 8% 5% 8% 

longings 
Finger- 8% II % 13% 16% 33% 14070 

prints 
Show-Up 1% 12% 12% 15% II % 10% 
Unusual 2% .3% 6% 16% 10% 6% 

Charac-
teristic 

Susp. Left 3% 1% 2% 4% 1% 2% 
Name/Number 

Informant .3% .6% 1% .4% 
Susp. Employ/ 1070 12% 16% 50/0 3% 8% 

School 
Tracking 1% 5% 2% 

Dogs 
Vic. Belong- 1% 2% 3% 5% 3% 2% 

ings at 
Scene 

Traced Phone 1% 2% 1% .5% 
Calls 

Victim Hyp- .6% .1 % 
nosis 

Handwriting .3% 
Samples 
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PHYSICAL EVIDENCE COLLECTED. 
TABLE 21A. 

The frequency with which victim clothing was col~ 

lected varied enonnously from one jUrisdiction to 
another. In Detroit and Phoenix, for exam!'le, it was 
collected and plat:ed in evidence two to three times 
more often than in Seattle or Kansas City. 

TABLE 2lA 

Physical Evidence Collected 
(Multiple Evidence Collection Possible) 

Kansas New 
Physical Seattle Detroit City Orleans Phoenix Total 
Evidence (N = 307) (N=2~3) (N = 328) (N=234) (N = 105) (N= 1257) 

Viet. Clothing 210J0 62Ofo 
Susp. Clothing 8% 2% 
Weapon 4OJo 5% 
Fingerprints 90J0 10% 
Viet. Photos 2% 2OJo 
Seene Photos 1% 1% 
Auto Impound 1% 4% 
Susp. Belong- 6% 6% 

ings 
Other 15% 10% .. 

In contrast, suspect clothing was collected in al
most every case in which it was available regardless 
of the jurisdiction. Weapons, suspect belongings, and 
auto impounds were items that were most frequently 
collected and entered into evidence in New Orleans 
and Phoenix. 

The frequency with whichjingerprints were lifted 
very much depended on the availability of trained 
patrol officers or evidence technicians to respond to 
the scene. 

The use of photo equipment also varied consider
ably from one jurisdiction to annther. Victim photos 
(torn clothing, physical disarray, abrasions and other 
physical injuries) were fairly common in Phoenix. 
Photographs of the crime scene were taken in almost 
one half of all cases in New Orleans and one third of 
all cases in Phoenix. 

Many other kinds of physical evidence were also 
collected. Items ranged from evidence collected on 
the person of the victim (pubic hair combings, finger~ 
nail scrapings, blood and soil samples) to evidence 
collected at the sClene (broken glasses, furniture, 
towels, sheets) to evidence gathered from the suspect 
(blood and hair samples, photos of unusual body char
acteristics, etc.) 

270J0 50% 620J0 410J0 
5% 150J0 10% 70J0 
50fc 120J0 100J0 6% 

130J0 190J0 410J0 15% 
40J0 50J0 190J0 4OJo 
7% 480J0 33% 14% 
60J0 4OJo 4OJo 4% 
5% 14% 18% 7% 

20% 30% 79% 23% 

SUSPECT IDENTIFICATION AT TIME OF 
INITIAL REPORT. TABLE 22A. 

One quarter to one half of all initial rape reports 
taken by patrol officers) included significant infor
mation regaiding the identity of the suspect.. The vic
tim herself was the most frequent source of such in
formation for she was often able to name her assai
lant, provide a license number, or identify his 
residence. In contrast, witnesses were a relatively 
poor source of identifying information. Except in 
Phoenix, such witnesses were identified by patrol of~ 
ficers in less than 5 percent of all cases. From in
formation generally provided by victims, patrol of
ficers themselves were often able to identify suspects 
through area canvasses and investigations of sus~ 
picious persons. 

METHODS USED IN ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY 
SUSPECTS. TABLE 23A. 

Analyses of the various rape reports indicated that 
more than 40 different methods were used in attempts 
to identify suspects. For the purpose of this discus
sion, only those methods used most frequently are 
presented. 
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METHODS USED IN SUCCESSFUL 
IDENTIFICATION OF SUSPECTS. 
TABLE 24A. 

Methods of identification were classified as "suc
cessful" if, as a result of investigation, a suspect 
could be named. Successful identifications were not 
based upon arrests, charge~ or convictions, since, for 
a variety of reasons, many of these individuals were 
never taken into custody or officially accused of any 
crime. 

When methods which were used in an attempt to 
identify suspects (see Table 23A) are compared to 
methods which were successful, a significant failure 
rate is observed. For example, in approximately 31 
percent of all cases, victims attempted to identify 
their assailants through the use of known offender 
photos (mug shots). However, this method led to suc
cessful identifications in less than 9 percent of the 
time. Similarly, fingerprints were obtained in 14 per
cent of the cases, but were matched with those of a 
suspect in less than 2 percent of the successful iden
tifications. 

TABLE 24A 

Methods Used in Successful Identification of Suspects 
(Multiple Meth,?ds Possible) 

Kansas New 
Method Seattle Detroit City Orleans Phoenix Total 

(N=308) (N=28l) (N=328) (N = 237) (N= 105) (N=12S9) 

"Mug Shots" S% 2% 23% .4% 4% 9% 
Vehicle Lic- 6% 3% 4% J% 2% S% 

ense 
Vehicle Type 6"70 S% 7% 4% 7% S% 
Vehicle Color 9% 7% IS% 4% 7% 9% 
Analysis of 6% S% 12% S% 14% 8 

Scene 
Modus Oper- 2% 2% 1% S% 2% 

andi 
Stolen Prop- .30/0 2% 3% 11% 2% 

erty 
Susp. Belong- .3% 1% 20Jn 5% 30/0 2% 

ings 
Fingerprints 1% 2% 2% 1070 3070 2% 
Show-Up 1% SOJo 9'l70 13% 6% 6% 
Unusual Char- .3% .6070 2070 1070 .7070 

acteristics 
Susp. Left 2070 .3070 1070 .70/0 

Name/ 
Number 

Informant .3% .4% .IOJo 
Tracking 1070 .3UJu .2OJo 

Dogs 
Susp. Employ/ 1% .3% .311l0 3% llllQ 

School 
Victim Belong- .311l0 2070 .SlIlo 1'''70 .70/0 

ings at Scene 
Traced Phone llllo .4% 

Calls 
Victim Hyp-

nosis 
Handwriting 

Samples 
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TABLE 22A 

Methods Used to Identify Suspect at Time 
of Initial Police Report 

Kansas New 
Method Seattle Detroit City Orleans Phoenix 

(N = 300) (N=279) (N=328) (N = 237) (N== 103) 

Not Identified 65% 59070 33% 54070 73070 
Victim InfoJ. 29070 26% 55070 33070 12% 
Witness info. 2070 3070 2070 1070 5% 
Patrol Canvil~s 3070 5070 2% 9% 11% 
Other/Unknown 1070 7% 8070 2070 

TABLE 23A 

Methods Used in an Attempt to Identify Suspects 
(Multiple Methods Possible) 

Kansas New 
Method Seattle Detro!t City Orleans Phoenix Total 

(N = 308) (N=281) (N=328) (N = 237) (N == lOS) (N== 1259) 

"Mug Shots" 23% 4S070 43070 13070 14llJo 31llJo 
Vehicle SOlo I07Q 5G70 9% 2% 507" 

License 
Vehicle l3070 9% 240/0 16% 271110 17llJo 

Type 
Vehicle 13% S% 23% 16% 27% 16% 
Color 
Analysis 10% 321110 39OJo 72% 35% 36% 

of Scene 
Modus Op- S% IOllJo SllJo SllJo 5llJo 7% 

erandi 
Stolen IllJo 4% 1% 22% S% 6llJo 

Property 
Susp. Be- 2% 6% IS% S% 5% SllJo 

longings 
Finger- SllJo 11llJo 13% 16% 33% 14% 

prints 
Show-Up 1% 12% 12% lSllJo lIllJo IOOJo 
Unusual 2% .3llJo 6% 16% 10% 6llJo 

Charac-
t.:ristic 

Susp. Left 3070 1% 2OJo 4% IllJo 2% 
Name/Number 

Informant .3% .6llJo 11110 AllJo 
Susp. Employ/ 1% 12% 160fa SOJo 3% SII/o 

School 
Tracking IllJo SllJo 2% 

Dogs 
Vic. Belong- 1% 2070 3% 5% 3% 2% 

ings at 
Scene 

Traced Phone 10/0 2% 1% .S% 
Calls 

Victim Hyp- .6% .10J0 
nosis 

Handwriting .3% 
Samples 
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